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THE ERECTS OF STII,theilksa: iiiPLIPYIIENT AND,
tRAINING PROGRAL BEFLATION AND UNtb1-
PRIIIENT

.

411.1:DAY. 3.111r 9, 1979

CONCHIESS OW11412. MEWED STATES, '
Vancr Etorromic CommirrErli

Washington,
The committee met,epursmat tanotice, at 10:05 a.m., in rooni.318,

Russell Senate Office Sitilding, Parren J. Mitchell (member of
thecorasaittae) presiding.

Presatepresentatwes-Mitehell-and-Brown-i alai- Senator Javitit..
.Als,present: John M. Albertine, David W. Allen,-and M. Ciitberine

Miller, -prtiessional staff members; Robert Ash Wallace, researchdirector, *tidal, Stiitt, on Economic Change; Katie MacArthq,
press iassistalt;Ifatk Bdrchelt, administrative assistant; and Stephen
J. Entin, Mick IL-Polieinski. and Peter 'Tuns, minority professional
staff membe es.

OMINEINE STATE3fElq? ar RePREBENTATIVII illzrommr.

Representative:Mao:1mm_ The hearing'will come to...order.
We are operate user extreme difficulties because we don'thave sound moment up he but it is on the way.
I would saninst for those persona in the audience who might have

soma difficulty a hearing, that you 'move up either to one of the side
tablds or pull- -war chairs up so you can hear.

Cali I be hated in the back? Barely?
This is goincto pose some problems for Diu. witne . This means

that you will hose to project pretty loudly f6r a whit until the:equip-
ment gets here.

Congress is %ed with-two undeniable fact ale. of inflation
and a high rassef unemployment.

There is every indication that these two facts will continue to affect
us for some tram s

Whatever policy tools we r,hoose to4nitigate the effects of inflation
cannot be allowed to significantly exacerbate themiemployrnent rate;
and vice versa, our polities to .lower the unemploynneilt rate must
result in the lowest .inflationary cost.

Our _task here today is to attempt .a determination of the best
approach or mix of approaches to combat structural 'unemployment.

We have sal kiwis. When I first came to the CongressTthere was
talk of the now technologies and the faoithat had caused structural
unemployment.

Subsequent, we have heard an explanation based on geographic
reasons and, of course, the matter orracial discifthination.

(1)
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Although the old adage runs that if you 'd all the .economists in
the world e4d to end you would never reach conclusion, we seem to
have some Weement among economists that the conventional fiscal
and monetary measures cannot be expected to reduce the unemploy-
iment rate so as to reach full employment without serious price
pressures.` , .

. .0.
Unforttmately, the employment and training programs so far-have

been expected to fulfill a hodgepodge of differentsobjectives.
Because no onejirogram Can'te things to all people, Congress

has become aware of the dissitistiotiOn with the effectiveneas o the
current employment and training programs.

I might in here also that I am appalled in the decades of
cyclicarvariitions of boom and almost bust that .blaek workers have
never reduced their unemployment rate belo*10.8 percent, teenagers
below 15.8 percent, and black teenagers below 32.5 percent during
the last 10 years. ,

If you'add to this the underestimation from those unaccounted-for
discouraged workers, I think we have a very Etarflaw in the American
etonom_. _ -

What I believe we need to do is. to ask some basic questicks about
where we are going and hikw much we intend to accomplish for those
structurally unemployed Wbrkers.

I am hoping that the witnesses befoM.us can direct our attention
to the relevant issues. We have asked all of them these twoZNsestions:

Question No. 1:'Can targeted structural employment and training
programs achieve and sustain a decreape in the unemployment rates \
arocng the segments of the labor force haying special difficulties
in obtaining employment?

Question No. 2: Can taroeted structural employment and training
programs achieve and sustain a decrease in the national unemploy-
ment rate without exacerbating inflation?

The administration has characterized the efforts to reduce structural
unemployment as one of the important priorities in our economy!

However, their two proposals for the expanded employment tax
credit and the incentive to private employers for. additional employ-
ment of structurally impeded workers admittedly pre uncertain as to
their efficacy.

Ultimately, Congress has been left with the bulk of decisionmaking
as to what are themost useful methods.

So, today we are going to explore a few of thok methods and at
least find out whether we are in the right ball park.

We are fOrtunate in hearing from such a distinguished panel with a
background of,practical policy experience and very fine academic
distinction.

Our leadoff witness will be the Honorable, Donald A. Nichols,
Deputy Assistant Secretary for. Economic Policy and Research, .

Department of Labor. I will introduce the others later.
Congressman Brown has a statement he wants to make at this time.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE BROWN

Representative BROWN. Today's hearing before the Joint Economic
Coninuttee addresses what is certainly he most severe economic and
sociaLcrises facing the country today.

6
,
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1 welcome your, views on how our commitment should be shaped.
"Thank you,Cotkressman Mitchell.
Repredentatkre MITCHELL. NIE14,t I lank like to propose is that

we top: from air first two.witnesseS, then gelato' questions, and then
hear from our last two witnesses? unless Wee is some objection from
Wit PaPet

If riot,: fine. -7

We. have a copy of yo pared statement before us and we have
Mr. Nichols, we e youhted that yo could be here with us.

had` in opportunity to review it. ,

) You havepthe optiod of preSen ng y. repared statement in :Ls
entirety or abstracting therefrom. y up- to you.

!RAMIE= OP HON. DONALD A. NEBULA DEPUTY ASSISTAJ!
SECRETARY, ECONOMIC POLICY AND SEARCH, DEPAyILTNBIE
OP LABOR . .

Mr. NICHOLS.'hank You Congrfssmarr...Mitchell.
I will just give you the generalpictiirov thRt is in that testinam------

-and submit the prepared statement for t i ecord.
Represpntative- MITCHELL. That will Ile.
You ark going to have to project your ice quite a bit.
Mr. NicaoLs. I do have an appendix that was not attachecv=so

what I submitted yesterday and I would like that to be place.
Abe record-as well. However, some numbers are missing from tipe
copiestand.I will submit them' later, if that.is all right.

R e presen t a tive Ig 'Tel:JELL. Fine.
-A.It will be plac,e(VIn the hearing record.

Mr NicaOLs. I 'Appreciate the opportunity to appear before
and discuss the roIeN that structural empliwnaent programs can 7 '4-v.
in reducing the overall unemployment rat.,

Let me say at the outset that I do think there is a major rola fe,r
these programs to play: L.am optimistic about this on several comes.

I am optimistic that we are putting together an intellectual fries,
'work that will permit us to analyze this proelem in a quantitative mom%
To date, we have not been able to deternaine in an overall way--zio
appropriate role for ourstructural programs to play, but I think moor
progress has been made this yeai.

Second, I am an optimist as to what theearly numbers reveal 11113M
using this framewor in a, very preliminary way. The numbers I willpresent today are cer ainly,preliminary, certainly tentative.

I 'give resisted th .temptation to give yea aggregate statistics as towhat think co e done to the unemployment rate through struc-
tural means because these numbers are so preliminary, but I do think
they support an optimistic View of what can be done in the future.

The problem is indeed' complicated, as .-..ongressman Brown said,
and so complicated that .I think it is fair to say analyses to date have

'not served us well in terms of giving us a fair description of the role of
overall structural programs:

The major new direction taken this year was due to two Yale
professors, Martin Baily and James Tobin, who presented a paper
which linked overall unemployment rates of several different kinds
to the inflation rate. Now the basic idea behind their framework is
that.it is appropriate for policymakers to do what we can do in reducing

8
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unemployment llitingh aggreiste meansthrough monetary and fig.:
ea-policieslbw% that an infhition barrier is eventually encountered
and-that ptev,suut,tmenploynsent from being reduced, as ybu said in
Y our

BaallIell&=sbreair the labor force up into several groups'
aecordmg.to industry and link these =employment rates to inflation
using historical dote;

-They find a *hter link between the unemployment rates for
ceathm. industrienwhich have highly skilled workers than for others
and:this indicates that it should be possible to reduce unemployment
p ..
rates, for thessintskilled industries without making the inflation- roblem an

The labor
y

fateokeaf be broken up in several ways: By industry
and my colleagues here today have. dealt with demographic break-downsby age. nice, and sex.

What I will -import on is a breakdown by occupation that I have
lone. Regardless,:-of which of these breakdoWns is used the general
approach is to et tempt to get at a breakdown that separates the
groups in_the _rwamilation which. have structural problems from theothers.

Now, the data are such that we cannot find a perfect breakdown
between who ha» structural problems and those who do not. We can
only approximate this and this fact makes it very difficult to do the

al'etic
work.

can look ez the demographic unemployment rates. As you say,
the black teenage rate we see is much bigherthan the other =employ-
ment rates and this indicates that black teenagers have structural
problems to a more severe extent than other groups do.

However, the are admittedly some black teenagers who are doing
quite well in the labor force.

Alternative 131,..:we can break it down by industries and say that
many workers in certain industries appear to be doing well or we could
break it, as I hove done, by occupation and we find that =employ-.
ment rates of certain groups are indeed much higher than they are
in the higher Ailed occupations.

The, breakdown I give is not a perfect one; it is an attempt to get
the labor force into two groupsone with structural problems, one
withoutbut that attempt, I think, will never be successful because
of the nature of the structural unemployment problem.

think for ewer worker the structural 'problems, cyclical problems
and seasonal prollems are difficult to disentangle. Cyclical, structural,
frictional or seasonal are the four categories we usually use to classify
the problems that cause unemployment and I think they are useful for
classifying these causes and therefore even for classifying the cures
for unemployment, but they are not useful for classifying the unem-
ployed workers themselves.

You simply cannot say that a particular person is unemployed for
structural 'reasons alone and one reason is because the structural
elements are commingled with cyclical and frictional factors. That is
what makes the analytic work so difficult and why we have had '.
trouble to date in commg up with overall approach s to this problem.

What I have done is to break the labor force ro ghly in half7-into "-
those-occupations that have the wage rates abov average and those
in occupations' with wage rates below average. he groupings are

9 ,
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quite. crude. I kiiow therp are many high-wage workers inlow-wage
occupations and vice versa. Nevertheless,Lthe breakdown is such that
on average the high -wage occupations ha*, an income roughly double
that of the low-wage ones-

My.Ifin co the general Baily-Tobin idea. I looked his-
torically, 1, t i e r ation lretwevi the unemployment rates of 'these.
twxegro S, and the rate of inflation. I find little influence of changes
in the employment of the low-skilled group on inflation. This
would support the general finding that structural programs can be
useu tacreduce the unemployment rates of low-skilled *orkers with-
out ismeasint thereto of inflation.

Oia the other hand, I do find that the unemployment rate of high
upation groups affects inflation andithis is what makes it so

t tp reduce the unemployment rate through overall monetary
and ft.-.Ls1 policies. As the em loyment rate declines, we run into
shortages f tcetain -orkers. Inbreased cieland then

to w e`iiicreases rather than mployment increases. This puts
Costs and inflation results.

_Thiii,giv'es us a second role Ifpr structural programs. Strvctural
programs not only can be used to increlse employment throuffhl publics
service empfoynkent, for example, of low-skilled groups, butqo trans-
fougn-these loweFskilled workers into ,high& skilled workers, thereby.
eliminating bottlenecks and shortages that ultimately lead to wagp.
increases.

While I have only broken the labor force into'two very crude groups
in my analysis and I can'tpretend that a structural program would

, take the aver6A-e Worker from the lower gioup and put him in the
higher group I use -thqse results as an indication of what structural
psugrams can do by in. creasing.the skills that workers have.

Another finding I cane up with is theft the low-wage labor force
appears to be quite elastic. I had intended, or desired to take this
result about the effect of unemployment rates on inflation to look at
what happens when you increase unemployment through overall
aggregate' measures ands, what would happen if you did it through
structural measures. I was unable to finish that for a variety of reasons
but what I found as part. 01 the work toward this goal was that when
there is an increase inemployment in these low-wage occupations, the
.pbs that are created tend to go to workers who are not in the labor
orce.

Out of every 10 additional jobs in the low-wage labor market, in
the past 7 were taken by workers not in the labor force and 3 by work-
ers counted as unemployed.

That would say that in general to reduce measured unemploy-reent'
rates by increasing the employment in low-wage occupations would
require almost a 3-for-1 ratiothree jobs created for every one unem-
ployed worker that is hired.

. Ndw, thkt, I say, is in general. This relationship comes from average
historical relations; it ignores the possibility for targeting of the kind
,that we now have in CETA, which can make the batting average a
little better..That is, in CETA we give preference to workers who have
been unemployed,a longperiod of time. Hiring these workers would
reduce unemployment. Furthermore, by targeting on family income%
we probably, tend to hire the worker in the family who would be listed
as being officially unemployed: I have not checked the data on this

I
10
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latteir possibility. I can only say that the overall number I report is
more pessimistic than what could be achieved with proper targeting
and I suspect that a number far better than 3 out of 10 can be attained.
But I have no results to report to you on this.

I do submit, however, that what I call this elasticity of the low-wage
labor force indicates that there are j' large number of workers willing
to work injobs if they are available. A large number of hidden unem-
ployed workers exist who would take jobs in these low-paid jobs if
they are available. We should not ignore this even if the employment
of these workers doesn't help us reduce the reported unemployment
rate--the measure by which we sometimes grade ourselves.

This result, I think should be interpreted more as casting doubt
on the measure itself rather than on the usefulness of the structural
pro grrams in reducing unemployment.

e work that Baily-Tobin did generally confirms the results
I found. I think there is a role for structural programs to play.

I think we are getting an analytic framework that would allow us
to put numbers on the size of this role but the work is so very recent
so the results I report to you should be interpreted as tentative.

I would be irresponsible if I said that national policy should be bii3ail
on these numbers as new and untested as they are. I can tell you that
further research is being done and I think the progress made this
year indictites that we are going to know shortly what Cup be done
with structural ptogranas. .

iThank you.
Representative MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Nichols.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nichols, together with a technical

appendix, follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD A. Nicitoug

sutim4RY 4

Historical data indicate that increases in employment in low wage occupations
have little effect on the inflation rate. This supportithe conclusion that structuralprograms can increase employment,without increasing inflation. -4

The data also indicate that inflation increases when unemployment in high wage
occupations declines. This supports the conclusion that structural programs toupgrade low wage workers can reduce inflationary pressures, thereby permitting
employment to grow without increasing inflation.

The low wage labor force appears to be quite elastic. Ffttoricaily, 7( percentof the increases in employment in low wage occupations have been associated
with increases in the labor force, not With reductions in unemployment. This
means that untargeted PSE programs will have a small effect on reported unem-
ployment rates. No tests were performed on targeting restrictions but it appears
that proper targetingof the form now required in CETAchi increase substan-tially the effect of PSE on reported unemployment.

The elasticity of the lo* wage labor force indicates the existence of a large
body of potential workers not counted as unemployed. The needs of this group
should be considered "even if proposals to address them do not have a substantialeffect on reported unemployment rates.

The framework used in this paper for analyzing structural unemployment isthat described by Baily and Tobin wherein the role of structural programs is
determined simultaneously with the role of cyclical or stabilization policies? It
appears to be a fruitful way of analyzing the overall role structural programs can
play in reducing unemployment in a noninflationaryrway.

Finally, structural unemployment is extremely difficult to measure. There are
problems of separating structural factors from seasonal, cyclical and frictional
actors; there are errors in measuringstfructural factors; and there is an essentially
arbitrary decision that must be made about how severe an employment problem
must be to classify an individual as structurally unemployed. Analyses using



8
estimates of structural employment are therefore often inconclusive. The Bai ly-
Tobin framework, however, does not require a precise numerical estimate of the
size of the problem in order to be of use. -

PROBLEMS IN DEFINING 'STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT

There does not exist today a satisfactory sway to analyze, define or measure
structural unemp t. Nor is one likely to exist in the near future. Three basic
problems are 4v4, nsible for this situation.

First is that t classification of unemployment into cyclical, structural, fric-
tional or season components may be useful when thinking about the causes
and therefore the uesof unemployment, but is not useful as a way to classify
specific unemployed workers. Any workable classification of individuals as struc-
turally unemployedK*ample, those unemployed for more than 15 consecutive
weeks will be flawed in plinciple by the fact that it is not independent of seasonal
and cyclical factors.

geastovrrile those unemployed 15 weeks or more will tend to be those facing severe
e loyment problems, and in my opinion will tend to be those who could profit
from Government programs for the structurally unemployed, the number of
workers in this category grows and falls with the business cycle and the seasons
of the year just as the total number of unemployed does. At any point in time there
will be many highly educated individuals and many high wage workers who have
been unemployed 15 weeks or more. They will not be typical of the workers in that
category but they will be there.. The point is that there are usually a combination of forces oyclical, structural,
seasonal and frictionalto blame for the fact that a particular worker is qnem-
ployed. In some workers the structural forces.will be more important than others
but it is impossible to create categories of workers who aie unemployed exclusively
for. structural, cyclical, frictional or seasonal reasons.

This does not mean there is not a problem of structural unemployment. Workers
,without skills, education or experience living in areas where few jobs exist face

"0-finding difficulties that are an order of magnitude larger than the employment
problems. ever faced by anyone in this room. Structural unemployment exists.
But to date it has defied our attempts to measure it in isolation from other forrhs
of unemployment. And without a uniformly recognized estimate of the number of
unemployed workers, it is difficult to prescribe role for structural programs.

The second major problem in defining the structurally unemployed is that the
structural characteristics of workers generally differ from each other by matters
of degree rather than by the distinct presence or absence of .a particular trait
that makes employment more or less likely. The level of schooling or training, for
example, variescontinuously Over the range of interest, and a decision that a worker
with 11.5 years of schooling is deprived while one with 12 is not is basically

, arbitrary. If we were to rank workers and plate them on a ladder with the most
employable near the top and the least ,employable near the bottom there would
be no way to draw a line separating them into two distinct homogeneous groups,
one having structural problems and the other not. Clearly the worker at the bottom
would need help while the one at the top would not, but those near the arbitrary
line would be much like each other whether they were above or below the line. In
this situation it is very difficult to get agreement on where the line should be
drawn.

An indication of the fact that structural problems are a matter of degree is that
most workers with structural problems are employed. Most of them have low
wage unskilled jobs and may well become unemployed at gime time in the future,
but at any point in time the majority of these workers are employed. This means
analyses of structural problems should not be restricted to unemployed workers
but should/include the whole low wage labor force. 4o.

The third problem in measuring and defining structural unemployment is that
the measures themselves are not precise. A high school education, for example,
means many different things. Skill training is hard enough, to quantify within
occupational groups, but almost impossible to compare across groups. Innate

%. abilities, attitudes toward employment and employers, and knowledge of what it
takes to succeed will never be measured perfectly. This means that whatever the

12
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, set of. indicators we chaqse by whick to classif a workers as hhving structural
problems, it Will be s_ ubjeet to.a large amount of error.

rti summary, it is hard to come up with a good mdasurenf 'structural Unemploy-
went because the structural characteristics of workers are measured imprecisely,because they vary by degree, and because they are commingled with cyclical,
frictional and seasInsi factors, to a varying extent in each unemployed.Worker.'Because Of these meaSilrentent and' problems, quantitative analysesof the overall problem of structural unemployment- are exceedingly difficult. The
studies that have been completed generally admit that they cover only part ofthe problem. "to link the parts together, into an overall framework would be amajor. undertaking.

AN OVERALL FRAMEWORK 0.* ANALYSIS

Frameworks have been suggested, however, that rely on the data availablefront existing labor force classifications. Thuorie I will ulie here was recentlysuggested by Baily and Tobin.' In aiingle framework they determine simultane-ously the roles for countercyclical and structural policies. The roles depend
itnportantly ea. the. effect 'of the policies. on inflation,

A,They argue that the'sbilitY to reduce the overall unemployment rate' through
, edonomic'groarth is limited, by inflation. "It doesn't matter whether onesvicws thislimitation as pplitical dr economic. Inflation 'poses a barrier to the lessening of

unemployment with macro-economic policies.' . .When the lowest unemployment rate consiIiteut with the,,,inflation barrier is
reached, the unemployment. rate pf low skilled workgs will still be high and will
be substantiality higher than that of high skilled wOrkers. Shortages of low skilled .workers will be rare and a'reditotion in the unemPlOyment rate of this group by'
itself 'Would not cause intlation'to increase. The high skilled group, on the otherhand, will have shortages and an attempt to feducte their unemployment ratefurther wmild.tend to leadto wage increases lather than to employment increases.
Therefore, an attempt to reduce unemployment among tholow skilled by increas-ing eeenomic activity is stymied'by the fact that it will 'lead tcr shortages in the
high skilled, market and therefore to inliation.

The mind structural programs is then clea.ri'They, should attempt to increasethe, demand for low skilled workers without increasing demand for high skilledworkers, andthey 'should try toupgrde some workers trom.thelOw skilled occuPieL
tions into the'higher skilled ones. Public service employment is an example' of a
Change in' fhe demand foolow skilled wol kers, while training is an example of up-grading. PSE, of course, can lead to upgrading tootethe workers gainexperience.Baily and Tobin limited themselves to two groups of workers for .purposes of
exposition. In principle, upgrading ean,takaplace along a continuum rind PSE can
encompass a variety of skills. But the, overall franiewprk. they suggest is iiuseful'one. Because of inflation, there Is only'seniticiiwe can do to. educe unemployment
through overall. monetary and 'fiscal policies. Further reductionsrequire that emu
ployment be increased only for the groups not likely to have an effect on inflation,
Or that the Supply of workers be increased ill the groups most likely to affectinflation.

This framework utters promise. It is possible to use it, for example, without
having a precise measure of the number of structurally uhemployed workers. Whatis necessary is to break the labor force into a hierarchy of groups and to determine
the effrect,,of the employment of these groups on the inflation rate. From thosestimates the agenda for structural policies will enierg..

. .

A .i.Re.i..tatko.tax AAA Itl18 ut' .111Z liol J.t. oItA

'1 ilk, eyataly sit repot I.. bete i.ca Utit ow; re 111.my
Vorkel.i. Yollua ing Bally And fobh. we rhisbified worker:. in lb, o groups each ofwhich contained st..ei.al occupations, fljgh wage ucckipalitn16 we..re. grouped 10-
gettit as were hurt Wage ones aceording to tile claeaificatiuu a-iuwu i.e Table 1

Martha Batt, .ianattou
. L LA. C.4t. Pollelee." Palmer, ed Creating. lobe: Public asoployment ro,rana. ea.Wagy Subeidit.i;

.
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TABLE' LLCLASSIFICATION OF NIGH-WAGE AND LOW-WAGE OCCDPATIONS

Occupation

1978 1978 1978
employment unemployment unemployment
(thousands) (thousands) rate (percent)

Median
wage rate,
May lag

High -wage group:
Manitme and admi tors

, Professional and lcal workers..
Craft and kindred workers_
Tramper! operatives,.
Operatives excluding transport_

10. 105
14, 245
12,386
14,416

214
381
603

1,155

2.1
2.6
4 6
r 4,

$6.87
6.74
6. 50
5.
4.47

Total,

Low-wag Merin:

, 51,152 2, 353 4.4

/
Clerical workers 16, 904 866 N\ 4.9
Nonfarm laborers 4; 729 566 10. 7
Sales workers 5,951 256 4.1
Other service W06013 11, 677 966 7.6
Farm workers

1 3,798 110 t 3.8
Private household workers 1,162 63, 5.1
No previous work experience 868 "

Total 43, 221 3, 695

Because this classificatipn is. crude the results of this study shoulc be i
preted as an illustration than as a refined set of estimates. Ne
I find the results interesting. Using conventional statistical technicjued t
found that indeed the unemployment rate of the high wage occupations it
important effect on the inflation rate while the unemployment rate of low I tip
workers had little effect.

A, variety of specific forms, for thlirtatistical relationship were examined aced
virtuall all reached the same conclu 'on. The statistical tests are reported in .an
,Ap.e.

) icates tat piogr arcs that reduce the low wage unemployment rate will
not a.. significantly to inflationary, pressures unless they also reduce the high
wage unemplo 'sent rate. The potential role for structural programs is therefore
quite large. proper elibielity requirements .PSE programs can be restricted
to those 'who Id normally work in the low wage market and therefore, would
not add to' inflation.

Furthermore, programs that upgrade worker qualifications can also, reduce
inflationary pressures. By increasing the pool of workers in high wage Occupations,
the high wage unemployment rate grows relative to the low. wage rate.' The data
indicate this would lead to lower average wage increases, and therefore permit a
higher rate of unemployment for the same rate of wage increase. Work experience
on PSE; training and education can all upgrade worker qualifications. These
results suggest there is an important role for structural programs to.play in
reducing unemployment in non-inflationary ways.

On thother hand, it was found that the low wage labor fo ce is quite elastic.
Increases in overall low wage employment have generally n associated with
increases in the low wage labor force and not with reductions r reed unem-
ployment. This means that untargetted increases in low wage e ployment
would have little effect on the reported unemployment rate. The statistical
tests of these relations are also found in the Appendix. They indicate that for
every 10 new low wage jobs created in the entire economy, 7 are taken by people
not in the la4of force while 3 are taken by unemployed workers.

I would like to em.phasize that these numbers do not refer to jobs created
under the existing CEPA program. The eligibility requirements of that program
make these general estimates inappropriate. The general estimates are for low
wage jobs of all kinds, public and private. The estimates indicate, however, the
way in which targetting requirements can affect the impact of a PSE program on
the unemployment rate. For example, preference' for PSE jobs could be given
to workers previously registered as unemployed'. This would cause a larger decline
in reported unemployment than a program without this restriction, but the
reduction would still not be one for one because of slippage. First, workers not in the
the labor force could register for work simply to satisfy the eligibility requirement
in order to qualify for a PSE job. Second, unemployed workers might take PSE
juror instead of other jobs and allow these other jobs to be taken by new entrants.
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A second way to targetnow reflected in the CETA legislation and in the
Administration's welfare reform proposalis by family income. This tends to
restrict PSE jobs to families without any other employment. I have not checked,
but I suspect that the labor force participation of family heads is far higher than
for other workers and that the majority of the family heads who would take
PSE jobs would already be registered as unemployed.

I' conclude that while the targetting issue needs further analysis it is likely
that the effect of PSE on reported unemployment is substantially affected by
eligibility requirements. With proper requirements PSE can have a substantial
effect on unemployment without causing inflation to increase.

The analysis raises an important further question, however. If a substantial
portion of the workers who take low wage jobs are not previously, counted As

r--unemployed, the group desiring jobs is larger than the unemployment statistics
indicate. There is an important role for structural programs to play in meetin

these needs even if the effect of the programs on the reported unemployment rat
is modest. With current budget problems, it is unlikely thatuee& can be me
so it is wise to continue the trend Congress and the AdministriCou have follow&
in strengthening eligibility requirements. Not only does this direct the jobs to those.most in needwhich is what the targetting requirements are intended to dobut it also has the effect of reducing the reported unemployment rate the most
which.is the issue to which this testimony is addressed. I simply point out the
elastic nature of the low wage labor force and the potential for a substantial
increase in employment in that group without adding to inflation.

FURTHER RESEIRCH

The results described here illustrate the usefulness of the Baily-Tobin frame-
work. While finer divisions of the labor force are possible and will presumably
lead to more precise estimates than the ones presented here, the results are en-
couraging both to the usefulness of the framework and to the possibility of using
structural programs to solve the unemployment problem.

Further research must consider a variety of possible labor force classifications
not considered here. Classifications 'corresponding to existing eligibility require-
ments should be constructed, where possible, so the effects of existing programs
can be determined.

Technical Appendix 1
Data

The CPS classifies workers by occupation. Major occupational groups were
ranked according to their wage rate in* the May 1978 CPS. The labor force was
then divided roughly in half alai the highest wage occupations in one half and
the lowest in the other. New n rants to the labor force were included in the low
wage occupation group. Quarterly data from 1958 for employment and unemploy-
ment in each group were used for the statistical tests reported here. The occupa-
tional groups are shown in Table 1.

Wage rates to match the employment classifications are not available from the
CPS on a quarterly basis. It is impossible to construct a wage series that would
apply to these classifications. Because of this an aggregate wage index was used
and indicators of employment or unemployment in the two markets were entered
independently into the same regression to determin* el their impact on theoverall
wage rate. The average hourly earning index was used.to measure the rate of wage
change.
Eeonometia esttmatcd Wage Equatian d

Various relationships were tried though w are repui Led
When the percentage wage change w.is used as the dependent va,hbiu ui

awn of the coefficients oh the lagged dependent variables was 1.03. Therefore the
equatlunt reported here al a estimated in the accelerationist form. The lag structure
imposed on the ependent variable is close to that estimated except that the
weights are constrained to dl1.114 to one: A %eight of -- .7 is given to the rate of
wage change over the vevious four q1111it.tt'S and a weight of .3 on the rate of
change over the two years befthe that.

The following is a typical regression.

The statistical .a. pertoAueJ bj 1,.,the testa that .ere p..rfordied. 1 thai.k I.er for her excellent 'twit
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REGRESSION 1

(Quarterly 0958:1 to 1978:4); 84 obiervations; dependent variable: DDWI

Standard
Independent variable Coefficient error . T-stat

Constant -0.702400 0.6012 -I. 168
ALTPI (I). 2.64175 . 7419 3.561
DX C2) .0212657 .004108. 5. 177
IRUNP (3) .0784135 .03389 2.314
IRMA (4). ., -.0813642 .08723 -.9327

1.1
Note: /bee wood: 0.4123; Durbin-Watson statistic: 148215; standard error of the recression! 0.8277; normalized:
711

Variable Names .

DWt= % change in Hourly Earnings Index expressed as an annual rate
DDW=Acceleration in. Hourly 'Earrings Index DW-.7 (Average Of 4

ceding DWs) -.3 (average of 8 preceding DWs)
ALTPL4---. Guidepost Dummy'
DX= Minimum Wage
IRUHR=Inverse of Unemployment Rate of High Wage Occupations
-IRULR= Inverse of Unemployment Rate of Lbw Wage Occupations

Note that the inverse of the high wage unemployment rate is statistically
nIficant in regression 1 while the low wage rate is not. In this regression, the
wage unemployment rate has the wrong sign, a phenomenon that was typici
the regressions pin.

Whethe low wage unemployment, rate is dropped from the regression, a be
estimate of the coefficient on the high wage unemployment rate results anc
statistical significance improves.

REGRESSION 2

IQOarterlY (1958;1 to 1978:4);84 observations; depends.' variable: Dom

Independent variable Coefficient. Standard error'

Constant
ALTPI
Mg (2)
MUNI( (4)

O. 3045
2. 737 .7411

, 16794 . 004080
.0486872 .01152

Note; R-bar squared: 0.4132; Durbin-Watson statistic: L7932; standard'error of the regression: 0.8271; norma is
5.166.

When the low wage rate to Ly itself its coefficient is also significant wi th
the right sign. This indicates that'its insignificance in the first regression is due to
the presence of multicollinearsty, oi correlation between the two unemployment
rates is .79.

REGRESSION 3

(Quantity (1958.1 to r915.4); 84 observations , J000rwont variable; DDWI

Independent Variable

_ -
Coefficient Standard error I aut_ -

Constant ... . ...... . - 1 60151 0. 4710 - 5 400
ALTPI (I) 2.69809 .7614 3.543
DX (2) 02229c4 .00419s 5. 316
IRULR (3). .108408 .03048 3.557

' ....

Motet R-bar squared: 0.3803; Duda- wabon statistic. 1 70711; sioJaW error of in. ....esston. Ouzo., ...rnalized;
3.309.

litwaktoa the 1111ti.uplty went $1.4,1ht..ea A6.0 1,. 1..1/.. ,., 4.4 41.1.1AI)
a.. employment rate was constru,.ted arid its effect on wag,: rates war, estimated.
This rate was constructed by generatmg an estimate of the normal labor force in
high and low wage occupations 1?y regressing the actual labor forces on time. The
predicted values expressed as fourth order polynomials of time were then used to
deflate the employment statistics. For purposes of comparabihty these employ-
ment rates were subtracted from one and entered as unemployment rtit,. s in the
next r ion reported. It would be noted that all the variations in th,:se variables
are i emproyruent rates and not in unellogient.
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In regression 4, we see gat hen expiessed in the form, bothvariables acquire the expected si Again, however, only the high wageolgemploy-
ment rate has a statistically si cant. coefficient. In this relation the orders of
magnitude of the coefficients ale peanng to me as well since the much sii sliermean. of thunivelse of the low wage unemployment rate indicates a muc lower.
rate of wage increase would result [roma change in low wage emplo i t thanfrom an equal chyige in high waged employment.

.49

a11611E681011 4 ,
[Quarterly (1958:1 to 1478:4); 84 observations; dependent variable: 0t1W1

Inespindant variablk . v
Coefficient Standard error Tstat

Content'
AL7PL (I)._
DX (2)
IRUHY (3).
1RULY (4).

t

-. /

9 1.03578
2_63502

.0210418
.11282334
48219081

0. 4583
/ . 7607
.004306

* .01107
.1)3691

2.
3.
4.
2..
.59

5.29
Note: R-bar squared: R.3835; Durbinllatson statistic: 1.7882; staiirlard-error otlha reireseion: 0.8478; normalized;5.

Resrmorsionis with the tit, titt.,,uployment rate were also Lied, but the overall
rate would lose statistical significance when entered simultaneously witth the high
wage unemployment rate, though the latter rate would occasionally attain signi-
ficance in these ;elation.

When the aggregate unerriploy nient rate was entered with-a ratio pf employment.
in the two sets of occupations, the ratio variable would enter in a statisticallysignificant manner and the unemployment rateilyoUld not.

The conclusion is that the rate of wage change is much more strongly affected
by the rate of unemployment in high wage occupations than in low wage ones.Ms confirms the results of Bally and Tobin who dealt with industrial data ratherthan occupational data.
Econometric atimates---Labor Force Participation Equations

Economists are accustomed to the fact that the estimate4 labor force increases
when employment increases. Of every 10 new jobs created, it is 'traditionally
thought that roughly 6 are taken by unemployed workers and 4 by wor,,kers notpreviously counted as being in the labor force.

Here I report how participation is affected by changes in employe, t in highand low wage occupations. While the total of these relationships is very close tothe traditional relation, the parts show a wide divergence.
All of the employment and labor force variables in the reported regresffithuv limebeen deflated by an estimate of the trend growth in.the labor force. This is a sumof the separate fourth order polynomials of high and low wage labor forces usedin some of the wage equations.

Participagier4Eatiniake
(Itub....eious 0 and tl

ALI/L....0000a t .418 ak ti .183.9E1.
(1 1 , 1) ( 3.6)

& 2
D.W.=1 ea
S.E.= .0014

i.i.=.001 .38a ALL
( 10 1)

uuu -C.
(lb -6)

1:13b
p. 219 k U a)
D W
S E .0013
=Change h. t..1.

1.---Change in .ow 1 t.ga i ii)( , A ,

a E, I Change in high wage 'enti,L jiil
A EL Change in low wage employ met,
p Cochrane-Orcuttautocurrelation cow

43 177 - 2
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These regressions tell us that of every 1010ssew jobs created in high wage occu-
pations 52 will be taken by unemplbyed wailers In high wage occupations, 39 by
unem Toyed workers in low wage occupations and 9 by workers not in the labor
force.

Of e ry 100 jobs created in low wage occupations 18 will be taken by unem-
ployed workers in high wage occupations, 12 unemployed workers in lob wage
occupations and 70 by workers not in the labor force.

Representative /vIrrciwn. As we previously agreed to, .we will turn
to Mr. Johnson as dur next witness.

Mr. George E. Johnson is currently professor of economics at the
University of Michigan. I believe you have been with that faculty
since 1966.

Mr. Johnson has served as a Senior Staff Economist with the Coui
of Econoinic Advisers. He has also served a...4 Director of the Offict
Evaluation and Research for the Department of Labor.

P +. -

We welcome you and We are anxious to hear your testimony.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE E. JOHNSON, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMI
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

Mt. JOHNSON. Thank you very much, Cougressuo.it Mitchell
The two questions posed by the committee really are interrelut,

They are really the same question because it is only by reducing t
unemployment rates of certain target groups, certain groups with t
most serious problems, that we can reduce the overall unemploymei
rate consistent with nonaccelei ating inflation, so they really are ti
same question.

The major potnl of my prepared staternut,t lu flu I eillpiOyIIItlut alld
(tdiniug programs can have a large and significant impact on unem-
ployment if they are targeted toward those groups in the labor'force
whose labor markets can be described as rigid as opposed to flexible.

Now, by rigid and flexible, it gets to be a very complicated point
and the meaning is very much consistent with the view that Mr.
Nichols has just expressed.

The oppoaite of rigidity is, of csAirs. tleAiLility and in that situation
if the programs are targeted toward individuals w ho are in labOr
markets Where there is a great deal of adjustment, then, for example,
an employment program that gives PSE jobs to individuals in a flexible
labor market will merely attract them away from the private sector
and raise their wages

It is a very complit .t,.I 1,'0/u.ein to try to determine the eAtent of
1,4itlity in the labor mark.it. It is a complicated issue for the major

reason that Mr. NiellPts suggested, specihcally that the data are just
Simply not there so that e can identify those workers who are struc-
turally unemploy ed, that is. rho a in rigid labor markets as opposed to
those %% ho are more or le..s tally, employed.

My own research I am afraid, yields mote t.,....00Litt. lasions
than that 0:scotch j1,6t reported Ly Don NichAs

I have *titchhied that most a but O! IlltIke16 in ti,, 1(C:.5 a I ,.
tinyuctelized by a treat deal of tieNibility sill dint a 1,14,d eNpansion

of-our current employment i.titi %, ill In ve only a
small effect oil the potential utt uiployint tit ratej tt,at 1,, the unei.,
ploy meta ft,te onsistent WItl. litniarceleratiin; lnthttiott bat I do not
think that it ,1 realistic on U c basis of available e tt, its3ert
that they t .,t,141 have tt hati,1

A.

4
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1,

Now, there are some veryimajor and significant exceptions tn.,this
conclusion and that is prificikally the case of Minority youth.

There is no question in my mind but that if we were to 'eliminate
the roughly 250,Q00 work experience jobs under YEDPA and the other
CETA programs the unemployment rates of minority youth would be
even higher[ or, even more importantly, their total employment rela-
tive to their population would fall.

140 This is the area where I th. lihor market programs have had
their major impact on a propor ionate basis; 1t is the most serious
social problem having to do with bor markets in our society and the
programs cannot be faulted at the present time for being undee
geted toward minority youth.

However, I think it is there that the major potential for redw
.ovehill unemployment exists.

There are a cou
only one of which jI dev

The question ofAwheth
lower structural unemploy

additional points that I w d like. to ma.. ,
oped in my piepared statement.

or not labor market policy can in theory
ent is one =liter. It is the question on

the floor today, but an eq ally relevant question is how one sets.up tk.
coherent national labor marketrwlicy.

I do believe that to the extent that the Cyogress and Lilo adminis-
ttation are 'serious about making a major irdpact on structural unetn7
Ployment that there have to be -slime rather significant thanges in the
organization of our employment and training programs.

It is not the major topic today but it is necessary to refederalize
these programs because basically poverty and structural unemploy-
ment are.national problems.

You could not solve the l,tobletu of ,uvuaty ttlid lineill
1,loyment in Detroit or Newark or Baltimore or Peoria in,. Alation
mainly because there is it great deal of mobility of people within this
country.

It is a national probbna and there has to be, I think, a lot ai1/4/1t)
lAortlinatiou of our efforts to reduce poverty and structural unem-
ployment from the ld'ederal lefel rather than to have a decentralized'
revenue sharing approach.

The second point is hovi optimistic or pessimistic ive on be. A
factor that has not received very much attention is the proLleva of
immigration into the United States.

During the last 10 years w4: have had a vtu.) luage sl,utu of icnunig,u
Eton of low-skilled labor in td the United States and that is now spread
ing. throughout the country

There is no question in to Aloud ibut till I, 111. I 11 01611114.1A It
impact ou the earnings anti th. employment ot popula
ton at the low end of the skill distribution.

To the r ten t that this ;ate of immiiratiou i41,11 ii t
the pkoblonis of the46%-Aille.1 donestic pop to get
wul 3e, and in afraid that ow labor unitket !Aides Pave gut 1,, wart
taking this into account

In tcrrns of %shut. we (Sx. l..1.44L.vell 1. 1, "11) o Ai/ 1 ,b,tog
,rite well .f the labor market bell col keep s are
now hs oppJ.,cd to any notnn..: 01 ..eally above
1N 11d, e We URI 114.1W

1i aul.II1at y, tpAl.1 irk. I I i III 1 I 11 1 11 1,..1
tLttt I am optinnstic ab,,ut .n In spe, o tor k 11. it;i1 tILIP102.111eLii.
bur i ,tin afraid I cannot I, ,no II: tit, tilt. I.
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Representative MITCHELL. Thankyou very. much, Mr. Johnson:
[Theprepared statement of Mr. Jo n follows :J

PREPARED STATEMENT OF OZORGE E. JOHNSON

Structural Employment and Training Programa: Their Impact
. on Unemployment

Mr. Chairman and members of thejo)nmittee, there,are three important setae
of questions about t e impact of our labor market prngiams on unemployment:

(a) Can they low ,r the unemployment rates of those groups that have the
highest incidence of nem loyraent?

(b) To what extent n labor market programs ower the overall ukemployment
rate consistent wikh non-accelerating inflation?

(c) What levelN resources must be committed to lower,. the unemployine
rate consistent with non-accelerating inflation by a specified Mount?

To summarize my answers to these questions:
(a) Probably yes.
(b) Not very muck
(c) To lower the non-inflatiobat, unemployment rate by an much hd

percentage point, the budget for theseprogiams would[ have to be increase
many-told -- perhaps to as high as $100 billion per year. 1.

It must, how.ev r, be painted out that any economist's anaweis to these ytic
tions are subject t a wide margin of error. The reasons for this uncertainty a.
two-fold :

(1),There is 4.0 cooacnntL on thin of how low wugtl 10,1,v/ 14,Ital c.:1

operate. For ex..mi.le, there is no deflutive treatnent of the question oi why a
unemployment rate of minority teenagers i9 so high and has been rising over, th
past 20 years. There we several Hs& of possible explanations, but'we simply d,,n',
know which combination of factors have accouied for what has happened

(2) There is also virtually. no Mad informatiff concerning the degree to whi,..11
specific progrtunniatic approaches that have been used in the past hsve been
successful. In part, this absence of impaiit evaluation information is due to the
fact that-. as is true throughout the Federal government the 'responsibility for
evaluating programs is vested in the agencies that run the programs; they are
understandably more interested in learning how to improve their programs than
in helping OMB and the Congress decide whether or not they should be continued.
In part, however, our ignorance about the pact of past programs is a reflection
of the poor state of knowledge about ho the relevant labor maikets operate;
evaluation yuestit.us cannot be formulated r a vacuum.
I. The Strt.a.,,re Lueniplownisai

Before considering the potential i",,,at labot au., het
tutempluy oment rates .1 specific grom.ps iu tl.e labor Lrce, it 141 useful tt. re, iew
what has been happta.ing to the structure of unemployment during this .lecade.

Table 1 shows unemployment rates for different race-age-sex groups for four
separate years in the 1970's. The most striking feature Of the table is the marked
deterioration of tne relative zuiplayment situation of minorities.

'nett ot..Lnart np, ICU nr /tAk,t Act. AIlU SEX mUk 3E1 LI.; I EU T0J1113 st4 u

iSiSO 19/3 197/ 1978---. ---
and and and

ALA, .that ..,.. nthat ....", other dlos,,k... Atli

I. ilk
Farm 13 3 34 4 ii 6 9'4 ; i; 9 39 9 14 '4' ;it

ia 0.1 24:
Male /a IL a 0 3 3 3 n i 1e
Femala 6 9 15 0 7 0 ; 9 3 23, 6 8.3 if 3

...d oval
WO:. L a 1 4 4 1 3 1 / / 3.1
Female 39 S,2 3,7 61 55 91 4.5

w
4 2--

runt 4
.4 7 6

IdotStiostltaw,a h 1)
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Whereas the 1978 unempic "eat rat% of adult Whites (age 25+) are irk thanone percentage point higher t ;1 their 1970 and 1973 values, the unemployment
rates. of black adults are tw/ to three Dereentage Points higher... The unemployment rates of younger whifes (ages 16-19 and 20-24r erection not

. Much higher than in 1970 end 107; btit the unernPloyment rates of biltaikfnuth. have skysocketed. Moreover, the pclblichecl VneriTloyment rates under/WA the
severity of these changes, for tabor,, force Par& Pation rates of mini:trier Youth
have fallen since 1970 while the participation rates for White youth have risen.Thus, for example, at the pent tole the ratio of eivployment prpopulation is
almost twice as great for wilit,e teeneogers as for black teenagers. ..Al_ough unemployment by no cleans exclusively a problem faced only by,
mine rinai (indeed, 75 Percent of the Unemployed in 1979 were white), the high
and increasing relabife unereploymeolt,rates of blacks explains to a large extentwhy the overall rate of uneroleytnerit la 1979.was so high.

if the unemployment rattle the black sex -age groups in Table 1 were e
to their white equivalents the 102,8 overall unemployment rate would have i0.8 percentage points lower, In ether fiords, racial differences in unerriPlor

of four

rates by sex angi age accomkt-for 40 Percent of the gap between the actual 1 .1,
lopyiberomentt. rate of six percent and the recentll'established national objective

Since there are still signi0carit differences between blacks and whites in char-acteristicsthat explain the lacidetme of unemployment (for example, educational
attainment' and residence la urban areas), it would be unreasonable to expect.that unemployment rates by age and sex wood be identical for blacks and whites.
However, much of the disacivactage Jai the relative employment situation of
minorities has occurred since 1979. I i 1978 unemployinent rates by
age and sex for blacks were is the.natne nroportion to the equivalent rates for

I, -4 fact, the

0.35 percentage
whites as they were in 1970. the everan 'aeemploYrnent rate would have been

points lower ;Wail it vas, or between 5.6 and 5.7 percent.
The performance of the labor haritet in the US- during the 1970's has, with

the significant exception of the *coaling relative e
noritiee, been quite good.

ruploYment situation of mi-
Because. of blips in the ate structufr and the increasing labor foe' -Nativity

or wernen.zhe labor force of young pert:mile and woroll increased marked% 'esati.leto the. lanes- force of adult thee- In fAn economy. characterized by relate/4.44.mM,rigidity mar, severe structural ileemploYinerit, this would have Meas.. tinge la
creases in -die unemployment rates of these rapidf3P groWing grOupe. 4Itt, again_with the exception of minorities (especially minority Youth)i / this did nim laPPerilinste d, toe distribution of employment adjusted quite well to the changed- dis-
tribn on of the labor force.
wages was able to change to accommodate the new structure of supply. The wagerates

by" reason for this flexibility is that the structure of

of adult men.
flItheogroups whose snpplf grew; rapidly declined relative to the Wage rates

This flexibility of the labor se/trite, is quite remarkable ill the light of some ofthe negative "shocks" that have (incurred darin.g the 1970'8. The Most serious ofthese is the productivity slowc10194 of the past ten years, which has meant that
average net real wages have -beep virtually constant during t period. This.
implies in turn that a decline is groilipP/428 wage CelatiVe to that of up B can onlybe accomplished through an abscilite reduction in group A's liv g standard.
11 Programa To Combat Strueortil (1,,,empiyptent

'1 here are two major labor loarltei, policies that are deeliFied to seduce Lb., uti-
,,iiployncent rates of specific ,reulis in the labor force ana lower the overall un-
employment rate consistent N,7011 coe-accelerating inflation. These include:(a) Direct job creation (p4wic eervieeaud employment (PS.e4 and wage subsidies)

a., okill training p,.,isram,
()the' approaches, such as labor r.ealo.d. lr,anation (the 411,0.,ytutut 8e., ice),
prom. Lion of work incentive% to h 1 Rit
inducing features of income ttoefer. PTOgrams),

the mitigation of the anemPloyment-
ellrcioatico of rigidities, (for

example, lowerinc the minirrito wage for youth),
tramf3/4 and

serious consideration ss a rotdan6
are not likely to come under

of reittc,iag uuemploymeut, arid I will out dis-eu.sc. then:,

Public, ,....,......cc- Ea,. . i . ,, , ,,,t , s,

, . oto a bucurtmary point of view k, .,, ...lit ,,.. ,, tv , ,,... 1 lhcy it, the t -. has bee'. ti,a PS.,,,, ..u4,ras . ,,3 direct crestion nt Fe lur.111Y-inlanced jobs n State and local goticrnthen't (4,id, to an increasing oxtuut, the
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naa4rofit sector). The original purpose Qf PSE was to providt counter-Cyclical
stimulus as welt as fiscal relief, to local govbrnments. The youthpmployment pro-
grams, however, were designed to help persons with severe structural unemploy- .
meat problems; and the design of the adult PSE programs has moved in this
direction. Moreover, the recent welfare reform plIPoplosals have Components that
include rather highly targetted PSE jobs for adults.

To what extent can PSE programs influence the structure of one

to increase

ent

economists.

_-: rates atahte

nether
atitemedwehheeyn 4.1lire tehceonhormyriisyinagpprreotexitonfatelyetaothcap

or
when thereee ;

This is a gpm Heated issue,lind, not surprisingly, it is quite controversial among
. (

In order Wile,* an impact on both structure of unemploymept and the rate
of unemployment consistent with non-accelerating inflation,. PSE programs must
be targetted toward those groups in the labor force that have the most severe
labor market difficulties. The initial PSE programs (the original EEA and CET
'Sties II and VI in the first few years) were, by the most charitable interpretatioi
targetted toward the middle df the skill distribution, so they had little impact u
structural unemployment. (To he fair, their major purposes were to increase at,
gregate demand and serve as vehicles for revenue sharing.) During the past fey
years there has been a significant increase in the degree to which non-youth PSI,
programs are targetted. There remain, however, several problems with the use of
local gOVbr11114ellt8 86 intermediaries in these programs.

Even if the PSE programs are optimally targetted, they Will hu \ , a .1,3itint,sitt
impact on the unemployment of the target groups only under certatu conditions
concerning the way labor markets work. The major condition is that the private
sector wage rates of the groups that are the targets of PSE in ()grains 'Oust be
rigid relative to the wage rates of other, "fully employed" groups. If, instead, the
wage rates Of the target groups are flexible relative to other wages, additional
public sector jobs will merely reduce private sector employment on au approxi-
mately une-for-one. basis. In other words, the PSE program will result in labor
market displacement rather -than a net increase in employment.

My analysis of this question ,u,.,gests that -with the signifi,,, ,t, except*,,,, ,,t
minority youth the lf.S. labor market is quite flexible If this in correct, it t tl-
lows that most PSE jobs, even if they represent additknal hiring by State and
local governmetit to contioversial assumption). do not have very much inyact
on either the structure of unemployment or the overall unemployment rate con-
sistent with iton.accelerating iuflation

The youth employ- it programs do ttppt-, t.., Leo "cavity (...6.tted, ,4,,....,,1
rranurio? youth, au it is Liaite likely that the imemplt,yinent i lieu of bla., .1qc ii
agers would be 1.111 h higher in the at) , "nee of these programs Ctu tun other in
between 30 And 0 recut of cniplopad black teenagers in 1978 Ileie participa, t.,
in the various ) out empkyment programs, o there is sitaie ques)it,n about le
p textual for e41,101(11104 these prograins

should also be pointed it that in, ,. , .,I . . oi., I 1,, ,,....) .cel,,i.. ii.e ..,..
plo ,ueut impact of most PSE j,,lis rdets, oilly t, periods in NO ith the ial.or i.lar
ket is more -or.4ena in 1,aluace I ,, nut mean that PSE I. et t °tinier g client
tool On the :,,utr"rv. PSk.: to .1,t let,st as effectiie as tax c tl if it (,au be "tot lic1
off" ,vtieu the economy rec,v, un

Way. Zo.f..., aim,
a a a.,eut, I folio of

.

.iplo,, ers t.,. hire cettaii. . ittp tt the tat 0, ( u 1 flit a t 1 ; . ... 1,

..pproach Li u.e Targeted r.,z tpie) I.. .it Tax rt. di( whim i.. al. tt 1 ,:i, , I vet
the relative cool to firms of hirimc t.autornieali) disanvala Labell o ith a,t i .,,ect
groups with employment Jr, blems

The assestatoitt of the 1 , tended 0 I tti't, l i. ii ,... . il....,i, ., , , ,... .. , i .

"Irlit la tes utul Ulu ,pon:ri.11 iielp4,1 yMetil. Li. .01Y2sIsGe111 %/III, 1.... dettue Ett111
11.1tititai le glut : sCinilur to iv lam l)-sis cif f,he ffect..... of l'SE; there arc special
plogram.m. tic 1,1A-ilea-is wi Ns a6o allbsi-Li. limns gill tAttn ill to receive lire
subsidy for dump, what ilis.ey -mild have (.1o11, withutit Li u oill,41.,1, (JUZt 4o local
government, will'Atentorto dire ti, ,-alio ip,.. 1,- they « .tad hat.: iti.cd Niiiiwit
the PSE po a,,,t...,) T. the ex,eut h t....vti r t1 I the subsidy in tikhtly ,aig,t,..1
tow at ti Lbw fort tx, ips chafed 1 tne,i by , 00,1 :virtu \ e NA ttgl. I 4. CZ It ,....a is,iIt z
overall ulienitj.)it,tent. to Sonic ea It Ili

."Lt LA, 1.1

unto , ha 0
Attu" p pa uLI, a. fua tit, ,
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old Manpower ,Develoiment and Training Act, and inVY 1978 approximately
.

350 000 seTvice years f institutional training were provided under CETA at a
but( gawp c of $1.

The like pact of training programs on tht structure of unemployment
and the v of the overall unemployment rate conNOent with non-accelerating
inflation ttubject to many of the same analytical issues associated with the im-
pact of directjob creation measures. If the programs are tar t,ed toward. persons
who would otherwise spend their lives in labor markets c act4erised by rigid
wages and severe involuntary unemployment even in peak eliods, they can have
a large impact on unemployment-as, indeed, can direct job creation m asures.
-% Training psograme-to the extent that they effectively increase the* ills of
participants in them-can also have an Impact on unemployment even f the
relevant& labor markets are characterized. by complete flexibility in the se that
I have need that term. Table 2 shows the relation between une

tknvployment

rates
and educatignal levels by age for the four sex/racd groups in 1970. Assuming -'
the effect of lane service year of training has the same impact on unemploytt
incidence as one additional year of education (this assumption n arbitrarily
made more optimistic or pessimistic), the cumulative impao f a peril:tat
expansion of training programs on the overall unemployment rata consistent v
non-accelerating.inflation can be calculated.

TABLE 2.- UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY AGE, otA ItACE, AND Eot,LA lo 1810

Ate cod eaw...tion

Males

blue

10 1
7.8
4. 6

Females

White

120
5.4
3.0

MI

. White

22 to 24:
8..
12
16

Zo w 34:

9u
5 3
3. 7

5 i 01 10.0
12 . ............. 26 4.4 4.4
16 2.0 17 2.6

.15 W 44:
9 4,7 6.1 1.if2.. 1 9 3,6 3.5 5. 3

1.0 1 8 2.2 I. 4
43 toltil

8.- 3, 3 4.1 55 4.I
12 1.8 3.2 3.1 3. 9
16 e

1. 3 1.8 1 8 I. 4
50 to 64:

5/ 3 9 4 8 *#
12 2. 3 2.4 3 1
16 1.7 1.6 1.2 H

Source: U.S. CAn5us, 1970.

The au/suite .54 euet. , ,, , t,I 11. ,
tional Graining progrann, by 1,000,000 An ,,112.13 years , .cpuit . 3. Ibis
calculation also 'assumes that the programs are targete,1 the sail. , ay th.:y were
in 1977. The budgetary cost of such an expansion would bo abo ,t $4 billi..1 (iii
1979 dollars). It is clear from the figurt,s in the right-hand column, ot the ts.t.le
that -- bared od these assumptions very littlo reduction in ti,e overall uneas.ploy -

ment rate consistent with nun accelerating inflation coil! b.. cApcuted (I Jill u
quadrupling of the scale of institutional trailing progl urns

TAMA a II,reittL,I,At. LuttlUt p lot. "1,11 OVEk/1, 4. It/
EXPANSION 4:1F SKill I RAININ.i "RO,iNAMS 8Y 1)0.130.) SI II4IL YEANs. BY N II LIM kh ER
EXPANSION

.5

30 .

ton III
unemplcy
silent s ate

Li 02
1982 03
1984 05
1989 09
1994 13
1999 16
5109 10
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It could be argued that these calculations are much too pessimistic (or, indeed,
that they are to optimistic). But'even if one were to assume that the programs were
three times as effective in reducing unemployment as my set of assumptions
asSume, the impact of Such an expansion on the unenoloythent rate would still
be' very-small throughout the 1980/s.' . ..

.A qualification.It should be stressed that the reductien in the lifetime un-
bmployment of participants in-these programs is only a side effect of the major
impact of training programs. Their primary benefit is the increase in future earri-
ings of participants while on the job, which' is in turn reflected by an increase in
the average productivity and GNP of the economy.
IIL Conclusions

For the reasons discussed above, I am not optimistic about.thePprospects for
our conventional employment and training rograms having a significant impact

-
on the structure of unerriploymencor on the verall unemployment rate consis
with non - accelerating inflation. An acro the-board doubling of budge
resourcesresourccsfor employment and training programs might lower the potential ow
unemployment rate in five years by two or three tenths of i.i percentage poll %

the expansion of these programs were efficiently managed. But it is tuirealis
to expect mired of these programs.
' There is un ad Rhino' complication .,u. the Lstil'izon that has very serious ii .

plications eoneer "ng the question of the likely course of the structure of unerii
ployment rate, d for labor market policy in general. That is the dramatic spurt
of immigration of low-skille4,1abor into the 0'.S. from Mexico and other Latin
American countries. There no question but that this influx hiO lowered the
relative earnings of low-skilled wo kers in the U.S. and it may Le responsible for
much of the increase in the relative nemplovinent rates of minorities.

The degree to which the governin would be ableto lower the rats of illstsal
immigration into this country is appar tly subject to question. Whether or not
we should try to limit immigration is a p litical question involving several diverse
considerations. However, there are enorn ous differences in the wage rates for low-
skilled workers in the U S. and the s rce countries, and population pressuYes
will continue to increase iii Ls merica. Thus, the immi ration we 'have
experienced thus tar (perhaps 5 tai lion persons engaged in lab() larket activity)
may be small compa.ed to the influx that will occur during the rest of this century.

If immigration of low -skilled parsons dues occur on such a large scale, ft will
improve the labor market status of persons with relatively high skills and'lower
the statics of those in the domestic population without adequate training, and the
magnitudes of these changes could be very large. The role'of labor market policy
in this circumstance, it seems to me, should be to mitigate the impact of a deteri-
orating labor market on those segments of the domestic population who have not
gained access to higher skilled jobs through the normal training system.

Put differently, the immigration factor suggests that we will be fortunate If
labor market progrtrins can keep the level of structural unemployment (and, lucre
Importantly, underemployment) from getting much worse in:the next decade.

Representative MITcitea t I have got to go back to square 1 I,

guess what f really need is yo,,, ,tefintt ton pf structural unemployntelit,,
from both of you gentleaunt i have seveikal working definitions, but, 1

,, . .

raise the question because in illy itind -1 don't think the cot esent
linen, ployl.nent rut,. of 5 8 per-slit , effects 1,Gructut al uncuipl4tuent.
I think that is mole cycli, al tailen.plo tat than structural, and in
order to get at chat I would like to ge your ,letitution, first, ,,f what
is structural tit, en pl,, N 111CIll

\II Nichols, ducat Mr J01 ..,ot,
MI N icifol t. I si,d11,1 .1 f,--, pa,

'n N,1. I i'all'I, A118.A el LI, tit ,,Oc.:t.,,
Reprez,entati v 5 Bttou 4 I ; ale :, i , 1. 1

Mr Nictiot ,:. ( Ili '1'1.a t is ; 0,,,1
V- i sal,' I I hint. the ,m ( li.11 io II i I .. , . .1. I

tu. 3 ire nil illaked Lil kil:011., 1 )(,` I. j,ti ,I iz, ,,,i:5,J IA, t

u.:1 , mitt
hull

WI. ,P.4`, '110U alt: I .1.u, 11.1, it u,11 1, /CI "
Yci I th, I rl it is 1)40.1.3itlir III 113 tl/ II Ill! 1:110 .1i111

4 ,4:44 ,' I Lai i Ill. IC at UM ttp if I IA, iti.illel illVG lt, Arlialll al I I

Li. I till (/ at the b ,tt01.11 .10 1 61 I.) at ilit.111 Al in.i.nh lila
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I thinkit is very difficult, however, to agree where to draw the line.
Do I say someone Unemployed 15, weeks or 14% weeks? There is

surelya lot a difference between an employee unemployed 14% weeks
ad. one utemployed 30 Weeks and one unemployed 2 weeks.

Arbitrary classifications have to be made, essentially arbitrary
decisions about what we will define as structural unemployment. That
makes it very difficult to come up with the uniform agreement on the
decisions. among the experts who analyze these data.

The structural characteriSticS themselves are impossible to measure
without error. We can talk about people, for example, without a high
school education. Tha't is a labor force' category that has a rim%
higher unemployment rate than the other, but what. is means
high school education? It means very different things for very diffe

individuals.. Numbers of years of schooling .mean different th
directed toward different occupations.

'If I had to pick a working definition, I would go, with the 15 wi
of tmempittyment. 1 think that is a useful way of getting at the pee
who are'severely unemployed.

One thing wrong with that is '.that it ignores lots of ,people v
pass in and out of the labor force; and do.n't look for work because t1
don't think the jobs are there. What we call dicouraged workers
in a settee even worse off than the workers who are unemployed
weeks and. are not sibtisfied, by definition. I have no single defiviition
that I think would be appropriate, but if I had to pick one, I would go
with the 15 weeks.

Representative MITCH r, o L. Mr. Johnson.
Mr. JOHNSON. I.. don't have any precise definition of structural

unemployment, but my view of structural unemployment is rather
more technical.. It seems to me that unemployed persons are struc-
turally, unemployed if they are in labor markets whose wage rates are
characterized by rigidity.

Thus, increases on the relevant supply of persons in that labor
market will not increase the total employment of persons in that labor
market. Increases in demand will increase the total employment of
persons in the labor market.

Representative Mrrenziz. Well, I guess I have to confess to some
discomfort. How in the world are we going to tackle the problem of
structural unemployment if we cannot define it?

Mr. Nichols, I am not at all sure that I would want to define it in
terms of number of weeks out of work. I am not attempting to dep-
recate anything that either of you gentleman has said, but I think
this is one of the major problems as to why the Congress and the
administratioillave not acted in a *Imre forthi fight fashion in tackling
structural unemployinett. We simply don't know what it is and we
look to you to define it for us. Obviously, once it is defined, then we

Lonhave to identify where it is d how long it has been there and what we
oug_ht to be doing about it

Nevertheless, despite my I.,,( the h I
ould like to raise one mo.'e questioa imd chef 1 %% ill yrie1,1 to t, y

colleague.
There is to rO, 11001 ..1 Llo.11 bt1., So that sti,.4.1,n ul .:Anpl,,) A,.0

1" ograms shoals de,peoal upon some kind of trigger mect.unisin, :Jaen
as a certain percentage of tinelaployment ,:ompaiod to the national
av stage. and when that percentage is reaclied, rt should trigger the
start of ..ume prognaus.
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I am not at all sure I would agree with that, and I would like'to hear
your comments before I tell you I would not agree with it.

Mr. Johnson and Mr. Nichols, do you favor a. trigger mechanism
for implemerlting or kicking off programs that deal with unem-
ployment?

Mr. JOHNSON. Not tit deal with structural unemployment. Struc-
tural unemployment-almost by definition will linger through the best
parts of the business cycle as well as the worst. There is a very major

1. additional; problem that, if you gear" your structural efforts to the
aggregate unemployment rate, when the unemployment rate goes up, a
fraction of the. unemployed with good training and experience r
because they are cyclically.unewployed, andit is, I think, a misu
funds to treat thole people se SqucturallNunemployed. -

Again, through a decentralized manpower system, the people
axe served by CETA tend to be the ones that are educated,' that
better help rhA cities do ss-liatever services they want, so I, w,
fully agree with the motion that the programs out be tritgered.

Mr. NrcnoLs. Well, I think the trigger inechanisna is more up
pilule for combating cyclical unemployment,. because its ovet all
is to reduce unemployment in tim es of recession. On the other hn ,

this Baily-Tobin framework lets us breril, the uneruploymeut down i.
two groups on practical grounas that gets around this question L.,t

what strgctural unemployment is.
It asks what can be done without 1,11 Inufettee in InthlOn,

gives us one answer as to how low Unelaployment cab. go. Then it
asks how much more can be dune with other programs. I think the
practical answer that comes from that analYsis would be of great use
to us. But what that number really is is the number of structurally
unemployed people we can actually put to work, given the overall
constraints on the problem. While that number may not include the
whole group, it is useful. To be able to know what we can do, I think,
is extrepely useful.

Representative ..lir,,nen r.. 1 asked also arta you tion.thient on
whether or not the present unemployment rata, whatever the national
average is, reflects structural tuiertiployment. 1 indicated that I did
not think that it does. I think it is primarily cyclical unemployment
that we measure rather than st.ut tural, by the 5.8 or 6.2 percent
uneroployment rate, whatever it is.

Mr. N1cnoi..3. Certainly a _ __1/1111__1IA A/13 1.3 ,,h-al l'f, 331./1. IL
toonth or year-to year chanE;es-of this une..iployment ate, tho change
is due to cyclical unemployment, but the fact that it neer gets to

that it is picking up structurally uoemploy ed workers in
there.

"L.11. )01. td . 133t1 ik/ t At
. I 1., outage of tilt prustnt aational tneanoloyme..t. fine i 6,111,bn al

rather than c.A, elk J?
Mr. Nici,or s I ..y t.., I Lilo t1 .4) ,. 1,./11.1 ,A

in _lid a halt of that ,,verah ati, ll rotigti :At .1tttl i r. gram .
fiaprescntativ.) bnow.t. What do you meta, by a POILIt t/0 a pi o

a half?
3 if IA-. 1..1.0 ../. tl 41 S 1, ,, 1... II

. a ga, in a noi.i..da,iou .r.y Way, we ,et,k41 a ,Lally flk.; it. a
10 J point and et limit with stuuctarbA row dl is

Rt1,le.Y8LitatiVA) BEO.VIsi What du, you Jui3un Ly I 6, I)
58 to 43 0. 58 to t, 64?

..
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krAIcOs7iji:;14.1);It ;-. ttlitttegi4o. in;t41).d vliiiW ...." : 1

,Itipreeentative MrfOintP4, :.johnson. , '....; .. ''' 'f.-.
-,:, IVIr.lOuti.80N4 wohlisayrtheut it! ..; !t of the present enti average
1* in etisktetUral; and Id.ton't teeny, . : eve that we' could call any part
of the present unantplayinentretq,eY. oalif::',

Reprieetitative Daroirstx. lone' of it? . , . = .
Mr. 0,14,41eoAt.moit zererpoisibly ,a4bottt-minus point. 5. Ntre are

at the peak 44 Ne,theE4 eyele--.. . : - ' 4Vi' .. ::

paSeSelite408 AllientiaLL'il.WatIt to pUrstvi that, because,_ based
Oil my ...reading andlsktieticeiseyen, at a peak you can still have

... c'yc'lical unemploymerit havitIaken up so much tuner and COnd
. . gr4Odati EfrOwn:laaisome question:I. r*oio liketo come back-to that.

: .Representathee 4,ticIrN. C0.11096141131 Mitchell, you won't: find
; 1. , niy questions different Thom yours ,M this regaV,iL,,. ., ' -: di,

- Nov; I suggested ear her on that you wereliere to help us; Maybe
we. ere here to help ,ykifti, Letlistel bY",MY,Iinei.of questioning try to,--4 help you, it I 'tap. ' , ' '

. . 'II

There, are those, as You . afiif Congressman Mitehell and I know,
who suggest that while kercer&unemployment,was;cOnsidered.tobe -,;'.. .fulltemplOyinentlback in -1,946,',t at' italen; is 4:5eporcent or 5 percent ,.

--'- ----or even highertmcatiee-otithe-SoCiatbits that have'been built in- .
. '. ourtsopiety glace; 1946 thit tend to sustainihose Whd'are unemployed:
i',: ,.1 AT, . ju to give y:Ou a whole list .tIfiliose, -but .they obviously

*chide,. r, i, cv;:thipgs that -ate- currently.:* the. Iteadhhes---scicial- itilcurity beneatitidr ivido,WW.and their teenage yonn tell, Who may
... be gOisigao collegebgt, more particularly le tle.lust lie our discussion .

tiaunemgeylpent benefits and supplemental,uhemple entbenefits. .
-Now, -.1. .tlimk that somata' something., to.....gei an would like. to.

t -inttr: this framework., I have , a major truckpanufacturmg:,
facility in ior.distriet; and . from time id- time their models change,

.: cue to Fectfral regalatuitis and this leads .to' a. layoff of people. A lbt
- of thos engines. have tck be redone, reengineered, and so forth

that is -.. a little help froth the- Federal' Pbvernment'to crest:it , un-
Ol_ploynYent. ,

The people who work on the line get their unemployment benefitti,
their fuNleniental-uriemployment benefits, and for the -first- few
Nieeks, at least, may decide to take off for Florida to go fishing if it
is:Ai-the winter; or if it is in :the summer they go back and help the
oldinsu.on the farm, and. in exclatige for that:kind of help .pick up
a side of beef or something else.:tha the' farmer decides is a kind of
compensation for that assistance. But they are still =employed,
and the statistic is very easy:to get because, they, are listed on the ;
unemploent rolls becauSe .they are getting unemployment benefits.

Now,--'that 'gny.. is untmiployesl. But struattrally unemployed? I
think not. He has get 4 jobwaithig for him as soon as that situation
in the factory improves, "whether it is a marketing factor or. something
that is caused by Uncle Sam.

Congresanian Mitchell asked 'how accurate is the uneMployment
data..I would sugg:,:t that it becomes much less accurate when you

. get into the trnlY structurally ,unemplOyedi That teenager at 18,
though, has got the decision as to whether he becomes a Street 'dUde
or actually, gOes. to the unemplpyinettt Office 8,4nd applies fof a job.
He cannot, apply for unentployment,:compensation, and he probably
does not have enough confidence and maybe not enough knowledge

I },
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of the tem to go and apply41.4.U.S. Employ$nt Sriceor the
State Employment Service to' get a job.

Now, I would sax that he more unemplOyed, if you-will, than the
fellow who is laid orfrom the,truck plantiald decides to go down to this
lace in Florida and go fishing for 3 weeps:./
So 'what I am getting at is this. Would:70 assess for me the impact.

of unemployment benefits in creating unemployment but also in
giving us a reading of the structurally unemployed, somebody who is
drawing unemployment benefits 'who, I submit, may no be quite
structurally unemployed? Do you want to comment on that?

Mr. JOHNSON. I would agree with that, be may not be. That person
Arawing unemployment benefits may be a member of the induced .

unemployed but the system of transfer payments has made it possible
for him or her to take, a vacation or work somewhere else legally so to
speak.

I think that that is one of the major reasons.
There are many papers, studies, of this problem, and there is a very

wide range of estimates, most of which ace not terribly reliable, about
the impact of the changes in the transfdr programs that have taken
place in the last two decades 9n the unemployment rate. consistent
with nonaccelerating

It may be very large. It may be that thib factor, unemployment
compensation, is part of it. It may be one of the reasons why, at the
peak of the business cycle now, we have such a high unemployment
rate compared with what things were even 5 or 6 or 10 years ago.

SorOarge part, I agree with you, but there we don't know as much
about this.as we should in order to make definitive statement400

Representative BROWN. Mr. Nichols.
Mr. NICHOLS. I would certainly agree that the worker in a temporary

layoff from presumably a good job in the manufacturing sector does
not have the structurally- unemployed problems. He is collecting his
unemployment insurance. However, the unemployment rate should
tell us how well the economy is providing employment opportunities
for workers and since this worker is not being served, it is appro-
priate that he be counted.

Presumably, .he has unemployment compensAion, he is less a
social problem than the worker who goes down and applies for a public
service job and cannot qualify for unemployment compensation.
Clearly the second worker is much more of a social problem.

It is, of course, the purpose of unemployment insurance to supple-
ment people's income during temporary layoffs. We knew when adopt-
Mg that law and when making the law, it is going to take the heat off
the workers"and not force them to go out and search for jobs. It may be
a characteristic we don't like, but I think we are aware of that when
we adopt such a system. The benefit of the system outweighs that
problem.

Representative BROWN. I am not knocking the system; I am trying
. to determine what structural unemployment is, and maybe we
should call it socially unemployed, because I want to reverse now the
situation. I cannot describe in detail but, let's assume he dropped
out of achool at age 13, and he has been identified as a juvenile
deliquent; he has no training, he has an unemployed mother and

. father; he has no capacity to understand what unemployment is,
and so forth.

2.R
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That, it seems to me, is the kind of person that is not a very hot
commodity on the job market.

Now, let's go to the other end of the scale and. that is the impact
of govenunent on unemployment, such as the terminilticro of Boeing's
employment in the Supersonic transport. There were a lot of 'fine
engineers out there who were working on that SST who, all of a
Sudden, increased very radically the)inemployment rate in Seattle.
The guy has got his graduate degree in engineering. He may. be in
Seattle unemployed long . enough that he has run out .of his un-
employment benefits and has to live off his savings and has to .take
a loan on the, house that he may havea.paid the mortgage off ton. Is
he structurally unemployed? ,

Mr. Nictiots. You .mply he is less. a social problem -than the
person with no knowledge of the world of work, and I certainly agree,
but there is a structrual element to this person's .unemployment in 4
the fact that it is extremely difficult for him to` find diork where he

Representative BROWN. And don't miss the point that he has
exhausted his unemployment compensation now.

Mr. NICHOLS. Yes; he is a problem. If nationwide there were a
surplus of this kind of engineer, I would say we would need some sort
of retraining, because here is a capable worker that the Nation
should not waste, and some way should be found to make use of him.

. Representative BaoWN. Well, I merely raise these points to suggest
that there are two elements in structural unemployment, both of
which focus to one measure of structural unemployment. One is
what I would call socially unemployed, that is, my street dude, or it
might even be that 40-year-old housewife-who is very good at dishes,
diapers, dustingyou know, the three big D'sbut does not have any
skill that she can now peddle on the market to. get a good .job. She
is in the same situation to some extent as the street dude.

That is social unemployment, it seems to me, but it seems to me
also that ,the guy at Boemg4ho is the engineer, if the country has
decided that we are.not going to have a lot of jobs for engineers, and 4,
if. he is located in a place where that job is not evailable for the
he has, then he faces some degree of structural uneniploymen .

' That person is also structurally. unemployed. So would not the good
measure of structural unemployment be whether or not the unem-
ployed person now can qualify for unemployment benefits?

Isn't therefore,, your 15-week determination perhaps a little too
arbitrary, and we should say the structurally unemployed are those
who cannot qualify for the benefits?

Mr. Nicuots. That would be a good measure of unemployment as a
social problem certainly, which is one. of the purposes of .the rating.
It should also serve its purpose, I think, as a measure of the labor
market tightness for purposes of macro, policies. . .

Representative BROWN. I would .only conclude with this thought.
I have overrun my time, too, Congressman Mitchell, but let me just
say that is not to suggest that we don't give a hoot about the guy who
is on the 8th month of a 9-month availablity of unemployment bene=
fits, because in another month he will be structurally unemployed, he
has run out of his benefits. It seems to me that .the first priority of
attacking the problem a structural unemployment ought to be in the
area of those people who are not served by the systeth-the system
of benefits to aid the unemployed.

29
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Thank you, CongressinanMitchell. -)
Representative Mircunm.. Thank you. .

Just, one brief comment which Congressman Brown's comments
i cause:me to make. There fare at leatite.three elements in structural

:unemploy.ment,.it.seems to me. No. 1, what does the guy or gal have
to. offer in terms of meeting the. requirements of the manpower
market? What skills do they possess?

No. 2, what are the requirements of the manpower market?
No. 3, it would seem to me,is whether or not any person, male or

female? has a finite unemployment level.
I think, if we try to approach it in terms of hose three variables,.

we begin to move away from the 15-week period of unemployment.
We,inove away'from a whole lot of extraneous things to three rather
fundaniental things in attempting to define structurally unemployed.

A. siAth-grade education, a nonfarm situation,, an urban dweller.
It may well be that that is an illustration of the first part of the first
variable. What are we looking for in the urban situation? Engineers?

p
" Welders? Obviously that would be the second part.

I merely throw that out to you because I just feel uncomfortable
n attempting to work with the Congress in addressing this problem

... unless we know how to-define it..
Gentlemen, thank you, very much. '.

I have a number of other questions, and I am sure Congressman.
BroOn does, too. [don't know what time constraints you AN working
under. However, I would prefer that you stay, because there are many,
many more questions to be-raised..

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Representative BROWN. .And some more to b*directed, t, maybe.
Representative MITCHELL. OUr next witness is Michael L. Wachter,

professor of economics at the University of Pennsylvania, on the
faculty since 1969, and now serving as an .adviser. to the Minimum
Wage Study Commission, aia..wher. Ibis had numerous consultant
positions, including the Council of Economic Advisers, and the
National Bureau of Economic Research.

May I introduce reliv our fourth witness at the same4time, and they
,...

can The
right into their-testimony.

The fourth witness is Mr. Charles. C. Holt, director of the Bureau
of Business Research and professor of management from the Univer-
sity of Tbxas in Austin. \

Gentlemen, welcome to both of you. We are delighted that you
could join xis, and we await your- testimony. You may either present
your entire prepared statements or extract from them.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL L. WACHTER, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. WACHTER. Thank you for the opportunity to testify this
morning.

What I would like to do is depart frofn my prepared statement CO
deal with some of the questions you asked of the previous witnesses.
This will orient my comments in the directions of greatest interest to
tbecommittee.

Representative MITCHELL. That will be fine.
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M. WAC Let me suggest that m own:4esearch does imply
that we ha approximately. zero cyclic unemployment currently,
that is, that e have fully recovered from e 1974 -75 recession.

I think that implication has importan policy implications and I
would argue indeed that one, of the problems that we have had over
the last decade is too much emphaSis on cyclical policies and too little
on structural policies.

I would argue that one o the reasons the inflation rate has increased
from 1 percent to 8 pares t over the past 15 years is that we have
been overheating the econ With. cyclical policies.

Much of the current. .A rogram, for example, is a cyclical
policy and does not contain si cant structural components.

I think that theIssue of iv ere the cyclical unemployMent rate is
should be 'viewed as a nonpolitical question. It is very, possible to
argue that the full employment, unemployment rate is 6 percent and
then to, argue, as a starting point, that we need to spend more money
on these structural ftreasures. What it calls for, then! is a _drastic
shift in policy aimed at solving the manpower problems from4i, strue'-
tural perspective.

If you look at the programs adopted over the last decade which
have largely been .cyclical .in nature, we have not succeedtiemAiar-
rowing-the unemployment rate differential between whites and minor-ities. This la of a success is related to the use of overexpansionary
Monetary, alid'fillgcal policies. I believe that the answer to the problems
of high unemployment and large racial unemployment differentials
involves moving awayy, from direct job creation and toward manpower
training targeted at disadvantaged workers.

I am also less concerned' about increasing unemployment br
encouraging those vho aryut of the labor force to seek work.ir think
that there are many individuals out of the labor force, who want to
work but don't have adequate skills. We should be very pleasedif they
would bake on the training programs that the Government should
provide for these workers.

That is, we are too concerned about the appearance of a high
measured unemployment rater because it leads to inappropriate,
inflationary, overexpansionary monetary and fiscal remedies. Because
of this we leave many out of the labor force who really should be
brought into training programs and from training 'programs either
into full-time lir part-time job's.

Let me move on, .then to my'.prepare&statement./..WOMplOyinent
Policy concerns shOuld focus on .providing
viduals. The main-shift that is occurring in the profesaion,.,_iwsle4i*
with cyclical unemployment is to redefine that term so that

- some meaning in terms of the inflation rate. IMore specifically; what 'is needed is a measure of uneAlo
which controls for acts of God and acts of OPEC, which I don
on the same level.

Representative BROWN. The same impact.
Mr. Wacirrza. We want to abstract from those two forces: We want

to measure the revel of unemployment that we can reach 'without
accelerating inflation.

The evidence that both my liberal and conservative colleagues have
gathered, as well as my own work over the last 5 years, indicates that
that rate is currently in the area of 5.5 to 6.2 percent.
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. I think there is a fair amount of uncertainty as to what that rate isi
which is unfortunate, but I have not seen anyone who has researched
this problem who haateen able to make a strong case for a rate below
5.5 percent

That is, anything below 5.5 percent today, using purely cyclical
policies, woul mean accelerating inflation.

This is a different definition of cyclical and structural unemploy-
ment than the traditional notion because of the important caveat that
there is a second gda of nonaccelerating inflation. That is; oar measure
of the full-employment rate is now-compatible with nonaccelerating
inflation.

When we reach that levgl of unemployment, approximately 6 per-.
cent, however, it is not a signal to stop spending money on manpower
programs. Rit what is.needed is a policy shift of moneys from
cyclical into programs to train disadvantaged workers. The
best pohcy,.. for the 1970's, however, is.one which stresses structural
remedies throughout. the cycle. In general, these policies should not
be funded on a cyclical basis because the problem is acyclice.l. In
this context, the planned reductions inP the CETA program are ill
timed. Current attempts to strengthen the structural components of
CETA -should- continue without-budgetary-cutbacks.

I think much of the, structural unemplent that we have today
is in some ways not a problem so much oftn employment as it is of
low wages. This gets back tit the notion that.we are living in a welfare
society. This is related to Congressman Broyn's comment on unem-
ployment compensation, but I would extent( that to food stamps,
public assistance, and so on. My own view is that a wealthy society such
as ours.can well afford current welfare levels and indeed they should
be indexed to keep them unchanged in real terms.

In this context, it is useful to define a term which I call the cost of
being unemployed. It is essentially the difference between the market
wage someone cat earn by working (more or less full time) and the
transfer wage that person can get from the Government by not
working. Individuals wlio choose not to work and to draw the transfer
payments, and who could work" are not living at a high level; and they
are not high spenders; they are not in the middle class. Rather, they
are in a disadvantaged category. They are a social problem whether
they are out of the labor force, unemployed, or even working part
time. The problem,however, is largely caused by low wages and in-
adequate skills. Unemployment is only ,a symptom of the problem.

The teason they spend so much of their time being unemployed is
a lack of

jobs that are available are
but rather because their' wages are so law that the

a not ractive.
There are many, many jobs available today at 6 percent unemploy-

ment, and a lot of these jobs are not attractive jobs and are not being
taken.

What I am suggesting is that the answer to the problem of unem-
ployment is to deal with it as a wage problem and not as an unem-
plo iii ent problem.

"e have to increase the cost of unemployment. The way to increase
the cost of being unemployed is to increase the skill levels of workers,
so that they can earn a higher wage.

That is, we have to move away from direct j9b creation which is
the heart of the CETA program, and move toward manpower training,
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employment taiCcreditsi 41 so Arrth, which will_provide an environ-
ment for workers to gam the trammgwhich will leid to the higher
wages which will matie.it prohibitively expensive for them to be-
unemployed;

That is, they won't be able toafford to be poor a9r more. The
solution is in increasing Ale 'skill of workers, not in increasing the
number of government, public service sobs.-

I am very disturbed by the implications that are sometimes drawn,
from the Bally -Tobin analysis. My comments, however, are not
addressed .by my colleague, Mr. Nichols, because he.was not drawing
these implications.

What is often forgottenin the. Bally: -Tobin analysis is the fact that
when your target CETA programs, i it do not provide training but
simply provide jobs, to decrease, the unemployment of some groups, .

this implies an increase in the unemployment of other. groups. The
Humphrey-Hawkins type of legislation ignores this issue but it is.
clearfrom the the, of analysis of Billy and Tobin as well as others
who have rigorously.studi0 targeted programs. If you utilize targeted
programs, and maintain a posture that these must be compatible with
nonaccelerating inflation, then to increase the employment of dis-
advantaged workers means a decresqe in the employment -of unionized
workers, workers in manufacturing, in mining and construction. t.

Now, there is not a 1-for-l.tradeoff, and this is why you could lower
the :aggregate .unemployment rate. Because the structurally unem-
ployed are at lower wages'and alower skills level, you can hire 'three
or four of them and just displacesone very skilled worker and, in a
sense, the tightness of the labor market;will remain unchanged.. The
evidence that I have is that the tradeoff is approximately 4 to .1.
Targeted programs, without the training component, provide apprOti-
mately four new jobs to disadvantaged 'workers at the cost of one
skilled worker's job.

Some may well say that those programs are desirable and they want- .

to go in that direction to have a more even distribution of unemploy-
ment. But I would suggest that there is an ernative approach,
which does not require the increased unem oymen airy particular
group.

These kinds of,programs stress manpower training. The crucial issue,
to me, come§ down to the following question that .I would suggest as a
policy matter.

The CETA program, at its best, provides funding for 1 year, for
isomeone who is 20 years old, who dropped out of high schOol when he

or she was 16, and has been kicking around the labor market more or
less unsuccessfully for the last 4 year What is tobe gained by pro-
viding a job with no training for 1 fear, in 1977-78 when the, labor.
Markets were fairly tight? Unfortunately, even this .picture is opti-
mistic. The average length of time these people do spend' in the pro-
gram is,less than 1 year. I think we have to recognize that the problems
are.much more serious than implied by viewing it as a cyclical policy
or a structural problem that will disappear in 1 year..

It is my view that the full employment-unemployment rate which
is compatible with nonaccelerating inflation, provides a framewo1k
in which the problems of disadvantaged,youth are more serious than
would appear in a Keynesian world. where unemployment can be
permanently reduced by,,Providing public service jobs. With these

43-177-79----3
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latter polict<In effect, we have' been overheating the economy,
achieving higher inflation rates, but have made no progress in improv-
ing the position of this group.

I view the current CETA program as somewhat of a step in the right
direction in that it is begunung to target funds more toward dis-
advantaged workers than they were doing before.

Unfortunately, the CETA program today still suffers from a lack
of clarity on goals; it.does not take a stand), on whether full employ-

. ment is compatible with nonaccelerating inflation. In addition, It
contains three goals that compete for funds: countercyclical job crea-
tion; help to hard-pressed Cities, and help to disadvantaged workers.
These three components of the CETA program should be split apart
into- separate -plograms. *-1

The first, countercyclical job creation, shOuld be dropped entirely
bechuse it has prokbly been counterproductive', If you look at the
history of direct Sob creation over the last decade, you will find that
it tends to be contracyclical; that is, it reinforces the cyck

At the time CETA was creating jobs, the economy was well into the
recovery; and once again in 1978, the economy is slowing as'CETA is
cutting back on jobs.

I am not-going to- comment on the issue of the cities.because that is
well beyond Uwe scope of this hearing.

The third oT the CETA goals is manpower training. Most of the
funds should be moved from job creation to training programs.

I think that although our record with training programs is mixed,
that does not mean that we should give up on them. In fact, we have
not tried very hard so we should not be so depressed to begin with.
Most so-called training programs have provided little training..

Second, we have learned some things from these programs in the
past and we can benefit from those experiences. For example; most of

1. the training should be done in the private sector and not in the public
sector.

From speaking with business executives, it is clear that a number
would be interested in providing manpower training. This would be
performed by a special unit the firm and for a profit. Manpower
problems are too serious to be eft to the social -consciousness of in-
dividual groups.

If you are trying to create nsferrable jobs for private-sector
work, who is better to do the training than the private sector? -k

I think that by and large the CETA effort should be shifted drama-
tically toward prdviding incentives for training in the private sector.

Second,"I think the new jobs tax credit that was passed last year
was by and large successful. The current program, hopefully, will
also be successful. The tendency to change programs every year makes
it almost impossible to evaluate them thoroughly, but I think that tax
incentives to employ disadvantaged workers seems to have promise.

So, I think that we do have a menu of choices, but it is a menu which
excludes many of the popular programs of the past decade. If we
choose policies -from this new set, 1 believe that the economy could,
over time, reduce substantially the unemployment rate compatible
with noriaccelerating inflation.

Thank you.
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_Represeniative M1TCHICIX.. Thank you That is provocative. Cer-
laMIY, you have said some things that I think I would take seriousissue with, and I hopel will get the opportunity to do se..

[The prepared statement of Mr. Wachter follows :]

Paspasso irTATZLIENT or MICHAEL L. WACHTEE

'Unemployment Policieq To Reduce Inflation

This paper analyzes three aspects of the unemployment problem. The first isthe cyclical character pf unemployment. Is cyclical unemployment an importantpart of today's problem? The second is the level of the sustainable unemploymentrate: Why has that rats increased from about 4 percent in 1954 to over 5.5 percenttoday? The third .has to do with polioy options: What are the uses and misusesof monetary and fiscal policies in the current economic environment? What typesof structural .supply side policies would reduce the unemployment rate withoutcreating up*ard pressure on the inflation rate?

I. CYCLICAL UNEMPLOYMENT

As I have argued eletiwhere, the current unemployment rate and levet of GNPindicate that the United States has fully recovered from the 1974-75. recession.The high leyel of unemployment which persists in our economy is approximately '
equal to that unemployment rate which can-be maintained without _acceleratinginflation-(for-ease ot-expaitiotri. I hereafter refer to that rate as 'the. equilibriumunemployment rate or U*).
A. A description a/ the equilibrium .unemployment

The equilibrium rate of unemploStment, which I estimate to be between 5.5 Jand 6.0 percent, is the lowest unemployment rate that monetary acid fiscal policy
can achieye without rekindling inflation. At that level, the pool of job seekers isheavily unbalanced towards unskilled workers. The unemployment rate of skilledworkers (broadly' defined) is commensurate with our notion of frictional unem-
ployment. Therefore, any overall expansion pf labor market demand is inflationarybecause it increases the demand for skilled workers and capital and these inputs
are not available at current money wage and price levels.cry

B. Uncertainty in measuring the equilibrium unsmp meat rate.
On of the major problems in the anti-itillatio attle is that the appropriate

unetti loyment rate target for stabilization policy unknown. How far can themonetary and fiscal authorities push down the unemployment rata without causingaccelerating inflation? In the 1960's -it was argued that uncertainty about the
length of the lagged response of economic activity to aggregate demand_policies
was the key problem in fine tuning'the economy. That problem still exists, but Iwould argue that it is small compared with the isaues raised by the Uncertaintyover the level of the sustainable unemployment rate. My equilibrium unemploy- --ment rate of 5.5 percent is a point estimate with a large standard deviatien. The
unemployment constraint could easily be over 6 percent. .

Figure 1 presents 'two estimates of U*. The first denoted TJ*,, attempts tocapture the demographic shifts in the labor market; that is, the coming Of laborforce age of the baby boom cohort and the associated increases in female par-ticipatiop rates. The U*, construct also attempts to measure the imp,act of thechanging relative level of government transfer programs. As indicated; that rateincreased from 4.0 percent in the mid-1950's to 5.5 percent today.
A problem with U*1 as a measure of full-employment is that it only takes

account of changing 14bor market factors. Numerous-other variables, including.such dive's@ elements as the slowdown in the trend rate of growth of productivity
and changes in the terms of trade, could also affect the equilibrium unemploymentrate.

An alte. rnative method of calculating U* is simply to analyze the inflation data
over the postwar business cycles, to find the unemployment rates (in loth period)which correspond to stable inflation rates. Statistically, this can be done by in-ve,rting a-wage or price equation and setting the rate of wage'or price change equal
to zero. The U* series which results iron' using this technique is denoted 1/2 and isshown in figure The U*, series is iligher than U*, throughout the past twodecades. For the fourth miarter of 1967, TJ*3 is equal to 6.3 percent.
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Another indication that IJ* may be aboveb.5 percent is the shifting relationship
between capacity utilization and the unemployment rate. It appears that for any
given unemployment rate ,today, capacity utiation is much higher than it was
in the 1960 s. Whereas the availability of labor was the constraining factor in
the 1960% the avhilability of capital is the constraining factor tdday. Inflation in
the Wharton model tends to accelerate when capacity utilization is around 93
percent. In the current Wharton forecast, capacity utilization in 1979 will be just
above 93 __percent and unemployment will be approximately 6.2 percent. That
is, we will reach the inflation point on the capacity utilization rate when the
unemployment rate is still 6.2 percent. I, am not claiming that C.2 percent is the

;yr ectailibrium rate of unemployment. 'But the capacity numbers are a source
concern and they cause me to wonder whether the 5.5 percent figure that re-

sults from the demographic adjustment may be too optimistic.
C. Implications

The government's own unemployment rate target is below the 5.5 percent
figure. In the late 1960's the government target was 4 per&mt arid U*1 was am
proximately 4.9 percent. By the mid-1970's, when the sgepernment target was
lifted to 4.9 percent, U*1 had increased to 5.b percent. This can help, explain the
increase In the inflation rate, from an. average of 1.5 percent in the early 1960's to
approximately 8 percent today

The 'lull-employment"' bpdget surplus is seriously oderstated by' calculating
that figure on the basis of BA or even 5 percent eqitilibiriura br.full-eryployinent,
unemployment rate. The result is a tendency to believe that -fiscal policy is more
restrictive than actually is the case. For example, using a 4.9 percent full-employ-
ment rate, the Congressional Budget Office calculates a full-employment surplus
of 10.3 billion in.1977, 11.2 billion in 1978, and +1.5 billion in 1979. Replacing
a 4.9 percent with 5.5 percent target would change the projected full employment
surplus to a significant deficit for 1079 and' would increase the size of the deficits
for 1977-78. -

A commitment to fighting inflation suggests that the government avoid using
monetary and fiscal policy to push the unemploythent rate below 6 percent. Given
the uncertainty over the specific level of U*, policy makers must choose between
taking the risks of overheating the economy vs. operating with additional sleek.
A policy to reduce the inflation rate implies Bluffing the unemployment rate
target toward the high end of the U* range. Such a policy, however, does not
require a recession. Slow real GNP growth of approximately 2.5 percent would
raise the unemployment rate to the new target. 'Thereafter, real GNP growth of
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approximately 2.5 to 3.0 could be' resumed. A policy of slowly reducing the full-
employment budget surplus should-reduce the inflation rate without a recessionand* reduce the high cyclical unemployment rates that accompany a recession.The 6 percent unemployment rate' target, however, is only the, target for mone-tary and 114-411 policies. The goal.should be to achieve a lower unemployment
rate and a faster GNP growth rater by adopting structural measures aimed atimproving the supply side of the labor and capital markets. These policies dis-cussed Mow would shift thVederal tax and expenditure policies( to favor Invest-ment 'in huinati and physical capital rather, than direct job creation andconsumption. One important example of this approach would be a-major redi-rection of funds from public service jobs to manpower training in the privatesector. w

11. STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT

A. The characteristics of the unemployed pool, at full employment -

The characteristics of the unemployment pool are illustrated in Table 1 through3. The data are for the four quarters ending with 1978:3, a period when the
ecorltmy was close to, but slightly above, its equilibrium level of unemployment.

The current unemployment rates for the 14 age-sex groups used by the Bureauof Labor Statistics are shown in Table 1. Those rates illustrate that both theactual and equilibrium unemployment rates are highest for the young workers.Indeed, approximately 50 percent of the total unemployment is accounted forby workers in the 16 to 24 age groups. Table 2 shows the tendency for unemploy-
ment rates to be highest arson g lower skilled workers. Specifically, it shows themismatah- between the enrploent and unemployment pools when the economy
IS at full-employment. Three of the lowest skilled occupational categories, service'workers, nonfarm laborers, operatives account for 50 percent of the unem-ployment. On Ahe other hen.' these three categories include only 30 percent ofthe employment pool: Table 3 indicates that layoffs, the cause of unemploymenttypically associated with recessions and inadequate demand, composed only 11.5percent of the unemployment pool. Unemployment spells, initiated by voluntaryactions of the workers (quits, reentrants and new entrants) accounted for alrnos,t60 percent of the total unemploymertt:

TABLE 1.-ACTUAL ANDIQUILIBRIUM UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY AGE ANO SEX

Group Average , Equilibrium or
1977:4-1978:3 `!U rate, 1977

Male:
16 to 19

15.6200 24.--_ ,_ 1 3
25 lo 34.

4.535 to 44
2.945 to 54
2.855 to 64
3.065 plus

g

4.7Female,:
16 to 19

17.320 to 24. .. 10.5
25 to 34 'S.-- 7.0
35 to 44

5.246 to 54
4.355 to 64

, 3.5
65 plus

4.2
-

# '
6.2

Tota116 plus c'

15.2
7.9
3.6
2.5

2.2.58
3.6

16.6
8.9
6.2
4.6

3.1

'5.5'

TABLE 2.-OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT POOLS, 1977:4-1978:3

Occupation Percent
unemployed

Professional, technical
7.2Man/administrative
4.2

Saips
1 0Cletical

17.0CraltikIndred
11.5Operatives
18.4Transporkptratives
1 7Nonfarm la ers

10.8Service workers
20.0Farmworkers.
2.2

Total
100.0k

Source: Employment and Earnings, various Issues 1978.

7

Percent
employed

15.1
, 10.7
' 6.3

17.9
13.1

11.5
2.8
5.0

13.6
.: 3.0

100.0



TABLE 3.--uNEIA11.10iAltifi.1119. REASON, 19711

. "..

.1404e0t0A101-
... Number. PIRYwone
ONsisands).

Vgi ifa -------

--- -
; .

........ 7 .........
.41

1,814

1,002
811

11.715

30.1
14.1

, 29.9
.14.4

"TO summarise, when the economy is dose to its equilibrium level of 5.5 to 6
'Z cent; the unemployment pool has a number of important oharacterispcs. The
great bulk of the unemployed are young workers 16 to 24 and workers with low
skill levels. In addition, these workers, are unemployed largely because of actions
that they have initiated. Only a small minority' of workers are on lay-off status

-which is the type of unemployment normally associated with cyclical fluctuations.
^ - Moreover, there are few prime-age skilled workers in the unemployment pool.

LB. The nature of the 'structural unemployment problem
' 'The evidence elves that several factors have been operating since the early
19600i to increase e equilibrium rate of unemployment. Of Particular importance
Is the demographic shift towards younger and female workers. Young w.orken1

'-both male and female, have' open increasing as a percentage of the labor force
as a,clirect consequefice -Of-th-eT-bY boom of he late IOM's. For young male
wafters, labor force participation rates have increased somewhat, so that the

< increase in their relative population size translates directly into an increase in
their ohitive percentage in the labor force. For young female groups; including
females aged 16 through 34, rapidly increasing participation rates have swelled
the Pervidation growth into a dramatic increase in labor force growth. Whereas'
workers age 16 to 24 formed 16.7 percent of the.,10kbor force in 1960; they now
constitute 25 prcent. I estimate that of the increase In the equilibrium unem-
ployment rate over the ;last two decades, a full percentage point, is due simply
to the changing composition of the labor ferce;

A large xncrease in the !love of young workers into a competitive' labor mark_et
!need not create a structural unemployment problem. Due to. the compositiOnal

U* might have increased to 5 percent, but it need not-have gone above that
level. But do. labor markets, especially, at the bottom rung of the skill ladder,
have institutional features. which encourage unemployment? Of potential im-
portance are the minimum 'wage, public assistance, and other transfer programs
lor the poor. These prograins have changed dramatically since the 1960's.

This country, for example, virtually did not have an operational minimum wage
policy between 1947 and 1967. Minimum wages were set at a constant ratio to
wages paid elsewhere in the economy. The major industries which hired numerous

' workers at low wages could obtain an exemption from the 'minimum wage laws
by_ arguing before Congress that if they. were forced to pay the minimum, sig-
intheant-enerriployrnent would result. The result was a policy that exempted most
-of Aose workers and industries who might hsiie. been affected by the minimum

. II

.
1961; the influx of young workers threatened the emplowent felative.

'wage status of the 'older workers In the.low payinksecondary 'Markets. ,CongresS
'responded by extending minimum wage coverage to those labor markets. The
minimum wage coverage in 1967 jumped from 39.9 percent to 53.4 percent of
'civilian employment, and . that jump largely extended coverage to low-wage
workers. There had been some minor increases in coverage before 1967, but
increasing the coverage rite has an impact only when it affects the workers who
are actually earning the minimum wage. Throughout the postwar period, by far
the most significant change in the minimum wage coverage was tfrife increase in
1967.

At the same time, Congress increased welfare payments. In the 1960's, Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) payments grew relative to the market
wage. The biggest rise in welfare payments, was "in -kinds transfers such as the
Fdod Stamp

As a consequence of the baby boom and the changes in government labor
market programs, a pattern of high freqtienc3r-loW duration bouts of structural
unemployment bas become the norm. The low-skilled worker is unemployed
frequently, but for short periods. For example, over the past year, the 'average
duration of unemployment was ,,slightly over two months, but approximately
.half the unemployed were out of work for less than five weeks:
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For policy purposes It is useful to dividethe noncyclical unemployment pool
Into two. groups; those who come from families with high income and those who
come from families, with low income. The former inclgdes teenagers
have relatively high income levels, married individuals who have spo in the
labor market and some seasonally employed workers (for example, high skilled
construction workers with high famlly,intonte). For,policy pump ses, the concern
renters on the second group; the structurally unemployed whahave low tardily
incame. In these cases, low triages, freqtient bouts of unemployment, or both,

1.lead to poverty. .

It; the current pattern of structural unemployment, there are t'wo main reasons
for being unemployed. First, if workers' potential earnings, based on their skill,
are below the minimum wage, .they may have difficulty finding stable employ-

.yment. The minimum wage law reduces the demand for low-wage workers in the
covered sector.

Second, becauk of the increase in the level of transfer payments, some low-
skilled people may not want to work Lull-time. It is sometimes argued that these
unemployed are, malingering and that the work ethic should be strong enough to
force them to work. all the time. For the most part, low-wage workers do not
have opportunities to work at enriching, pleasurable, creative jobs. They might
want to work part of the time in order to remain eligible for public assistance or
unemployment compensation, and to retain their skills. But to work all of the
lime, when society is willihg to provide the present level of support, is not "rational"
in the economic sense of the term.

Furthermore, many of the structurally unemployed will "outgrow" their
unemployment problems. The low work attachment of this group is often associ-
ated with the fact that'thek are teenagers, who do not have family responsibilities,
or females that are heads of households who have too much family responsibility.
Both groups Will alter their working behavior as they'age.

What is. the underlying model of unemployment that yields these results?
First, it is not a search model in the strict sense. Very' little unemployment in
our society is caused by people who do not know the current wage and prices or
the location of the job opportunities. It is not inadequate searching that causes
people to be unemployed. The problem is rather that people who are eligible
for welfare and unemployment insurance decide not to work, knowing full 'well
their wage and job opportunities. Since they are willing to work part.of the time,
they would rather wait in .line for a relatively attractive job. If they are going to
work, they will only do so at a wage that makes work more worthwhile than
collecting unemployment insurance or public assistance.

As mentioned above, the unemployment problem must be analyzed in terms
of the worker's life cycle.. Young workers grow up,.'older workers age, and as all
get older their situations change. Young workers, especially, change their outlook
on life, their skills, and their family needs from one year to the next. The govern-
went programs available to them also change from year oto year. The unemploy-
ment model is not a static one where people look at fixed wages and opportunities,'
but rather a dynamic, demographic one where people age and change. In this
model pepple are structurally unemployed because of low wages, not because of
a lack of jobs or information.

IMPLIeATIONS FOR POLICY

Wd need .10 reorient, oux thiaking about structural unemployment.lf
employnient.were merely due to a lack of jobs, then the current popular panacea
of public service employment would help. But if it is a question of skill and ipw
wages, different policies are needed.

I believe that the government can improve the structure of the labor market
so as to reduce the equilibrium unemployment rate. Although the demographic
trends will finally be working in a favorable directionmany problems will remain.
An important percentage of the oversized undertrainedbaby boom cohort will
remain in the 16 to 24 age group through the early 1980's. In addition, over the
,next decade the percentage of disadvantaged, minority workers in the 16 to 24
age groups will grow significantly. For this next cohort of young workers, it
should become increasingly clear that the underlying problem is, not a lack of- jobs.t.
Relatively high unemploythent rates will remain as a sympton of the real prob-
lem low wages. .rThe labor market policies stressed by Congress and the Administration, how- '
ever, are those geared to problems of aggregate demandThere is little attempt
to attack the structural problems. Aggregate demand policies have successfully
dealt with the cyclical unemployment from the 1974-75 recession, but there

b.
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has been no dent, in the. nOimyelical Compenent of unemployment-that Is,
temainhig percint.: .

.

A. Pubbi service anploy . 4obst,tinthout trashing.
. Althenilx there is considerable' discussion about manpower training, little

. training hilbekhg funded by.goirerninent programs. Most governmentmomes are
used for. pithlic service employment acid work experience programs. These pro-.

grams, however, are not training oriented; they are meant to-increase the number
-of jobs available and lower cyclical unemployment, but they do little to increase
the skilkof job holders. Whereas direct job creation programi (PSE and work
experience) are demand oriented, manpower training is supply oriented since it is
structured. to- increase the skill level of workers.

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) program is `the
government major current initiative in the labor market. The trend in policy
between demand and supply oriented programs is shown in Tables 4 and 5.
The percentage of dollars on training, relative to direct job creation, has declined
from 25.8 percent in 1975 to 17.0 percent in 1978. Over this sanie. period, the
number of PSE job slots has grown from 111,282 to 725,200. Several obsertiations
can be drawn from these muhbers. Not only do training or suppjy oriented pro-
grams receive a small percentage of the government's labor market funding,
but also the trend in percentage terms is strongly in the direction of demand
stimulus through increased direct job creation.

TABLE 4.-CETA PROGRAM - EXPENDITURES, BY ACTIJITY, FISCAL YEAR 1975-78

lin minions of dollars and percent caNibytioni
..

1975' 1976 1977 1978 1979 2

Program activity Percent Dollars Percent Dollars Percent Dollars Percent Dollars Percent

fielning 752 25.6 1, 138 21, 7 1, 305.6 22.1 1, 648.1 17.0 2, 133. 1 18.2

OJT a 118 3.9 272 5. 2 339.2 5.7 398.9 . 4. 1 675.3 r 5.8
Classroom 634 20.8 866 16. 5 996.4 16.4 1, 249.2 12.9 1, 457. 8 12.4

Work experience_ _ 1, 355 44.4 1, 491 28.5 1, 494.8 25.3 2, 023.2 20.9 s 3, 097.3 26. 4
Public service

employment 900 29.5 2, 425 46.4 2, 938.2 49.7 5 801 2 60.0 6 262.0 53.4
Other 47 1.5 173 3.3 17fk 4 2.9 1201.7 2.1 239.7 2.0

Total 3, 054 100.0 5, 227 100.0 5,909.0 100.0 9, 676.2 100.0 11, 732.1 100.0

I Ansi year 1979includes Manpower Dpvelopmeirt end Training Act and Economic Opportunity Act uneer CETA sec. 3A.
2 AdminTstration estimate.
" On-the-job training..

Includes private sector
Includes youth programs.
Includes 15,000,000 disabled veterans outreach program.

Source: "CETA Reauthorization Issues," Congressional Budget Office, August 1978.

TABLE 5.- PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT EXPENDITURES ANO JOB SLOTS, FISCAL YEARS 1975-78

[In millions of dollars)

1975 1976 1977 I 1978 x1979

Expenditures: .
CETA title II. _ 503 (2) (2) (2) (2)
CETA title VI .246 2, 179.6 2, 738.4 5, 580. 5 6, 035. 5
Other 2 ' 151 245.0 199.8 222.7 226. 5

Total 900 2, 425.0 2, 938. 2 5, 803.2 6, 262.0

Job slob ....._ 111, 262 290, 300 344, 100 680, 900 725, 200

Estimated.
Titles II and VI were combined under-an emergency supplemental appropriation,
Includes WIN, title I, and title Ill public service lobs.
Includes $53,000,000 of Emergency Employment Act.

Source: "CETA Reauthorization Issues," Congressional -Budget Office, August 1978.
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This increase In the ulnbei of PSE slots has been in the context 'of a strongly
growing economy that, by 1977:-78, was approaching. the equilibliuta unemploy-
ment rate. A 13.5 percent. jump in PSE dote between 1976 and 1978 need not
necessaril be viewed as strongly confracyclical (rather than counteroyclical). The

number of objectives, some of them Conflicting.overall CETA program has a
The goals Include improving marke skills of disadvantaged, unemployed
Workers cotm lical job creation and relief for the hard pressed cities of the
northern States: Thus, any. discussion of publid service employment must take into
consideration that many of the public service slots simply go to maintain regulai
local government empleSrment. For the hard - pressed` northern cities, this job-
oriented revenue sharing, has helped to maintain publiii services. This aspect of.
CETA, however, has little relationship to the goal of reducing structural unem-
Ployment.

The variety of goals of the ,CETA program 'are an important weakness. For
example, the CETA effort to help the distressed 'cities was not targeted with great
accuracy and was probably contracyclical in its timing. The new directions in the
proposed 1979 package also have severe limitations. lir the cc L,itt of a el
economy, a drastic reduction of PSE slots muy again bs contruc yclical. L
for maximum cyclical effect, this program should have:been incluised in IC
and then cut back in 1977-78. Moreover, the attempt to target the jobs
Carefully towards disadvantaged workers runs into the problem that mos
services are provided by relatively skilled personnel. In general the,public
is not the industry that is amenable to hiring lower skilled workers.

'tie to thafie conflictst (,`ETA should be divided into three distinct progri
one to help the cities in the northern tier that are in financial distress, a a
to provide countercyclicaldemand stimulus, and a third to encourage en
meat and training .for disadvantaged low skilled workers. Combining these
problems is almost guaranteed to produce inefficiency and a lack of eucci
meeting any of the objectives..

In general, if the government is to reduce the equilibrium unemployomeal
it should disentangle the thgos components. Since my assignment is only to di
methods of reducing equilirtibm unemployment, I shall not address the poi
remedies for the other two problems. My major point in this discussion is to .

light the need for a separate structural labor market program. Such a proof a

shoul1 be funded in an acyclical manner and should. be independent of pit I.:
sector employment.

A program to, reduce the equilibrium unemployment rate must be geared to
increasing the market skills of workers. Given that there are more than enough
private sector jobs to employ all those who want to work, it is-necessary to focus
on the fact that those jobs are not filled because they are unattractive. Unemploy-
ment compensation, food stamps, and AFDC payments are reasonably competi-
tive with the wage level for these unfilled low skilled jobs; that is, the cost of
being unemployed is very low fOr an unskilled worker. The so1utionls to raise the
cast of being unemployed by increasing the market skills and hence the potential
wages of the low skilled workers.

Given this framework for explaining the existence of eqpiinalu,,, unemploy-
ment or U*, a number of important weaknesses in PSI, type programs can be
isolated. The basic problem is that it dues not provide training. It is little more
than traditional Keynesian fiscal policy. But the unehiployment problem is a
structural problem rooted in demographic developments. The current cohort of
young workers went through a public school system that was not ready for the
big bulgp of students of the baby boom generation. They did nut receive adequate
training and many of them dropped out of school early. In fact, high school
enrollment rates began to drop in the late 1960's and ha, e uontinaed to drop
until recently. There IS a large group of yu tints workers tc..lay Who have lees educa-
tion than the people who entered the labor market ten year ago. Dist,rinimation
and the growing fiscal distress of urban areas have worsened the problems Pro-
viding these wol kers with public. ....,ervioo jobs dues not solve the fundamental
problem that they do not have adequateu.marketable skill, .

A second p °bleu' which is connected with the first, is the t.oue,vi a
Without training, these people do not have skills that cm, be.transferred to, the
private sector. Are the structurally unemploys:f1 supposed to stay under the pro-
tection of a public employment program thsSughout theit lives or is there some
notion of moving to unsheltered eniployme,nt? How can a tranofet be successful
if the employment prugraiii dues not provide tlainMg? Va.tt ale these progranis
:-opPoseci tct.hccuniplish for the twenty one year old high school th op-out who has
no marketable skills.
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A third problem concerns the ii/agm, wild on these public service jobs. Suppose
that many Of the current structurally unemployed are without work because of
the. low cost of being unemployed. In this case, some current schemes that would
create numerous low-wage public service jobs would not significantly reduce the
unemployment rate. Many of the-people who are in the unemployment pool have
allvady indicated that they do not want permhnent jobs with a wage close to the
minimum. If, the government creates a million job slots, they may largely be
filled by new-entrants or re-entrants into the labor market. In this case, public

. service employment would increase the number of workers in the labor market,
but not significantly reduce the unemployment rate.

Of course,, the government could pay more than the minimum wage for public
service jobs. This type of program would not only be attractive to the unemployed
and those who are out-of-the-labor force, but it would also be attractive to people
who are already employed In the private sector at relatively low wages. A program
that hired the best qualified applicants would largely take workers from the private
sector. The drop in the unemployment rate mould not be commensurate with the
number of new PSE jobs. Moreover, it is easily shown that attempts to restn(
eligibility. to those currently unemployed are easily circumvented.

A fourth problem is inflation. Since the wages( paid on public service jobs wohl.
bear little relationship to the.productivity of the workers and increase the deman
for labor (with the economy already at full-employment), the inflation rate woul,
increase. But the problem is deeper than that. Since public service employmen
programs are similar to traditional fiscal policy, they will have little idtpact on th
equilibrium rate of unemployment. At the same time, these programs often have
the stated 'objectives of lowering the actual unemployment rate below the implici
sustainable level. In this case, public set vice employment would result in at
accelerating inflation rate.
B. Targeting ps programs to rogues the evalibrtwn unemplops.duc sr.t.e

Even with the above problems, it is sometimes argued ;that PSE
stall lower the equilibrium unemployment rate by targeting its hiring towards the
lower skilled workers. If there is an imbalance of too many unskilled workers, when
the economy is at Us, would net the equilibrium.rate he lowered by hiring those
with the highest utemployncent rate? in seine versions, such as the Humphrey-
Hawkins bill, there is an implicit view that the unemployment rates of thb teen-
agers, females., and minorities could be lowered at no cost to the more skilled
unionised, manufacturing, construction and mining sectors Bally and Tagil,
however, have preken that the PSE program cannot be a "free lunch". In order
to achieve the reduction in unemployment rates of the lower skillied groups, the
unemploynterkt rates for the more skilled groups would have to increase. That is, if
PSE can lower the equilibrium employment rate (while balancing inflation), it
does so by hiring a larger nuifinber of unskilled workers than the number of skilled
workers who have to be displaced. The qtta.ntitative nature of the tradeoff is un-
clear. Could PSE hire 10 lower skilled workers and fire only I skilled worker or

ti it take 7 skilled workers to balance the hiring of 10 unskilled workers?
Using, the equilibrium age.seit unemployment rates as a basis. I would guess that
that ISE might be able to lure 3 teenagers for every prime age male that was
displaced.

To sunai.1. la,Isete,1 1'6E 1,,,,g,110 la WO to ltdllt, the equilihrt
pnemployment [-gm, but it nits this effect by tat ring the mix of tin. unemployment
pool --propping up some groups while knocking down others. The supply side
prow anis, discussed in the next aeetioh, avoid this diffi,.ult political trade-off by
addressing the actual causes of .tructural unemployment These 6/1f ply oriented
programs ran lower the equilibriutti unempleyinent rate 1,y increasing potential
output.

l/ to. .4 r, t. /. l/./A .

1.0 bolt ,.trait I./Li al .1.lit:l/wb. t/t.til il. , I.
...,rk, tru,st l,e increase 1 relati,t to tia Ir .1 of ii i, :nt the
cost of Leir.g .nertiployetl must be Inc, cavort I an. not Lei:, mn eu,lir, that public
assistance all c ulirilmulli A ages be low ereLi il.e a Arm my can hffort i. tel travels
high guaruntet d income door ft r people wh hate vet y lt.w 111, ills or who .rattuut
work Society is wealth) entoigh and the so, ial p.oduct of le w :d p..ople is
small ,uough, to afford Ligh ley, 1 of public: cssi Aimee t.s w 11 as a high mai k ct
wake

Fiat. it. oolicy al l 11 0/1 ii..... 1.1a. ti
who hay,. suffered on ec. t.orit of the hat,y lie III Ind lt ytoitg
Wutkero, out Wi,rke,s WL., V crt. eat Olt au lie o coh.101)



."market when the baby boom arrived. To. increase the market wage of this group,
manpower training is needed.

Although some manpower training programs in the past have not succeeded,
otheThhave been useful. I believe we. 'can learn from past errors and create suc-
cessftd training programs. This is not the place tediscuss the "nuteand bolts" of
an alternative approach to training. I would, however, like to stress one aspect
of the kind of program that I have, advocated: namely, that the focus for training
be shifted from the government to the priveite-seetor. In the days of the Manpower
Development and Training Act, the 'very low-skilled workers attended govern-.

ment-run classes to learn remedial skills. The classes tended telast for Aix =piths.
A common complaint was that companies would not hire these workers after the
government trained them. But the real question wsk*hether these workers were
actually being trained. Six months in It goveriamerit classroom for high school
dropouts does not constitute a major training effort. The graduates of these pro-
grams still had employment ,problems because they still lacked the necessary
skills.

I argue that even remedial classroom training should be shifted to the prii,
sector and thDt these programs should be Construct to last for two years
number of major corporations have indicated a willin ess to conduct such ;
grams. These firms can provide a more current vocatio al training environme
If the program is to worlt,,,it- should be based on the p fit motive of the la
firms and not their social conscience.

Firms providing remedial- training need not orient their training progra.
towards fulfilling their own manpower needs. The rationale is that the workers art
being trained for general semiskilled employment, and that an individual who
receives both remedial general training and concentrated industrial training in
certain skills will be employable in general. In the recent past, when the.aggregate
unemployment rate fell to 5.5. percent, there was a shortage of entry-level workers
for manufacturing and semiskilled service jobs. But a worker who has been through
the afocementioned private sector training- could be hired 'as an entry-level worker.
He or ihe wonld no longer be the "bottleneck"' worker who required unusual
entry-level training costs to fill even the bottom job on the promotion ladder.

There is some evidence that the goals of manpower training could be achieved
through the use of employment tax credits. The New Jobs Tax Credit that was
part of the 1977 stimulus package seemed promising. Alternatively, a voucher
system targeted to specific groups of workers could be used.
D. Capital accumulation

Whereas semiskilled and skilled rorkers appeared to be the sole bottleneck to
the expansion of the late 1960's, capacity has become at least. as important 'ii
barrier to achieving 'low unemployment in the 1970's. This means" that policy W.'
needed to encourage capitaraccumulation. Even in the cases where capital growth'
does not "create more jobs, it removes a bottleneck to employment growth.

A major problem with the current expansion is that the strongest sectors have
been consumption and residential construction. Given the indication of a capacity
shortfall, tax- incentives to encourage a capital expenditure boom were needed as
far back as 1974.. The failure to have investment leading the recovery has been
an important factor in the inflationary pressures that developed in 1978 while
the unemployment rate was still above 6 percent. The tax package of 1.978 \vas
far too late, and contained too few supply side.inpentives to avoid the last up-
swinein the inflation rate.

Given a sluggish economy in 1079, the nflation rate should prove to be rela-
tively stable. The unemploymentcapacity figures still indicate a need to orient
policy towards encouraging investment. Whether the economy begins to rebound
in 1980 or 1981, the -strength and magnitude of the recovery depends upon a
strong investment path leading to an increase in the rate of capital accumulation.
A consumption led recovery will again leave the economy with an unnecessarily
high equilibrium unemployment rate at the next cyclical peak.'

Traditionally, stabilization policy has been directed towards controlling aggre-
gate demand. In the current environment, however, a program's impact on
aggregate supply is more important than its impact on aggregate demand.

The recent reduction in the growth rate of productivity and the increase io
the equilibrium unemployment rate, could be offset by a switch from high con-
sumption to a high investment economy. In vestment tax credits, and a reduction
in marginal income tax rates, .cckld all be part of a pro-investment package,
Moreover, toe transfer system, excluding social security, is sufficiently small so
that these policy changes could be made without reducing the relativt, level of
welfare payments. Over the long curl a high investment policy would yield

I (i



higher ctiownag: ttiaetesw,ellfower equilibrium unemployment rates, and consequently a.
population.

Representative 11/In'cniet. Please proceed, Mr. Holt.

STATEMENT .OF CRUM OLT, DIRECTOR, 'BUREAU OF BUR-
BEN RESEARCII, W PR R OF MANAGEMENT, UNIVER-
SITY OF TEXAS AT 'AUSTIN

Mr. HOLTS I am very pleased to be here. I would starCoff by saying
I agree with much of what Mike Wachter said, but not all. .. .

Although these hearings are primarily concerned. with evaluating
policies for reducing structural unemployment, .the issues involved
can only be understood in the context of the larger inflation-um
ployment dilemma, a point which has been made by several of
previous speakers. *.

The Joint Economic Committee is certainly to be commended
making a fundamental reassessment of poli6ies and needs, . The 01
fession has had real/difficulty in putting the microanalysis issues
the labor market together with the microanalysis of inflationtai
cyclical unemployment. This is the key difficulty behind the legitimai
questions you are raising about the definitions and kinds of structured
unemployment.

The difficulty in giving you goad answers is the reflection of the
fact that we need a much deeper understanding of what goes on in
this very complex phenomena of the labor market. This whole area
of research, I am afraid, has been neglected relatiie to the .urgency
of our needs.

I want to make basically six points, and I will list them briefly and
then come back and elaborate on them.

The first point is that\ there is a strong long-term interaction be-
tweeri inflation and unemployment. If' we have unemploymenyfOr
any long periods of time above this 6- or 5,12-percent level that` ktis
been associated with the inflation problem, structural problems
will gradually get worse. Aggregate demand, both in terms of monetary
and fiscal policy, has an extremely important. role to play.

Second, the new targeted, triggered jobs program that has been
incorporated in CETA through amendments is, I think, another
useful tool for battling the cyClical unemployment problem and cer-
tainly is better than income transfers. While I agree with what Mike
Wachter'said, that giving people temporary jobs is not accomplishing
any major contribution to the structural problems, it is contributing
to the cyclical problems, and we do have cyclical problems to be con-
cerned about.

Third, the training programs cet tainly have an important contri-
bution to make remedying the structural problems. I would not limit
them, however, to 'training alone. Placement activities, counseling,
and ,other programs aimed at the whole array, of difficulties that lead
to the problems in the labor market in terms of low income and
unemploymentthere is a whole array of things that need to be done,
anyl we don't want to focus on training in a narrow sense.

Fourth, the inflation problem limits what we can do with tlf4S eget te
demand which has tremendous potential for treating jobs. We can
create a tremendous number of jobs and what limits that is the prob-
lem of inflation. If we have nothing at all in the manpOwer area now

I I
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that makes a significant contribution to fighting inflation would
Strongly advocate 'that we initiate a skill shortage training program
oriented toward the needs of employers and the skill shortages 'that
are contributing to inflation-.

One of the real difficulties of getting the cooperation of employers
that -Mike Wiehter, advocates is that the programs,' as they .operate
now, simply offer very little to employers. If we had a training pro-
gram oriented toward higher skill levels, and contributing to the up-
grading process, then we would open many vacancies for lower skilled
workers to move into.

We really, need a fully integrated view of the labor market, which
considers both workers' and .employers'. labor market problems. The
problems cannot be solved imlependent of the other. Overall, I wou
say that our current programs'are simply inadequate, both in tern
of the stress and in tams of their magnitude compared against tl
size of the structural problems.

The Sixth and last point is that'there are critical deficiencies in bot
the organizational and the administration of our current. prograi
structure.
' We have been concentratitn: today largely on CETA programs, bu
in addition, we have vocational education programs, the U.S. Employ-
ment Service, and many othr programs. Clearly, education needs to
relate to the school-to-work transition, and so on. Although the CETA
effort was designed to integrate manpower programs, it is only a.
start.

Currently, due to ale and ineffectiveness in the programs much
less impact is occurring, considering the amount 61 money that is beink
spent.

Now, I turn to more specific detail, On the aggregate demand issue',
the shock, particularly from the international area, can stimulate butte
inflation and unemployment. Indeed, the single shock from the increase
in oil prices from OPEC triggered a recession that was almost as severe
as the depression of the 1930's. There is current discussion in Congress
about a balanced budget through a constitutional amendment and
this would be anibsolute economic disaster.

If, for example, when OPEC raised prices in 1973, the Government
been required An balance its budget, this would 'have meant

increasing taxes 'and decreasing expenditures and both of those would
have vastly increased the impact of OPEC a`nd instead 'of the auto-
matic stabilizers in the American economy absorbing much of that
shock, it would have absorbed none of the shock and vastly increased'
both inflation and unemployment

An active countercyelical uggrvgate ,lentand poln,y is absolutely
essenial and that should he coinplenioated witti a taigger-targeted
jobs programs, in the manpower area. When we do allol/cyclical
unemployment to remain Alp .fot a pet iod of time above the non.
accelerating; 'inflation level, the is in co,,sidel able part oti the
groups lir tha labor }market that have St problems

In testrIcting &found to test rant inflation, you are trying
the tightest labor inarkir,, but when denon4.1 falls below th(tir
capacity, the v,04ers that etot,loyel.i are going to let go at the
workers Ns ho lox.e the lems-t; tind Me it, Ne,n1. ts Iti,./ its
'One of the issues ,s tat t 011a. ar tcp,ute dellltlittl

t:Atretin ly Meitective ) stow in tesitaiiiing inflation t I U.,
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means that we need to be very careful to act in a timely way to flrecent
inflation from building up, but we also need to have programs that are
more oriented directly toward restraining inflation.

In understanding the basic dynamics of the labormarket, the infla;.,
tion of wages and prices respon& to the level of aggregate demand, but
the classical adjustment of real wages' in response to unemploymentis known to adjust yery slowlyone estimate is that it would take 4
years for halt of the disequilibriuni unemployment to be absorbed by
these automatic adjustment mechanisms.

This meant that-when the economy is disturted, it is extremely
ineffective foi-the Government to sit by and wait for full employment
to return. There is a strong role for countercyclical policies.

Now, what happens when- we don't have as many jobs crel
as we have people who we want to work? Then the question is, wl
particular groups . are going to suffer unemployment? Aggreg
demand indicates that somebody is going to be unemployed, there
not enough jobs to go around.

Now what determines what unemployment rate will befall p
ticular groups?

This ties in with the definition of structural unemployme,
I docill think that i,t is useful to talk about the duration of unei
ployment as a measure of structural unemployment. The averawl
duration of unemployment i§ something of the order of 2 months
for most groups. In other words, when we have 6 million people
unemployed in' the labor market, if we wait 2 months most of those
people...will have found jobs, but there will be a new 6 million people
unemployed to take their places. The tremendously high turnover of
people flowing through the labor market reflects most clearly and
dramatically our structural problems.

Traditionay-, we have measured turnover largelyi by a fairly
small sample of largefirms in the manufacturing sector. Sonie recent
data has been colleted that also includes small firms and nonman-
ufacturing intlust&s. These measurements indicate average turnover
rates for the economy of something like 66 percent a year.

Hence, in the course of a year, tie flow through the labor parket
lz something like 60 percent of the size of the total labor force.

The labor market is extremely dynamic. There tends to be a fairly
constant probability per week of finding a job. The duration of
unemployment is not the critical poinl, in thinking about the structural
unemployment of particular groups.

Whikt causes unemployment to laud pi .111tAl ily "11 %A Oulu', and
minotirties and y °king people is the tact that those k,roups have very
high tunioer rates Utiderttalidihg turnover requires focusing on
employment rather than the titiemployinent

These problem gioups in litany cases, find Fhb d elt 1.10 qUit.kly
than skilled a orkers skQd tt orkei wla, is Lid oif and expects
recall way t,e Iveluptuyeti for u longer period of time than the teen-
ager 4,1ftet, the teenaget's jut) .1Vb not last 101.g Anti he is tight back

b iu Ilhellipit)ylliellt High timit,ver i., ais,meitited tt itli it high quit rate
ot) the part of at,ckers, they gel jobs, little ji,k, satisfaction,

tl 1,%% tinge:; allti Intl,, 01/1)01ttillit to a.1Vtlhce.
A Illiost alit d'Uni. that ( ant., along 'nay look !lain tht, j,I, 11,,,)

ha. e a lherlr le n Al'01,g; tuti,.eticy tlieee to quit ()ft, n to
sAith%titll, hon. thc. labor RH, t! (ll %% oil iu tha boost (null, of to go !o
St 11001
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From the ,eitployer's point of view; when he hires groups that he
perceives have very low attachment. to their jobs and are likely to
quit, he feels hecannot offer very high wages since their productivity
is relatively low. If he did train them, he would be afraid of losing its
benefits. So usually he 'does not give significant training,: offers low

".wages and is quick to use layoffs. Any time production drops, this is
the group that has low skills and low seniority that is most likely to be
laid off by the employer. The employers' and the workers'' behaviors
interact producing with a. high layoff rate and a high quit rate.

Groups that have recurring unemployment are those that suffer
the highest unemployment rates. Anybody can put up with a single
period of uneinploythent even if it happens to last a long time, but
the most severe structural. problem is being unemployed every
months.

Now, turning to training and placement, what we need to do to g
at these structural issues is train people so they have higher. pri

'ductivity, so they can qualify for higher paying jobs, help them wit .

their motivation problems through counseling, help them with thi3
placement process by improvi,ng their job search technique. In short,
programs must help workers het in the right jobs so that both the
worker is satisfied with the job and is productive.

So, the quality of pl,,cenent is every bit as important, as.the speed
of it. Programs designed to that end need to be substantially increased.

Now, 'turning to programs that we need but simply don't hate.
When Don Nichols alluded to dividing the labor market into the
high-wage and the low-wage job, and he found that the unemployment
in the high-wage sector was very closely associated with inflation, but
unemploynient in the low-wage sector was not. This means to me
that, if we want. to use manpower programs to have anti-inflationary
impact, we need to substantially increase the number of people who
have highskills.

The industrial comeosition of d continually shifting. Oneemand t4 contin
industry is overstimulated at one time a different industry at
another time. Also, the geographic composition of employment is
continually shifting, so the Skill shortage picture is very dynamic.
"Ilany of our training institutions, such as vocational education,
-train for the. same occupations year in and year out, regardless of the
conditions of the labor market. It is a program designed to have
almost a minimum impact 'on the inflation problem. Employers who
have labor shortages try to hire away the labor force of the other
employers which leads to inflationary wage increases. If training
programs are tatgeted on skill shortages, employers will not be
tinder pre. curt: to make inflationary wage in, reuses which are passed
oil price lice i'etiseS tWilitS is area ill %%111(11 t.; have had simply
no M InA programs plog, am Lack in 1i162 did have a skill.
tritating component Von Nichols siggt.sted that %e train a diStai
%twinged worker to till pkill 'shot tagem, but that ptobabl) IS not
feasible

In oh!, , .1 , i 1,,, I.,It .t0
g, t.,11 tCC, i, 1111 :11 filii IY 11114,h

Wake i 1.1(let 1:0114.. I p, soh 1 II ,ic fit e tt ,tI fill the
et,it itt.,1 ,t

NN. II I el ,..1 .
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so that we have problem vacancies, and worke s problems which
.reflect various handicaps.

We ought to tailor our manpower programs not o the whole labor
market, but to target them on the inflationary gment of the econ-
omy and on the structurally unemployed. The structurally Anem-
ployed I would define as those people that for a variety of rdasons
have excessively frecoent periods of unemployment.

The decentralized CETA programs have never made the. Federal
objectives clear in terms of the desired impacts. The initial CETA
program.. essentially is motivated by the feeling that Washington
didn't know how to solve these problems, and so the ball would be
thrown to the mayors,and Governors. The implicit assumption was
that they would know how to solve them.

Well, the Mayors and Governors had their own prOblems and cot
cerns and, since the legislation simply said in general terms to reduc
the unemployment of the disadvantaged,nhere was a great deal 0,
freedom for the mayors and Governors operating these programs.

If the Federal Government is willing to fund programs and have
them administered in the local community and it makes a great deal
of sense to do so because the different communities face different kinds
of problems, and the money really ought to be spent for different
program mixes in various areas. However, the Federal Government
ought to specify the impacts sought on structural unemployment and
they ought to measure those impacts and rewajd performance. These
are not now being done adequately.

If you look at the waylarge corporations decentralize their opera-
tions, there is a bottom line on the profit statement that governs, so
the manager is free to operate as low,. as he makes x percent probe,
then performance is measured, and the manager is rewarded.
.NOw, the manpower programs don't have a market test, but we

can measure the imparts of training programs on how Yong jobs last
after a person has participated in the program. If we really decide on
the Federal level what we want this Federal money to do, we can set
up program objectives and trust the locals to take into account local
conditions and essentially turn them loose. But if you simply gave
them money with vague objectives, you are going to get the solution
to the political and other problems that the mayors, Governors, and
communities face.

'Diagnosing the emphoment problems of the individual %%orker
critical. Each indtvidual worker may have different problems. Sonic
have educational probleni,, some have motivational problems, some
have skill problems, some may be in the wrong regioh, and Soule may
have bad information about the labor market. All of these things are
highly inttividual Fat these progruni5 to be effectje, We need to have
prbgranis that are sel,sulve to diagnosing and prescribing the right
"medicine" foa the,. ut.1,,,idtini, That is I, vet y detnatitlin,.; ie,,ture-
inent for an aduolust,,ttt,e pi ogt,,Elt 1.6 lilt el

Out pIeseil pio?..11711o., ( hot friciiii; ,41, l ,,,,
to, so far as tt, that ire not ;4,,ing to ii,lah A .2 iilit ,L1Ips1(1.
Olt Mir znteM lo Hold, in, Mile.... htitilbei of (11,1,,,;., 111111/pen

objuultN.n l% IlliAtitt teal' al:1 to W 111t ll.. 1 .

AI (11 \ \\ atilt I, th ,th 1,..pe,t t., mtiut.tai ..,.1
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Second, a unified and simplified national organizational structur.C-
needs to be set u so that we get effective cooperation between thr
Employment Serytce, CETA, and other manpower programs.

I realize t difficulties of, doing this; but we are not going to have
.fully effecti e operating programs until these changes are made.

The third oint.is that the regulatory functions that the Department
of Labor concerned with; the EEOC, and also .the Environmental
Protec n Agency and Occupatignal Safety and Health Administra:
tionthese regulatory functions are, policing operations and, if you
try with the 'same organization to be both a policeman and reniter
services, you find a great deal of reluctance of private employees to get
very..close to thise programs, and especially since the programs now
offer very little to the employers unlsss they happen to be in 11 1
tight.labor market: So it is essentiar that there be an organizati
separation of the regulation. Fourth, a new progran needs to
directed at inflationary skill shortages.

Finally, we need a better level of man ement in all these progra
It is sometimes said that the Republi ans don't overly believe
Government programs, but they do" elieve in good managem,
and the Democrats believe in the programs but they aren't mu
interested in management. Perhaps what we need to do is marry t
virtues of both parties.

Representative MITCHhi.i 1 %, ,Ln.i be agreeable with such L,

marriage.
Thank you. You have been s tuy dotlii I ive in your reconimendati)n

and obviously you covered a number of questions, but I do want to
take 3 or 4 minutes to make some observations with reference to you/L..
testimony and Mr. Wachter's.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Holt lollOWS :I

PREPARED STATEMENT AF CHARLES C. HOLT

Structural UnensPloiiitent and Inflation
Although thetie hearings are primarily concerned with evaluating policies fur

reducing structural unemployment, the issues involved cal, only be understood in
the context of the larger, inflation-unemployment dilemma. This statement will
attempt, in the simplest terms, to summarise what economists now know about
both the broad and the narrower issues, including ones of program implementa-
tion. U.S. policies are increasingly recognized as far from adequate in dealing with
structural problems in our labor markets, and Congress and the Joint Economic
Committee are to be commended for pausing at this time to make a fundamental
reassessment of our needs in relation to present and potential programs and
policies

Since the second &cade ia this century, econonlie understanding. of 1,1....t
markets and wage-pi ice dyn..MiJs has lagged hehind the practical needs 31 dolicy
aualysia. During that decade, labor economist:, rejected tl.e oversimplifieu cl issical
theory as inapplicable to tht, complexities of the labor market, but only in the
last decade has more adequate theor been develving (h.& (nil, eut policy diffi-
culties can be partially traced to the failiire of economists to ilitc6lat, micro and
macro-analysis.
/ hafluttoreurse".pl.10,...".1 an,/ dornand et.t.it...it.

When aitgregate deinani ex( reds ow capacity I.,, i . I 1...1 i

ii. J inflation rates of wages and prices gradually ac,.,:l..:.1, 1 li :3' .i.. o. ....sciam...1
Lt :educing demand and creating unemployment and slut .K I:UPI Lid J41,iwity, but
du. response is very slow and the process painful Ziii,ec the ecom,,ny is sul.ject
Lo tistortfrao..es that can unitize Loth inflation ati.i uociapluyillent, st.cl, as the
OPEC oil cal Lc! eitliatrgi , it is 'Input taut fur mon. tai y and liza;al ,Lit)iiiLation
policies to offset their worst, eifeLt.1 The baimic, d boIga poll, >, wh.c.11 correutly

4., I . I i b I
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Is under debate in Congress, would be economically disastrous. Ash was, the
OPEC increase in oil prices induced the most severe U.S. recession since the great
depression 'of the thirties. If tax rates had been sufficiently increased and expendi-
tures sufficiently decreased to balance the budget, the ensuing severe depressionwould have been a disasterand entirely unnecessary.

The aittomatic adjustment of real wages will ultimately restore a full employ-
ment equilit ium, but the adjustment process works very slowly. One estimate
Is that 4 yea><S would. be needed to reduce disequilibrium unemployment by 50
percent. This long persistence of invyoluntary unemployment is a powerful argu-
ment for active demand stabilization policies by the government. However, because
of the connection between inflation and unemployment., there is no assurance
that both objectives can always be achieved simultaneously by regulating_aggre-gate demand. _ a

1.

The equilibrium level of employment is inhibited by heavy payroll taxes
myriad government regulations. and nanerwork hurrises ...-.....;..11., -- ..--11

ilit la . I ht I ,1 ilI
be rdIs , wL ,1 :1 .1 .; t jr t,, i .hi 11 i I it 1 I. , 1111

Leither work ,ier t 141:411
Eiactly why utqampli finial a, o L . 113.( 31 11 tit 1 Vat. C11,41 forestimulation has been a lJni ;strn is ism Ile.. En n.1 al it I tl Itotical?aataatsci 3 01sticky wages and disequilitaria lu , ttiald,delined hole xi..tenoi and importance.

Recent work on allocation by "job t availability" ugges s that ba,1 employers and
workers may respond directly to labor market lancliti ma measured by the ratio
of vacancies to uneinplu,yinent in addition to th.1 classical wage allouator, Sticky
wages may actually be equilibrium wages achieved through a.,ailability adjust-
ments. This new way of looking at Yabor marketa mast change our understanding
of unemployment. Labor markets may settle down to different e' 'Mum posi-tiont that are e ally stable; a high-wage with 'high unemploy it condition
could be as viabl ,equilibrium as a low-wage with loW unemployment condition.

With the need, gat:better economic understanding 'so critical-ait is ironic that
the governmenk.lit organized an adequate research effort to support itsanalysis of remedhilVolicies.
E. Targeted,enipitypent programa

When aggregate demand is low relative to Ile, number oft4peuple who want to
work, then many people remain uneinplo)red mid others, because of discourage-
ment in looking for jobs, drop out of theAlabc,r for ,:e. The groups that bear these
burdens most heavily are those that experience frequent spells of unemployment.
Their jute; do not lust long because the probabilities of being laid off or of quitting
are both high. In general, these are people with low seniority, they lack experience
and skills, and they are confined to occupations and areas where wages and work
quality are low. They usually are young, women, or minorities. FAmployers an-
ticipating high quits and short job tenure for these groups try to protect their own
interests by offering little skill training and relatively low wages. Since employer
investments in skills fir these workers are low, firms are quick to lay off workers
when production declines. These workers respond to low wages, little training, and
high layoff risk ley quickly quitting when slightly better jobs appear or when
household work is needed -such pour jobs come on the market frequently.

When an ecol, ,,,,, le downturn occurs, these same groups tend to be laid .11 Matand they suffer tinemploymettt disproportionately, Under these circumstances,
targeted cyclical programs -eit ha r public service job creation or stil.sidized private
employment -hie fully justified u, improve income equity and to reduce ex-
penditures ou itte.ane tonintnuttce progrente that otherwise would be nee,ted.
Because such pro tutu., can be tare;eted on black occupations and cegIona in-
flationary imp let minimal

Trailtglig ,aitd Whet' MU IA put. .1, ..ch,a .

Hie high taltesi,plo twt 4,, (with the ..NotAeti al of the ttatiall3 t,
tattuatt ,lly long (111(0 0,1e111pi011.elit. to II,: effective, Stier., ii,61

111Ipt/vt01c0tIta 1410st then quit and layoff rates t., lovtitt closer to thut.1 of
prune white adult males T,. tlo tai :, rt quirt:, inert toting Ow skills and lammed ty
of the target grout, s., the[ ttu cy ft.r higher p,.yiug, inure satisfying jobs,
Watt:Ling th,ir rataiiittem more a aref.,11 y to jolt requirements; 10 wering discrimina
tore hat ri,r:4 to the jot... .. ama* st:claity against layoffs; anti improving

ork , t, al I., ,14.ite by inaliktti..ttel at,t1 training
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and by Employment Service counseling and placement efforts. But most training'
is done on the job by other workers; so the active cooperationof einployers laid
unions is essential. ,While there has beensome success with on-the-job training, the
government-employer link still is weak, and manpower programs need to be more

,i closely tied to work experience.
In response to the recession starting in,1973, the CETA program has focused

primarily on countercyclical employment progranis with correspondingly less
effort devoted to training, etc. ;

.4. Training:and other manpower programs directed against inflation
The desires of business firms to increase profits through price increases, 'es-

pecially when the backlog of orders is high, and of workers to increase earnings
through wage increases, especially when job vacancies are high, create a, std dy
inflationary pressure on the wage and price levels, pressure that is normally
restrained by economic slack in the form of unemployed. workers, unused vaisi*el
capacity, inventorivs of raw materials anf finished goods, and housing voiced

When the labor market is segmented occupationally and regionally, rather s
groups of workers in an area have the necessary skills fear the better paying o
patieni: In this situation a substantial increase in aggregate demand tend
Induce skill shortage bottluecks, which trigger employers to compete through
sharp wage increases for the limited supply of skilled workers. Often too hi..
standards me lowered, which decreases productivily and raises labor costs. T.i
the lack of skills that contributes to structural °Wieruployme t also makes tr.
economy more inflation prone as wage increases are followed y price increasNi.

When the response to inflation is to increa=se unemploymen , it is induced pri
Imaily among the unskilled workers in order, paradoxically, Aio 'restrain wage
increases in the skilled occupation* and regions that are experiencing excess
demand.

To resist inflation, the goy aiteatt clearly shouli nrganize training at high
skill levels and ether new' on:grants to address the skill shortage problems of
employers. Currently we have ptogfams directed at workers with employment
problems, but we ate doing virtually nothing about the hard-to-fill vacancies that
contribute to inflation.
b. Current programs are suudequute

The heavy taxation of earnings relative ta mph.' aiot the subsidise ion of
capital investment both favor the substitution of capital-tor labor. Also many
regulatory and tax, programs inhibif,,Ahe formation of new businesses. that would
lead to employment opportunitieM Our inadequate antitrust, and antitnerger
policies do little to restrict growing economic concentration, which contributes to
inflationary pressure.

Counter cyclical monetary and fitIcal policjes and^ the CETA jpbs programs.
have contributed to employment stability, but the threat of inflation has prevented
the attainment (.4 labor markets that are tight enough to dissolve structural
problems.

.CETA; Vocational Education, and Employment Service pr,,grains tit the train-
ing, counseling and placement areas have been inadequate in scale and effectiveness
to make a dent in structural unemployment. The "decentralized" CETA legis-
lation never made federal Objectives clear in terms of desired i.nmacts and has
never set up a sampling system for monitoring and measuring the impacts that
did occur. Instead, the fragmentation of CETA titles grows, eligibility is eJer
more restrictive, and the operating people in the field become increasingly harried
and frustrated by federal rules aria regulations Diagnosing the employment prob-
lems of the individual worker and arranging counseling, e cation and training
to meet his or her unique needs gets crowded out in a fr gin ted, bureaucratic
maze of rules and procedures In which no one ha., adequate time to think, plaii,
analyze, and manage. That three often t,00rly aoininisteted programs still test
out t give healthy benefit/cost ratios indicates the high potetitial contributiiat of
nittlifibwer programs.

Not only are pregrams st,,,,,1 at 1 I,i_IIill n_,,, I 1'.$1.8. , %hi, It ,,,td,11 ., .,1111 dl 4,1 i ,
I ..i vi4,perilt.itIll with ettiplo%erz. absent titan the euirent ptogiati...iiix but the
,,pt ratting :4truettsres of CETA unirthe iiiplo, no at Si:ivioe art. ialterettil Neal{
at tleehq,ing cooperatMn with ellipliit is BusitiVM tirlil:, lialt141;a11% :411 Il a \ fi out
proKrallis itiv,il% Mg excessive reel tape i.11,1 I l`l{tilat HI The Contioit tee tot 1.;,.,,
honk: De t eloputent has foutt1 that ill,ngolati.o e hitt, , et,-, ttt,t e imp! ,4,w ,,,,
trihtitiolv, to [puke h. ,,trust tu..11 eit,t)I,, !nen(in,,hic us , :en , hti, Ili, Ir ti,oth (lot,
in priaatrit ,tkruiatit
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Inflation and structural unemployment will persist until structural reforms are
achieved. Since these objectives are of paramouritNitnportance, we must improvethe effectiveness of our employment and training programs and then fund them
at an adequate level. The potential is great, but much experimentation, itnagitia-
tion, good management, .improved legislation, and research are badly needed.
8. Critical deficiencies in organisation and administration

,The above problems will 4,
be solved and hence structural unemployment and

Inflation are likely to persist until the following changes are made:
(1) The federal objectives of reducing both structural unemployment and

inflation are' clearly spelled dot, and good perform:trice at the operating level
. measured and rewarded.

(2) A unified and simplified national organizational structure whichintegrates the service delivery operations of CETA, the Employment
Service, Vocational Education, and the other manpower programs, arid.
within the constraints of meeting federal objectives and performance star
anis, assigns administrative responsibilities to suitable levels of the feller;
regional-state-county-eity-prime sponsor-service delivery system is aehievc
Functions and responsibilvittie;sy:Ittilthil he parceled out and the, structure It
in place long enough for everyone to learn how to make the systework. ()nee Ieorganized, erratic changes in programs and regulations shouhe inittimiAral as a matter of policy (The fragmented orgardzational structu
tidal Inaladinialistration of niaiipovt, r prograans that we now have are total
inads(itiztte rosponses to the needs ut the country. i'rograms are largely itout of Wiiafrington hound I.y laws and regulation., that usually are wainby ita.) have never administered operating programs, The 1 esult.that moral, find productivity currently are at low lev ale. Needing and wanti,results a,! yen. funding programs will not sufliet, if the organizational stru .
ture inimmisellition and regulations mu:sista:fitly defeat effective action at aworking levels. Only if a great deal of power to act is assigned to the loci
problem solving level, can these pi ()gum's I,c , tfirfeul in meeting federa
Objectives and meshing with the lesitinutte h)citl agendas

n
Pgeriors, loryurr.

null conuminities. Ultimatei> the prOglllIS Illtq re.poi sive to (lie fleetof the individual worker and his/licr euipl,,) em that simply can't, ht dontfrom Vrishingtott
(3) The adulinoti4h... .etolat.o ft,,,. 1.1.E0C, EPA 0:311kt. , ate utiltie,f, matte AetatrilitiJ fr., .11 cdce uelivei ; other

woe essential employer cooperation autiot be attained.
(4, Thu organizational structure is' designed to prt.t..Lt.> alit! 1.-1111t,

alI joint efforts involving riot only the ye,i0LIS levels tai
eot.t.,zwiors, cud euiplo ers, but al.i,) unions and cualintirlity

otg.aittzation., Federal flit,6 can Lie responsibly and efficiently spent at local
dee+4.11.11iiiking levels, if federal objectives arc clear and program impacts
toe monitored to inake sure that the ohjecti, es are met. The President anti
',,i,g1 er..* should take the attitude that they (VII'. rate thethe locals du theirHim so long as they get the results the ettuntly needs to reduce structural

etupluy,uvut prohleti,6 and inflation,
New pr,,grattiS aimed al skill ,1,1 a..talts. ti 111411 1..

1".1P inflation and to riruti ate the paid. ipation l,f emplo, (Is interms of died,. 1", self inte.,:stA Aiie with private employ
l'11,11114.L Li/ alteuirgit Einplt.yer cooperation has not1,1.11 LS, pl',.iilt1111 ill local 111."1 ili1Ve low unculpluyuleut; ratebut i ,,,:rill 1'1 .1 1 er1ll1:. itli p/8,,,,,, 11,0 c /tctik'Cly heltied eilltat7ytI':1
1Sitl, LIit I've!

cht.h. II,. I.. . I ..... 111.6 .,111,,..,1,t 11TV.,,,11y once cifkitn.c.% nit attic 1 A .11 1.111Y 111 V./111. 111L1 in
, .41110,." that I, t Ira C IU, ,.tilt.. , 1ut t, h i p, ()hick'.ill LIU' 131,m, flan Kt;t. taut the ct .11,j 1.,,,1,1, iun Lila( 1ItiV1 A',114 mein 'ill.

,hattt. Econ. i1.114i. 1..'" 111111111,, 111 ./% .1it , I 1..o .1towit, oi,lr ttiit t, tit ,,,,,.118,:t. lilt. ..tan tWel I,nbcV issu,s tr, 11,, (her, a, lut., gal
..% I,- II., . I I I a"IA 1 1 1./ .1,, 1,
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No'rE. The author has availagle a listing of references that bear on the points'
discussed. above. It is available on request from: Bureau of Business Research,
University of Texas, Aqstin, Tex. 78712, telephone; 512-471-1616.

Representative MITCHELL. The first observ.' ation is it is most
distressing to me that somehow ok\other we haie turned the fight
against inflation to what amounts to a holding steady 'or slight in-
crease in the rate of unemployment. That seems to me tb be an arialyti-
cal Point. ,

We have talked about the work ethic; That has been a part of the
backbone of this Nation and suddeidy we reach a point now where we
say 6 percent is really acceptable unemployment, you will never get
below that without mcteasing inflation.

I don't want to take that kind of pessimistic attitude. I think
can have every man and woman who wants to work working in 1
cohntiy without fanning the fires of inflation. We are focusing
much on inflation, that we are treating the unemployed individual
an expendable item, and- I think that is wrong.

I think this attitude is in absolute contradiction to what .t
Nation stood for.

The second observationI suppose I have broken the law'
occasion or at least bent it in the sense that I go home every nigi
and people pound on thy door looking for jobs, and I will send the',
to jobs whenever I can.. Many jobs are with small contractors, and ;A:
find that they are paid $2 an hour. That is less than the minimum wage,
but the people that I send to those jobs. stay on.

I am making this observation beCause I tend to look askance at
statements that say that people will not work for low wages.

Maybe Baltimore is a unique situation, but I know dart well that
for any person I can get'a job at $2 or up in. B timOre, they grab it.
I don't think my city is that unique, and I thi it is unfair to main-
tain that people won't work for a certain wage. .

Certainly the structurally unemployed will, because they don't
get unemployment compensation. They want somet.g.

The third is with reference to the private sector. My background
has been in public service. I ran. a CAP agency at one .time when we
were under the old jobs program, and I don't hesitate to say before
members of this committee and these witnesses, that by and.large,
public jobs are created because'of the failure of the private sector to
address structural unemployment and other types of unemployment.

Now, I know there may be some exceptions, but, frankly, the Na-
tional Alliance of BusinessmenI think it is a hard process for it to
put itself back together again, and I hope it, does. I think it has a
contribution to make, but I am convinced that much of the structural
unemployment that we now see is based upon the private 'sector's
unwillingness to tacIsle this social problem with the same zeal as they
attack the problem of making profits. This brings me down to my
last observation and one quick question.

We have skirted around or talked around all of LI--Ad v LAI lotib reasons
for black unemployment, and, as I said befcre in one of our previous
committee meetings, I think the matter of racism, or racial ilibcrimina-
tion, is there. I believe it is a normal tendency IN heti they have a lot
of people asking for jobs and the guy at the hieing gate is white, for
him to pick up the white person test.
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Perhaps that is just natural and normal, but I don't see how in the
world we can avoid, treating this factor of 'racial discrimination. I
think it does contribute to the structural unemployment and cyclical
unemployment that is experienced by many 11111101'1MM.

Now,.having gqqb that off my chest, I would like to mite I have got
it off without gii.g. anybody hn opportunity to rebut nie and I
deliberately did it that way.

I would like to put one question to all of the panelists.
There has been a lot of discussion about the relevance of wage rates,

to labor market behavior. Mr. Johnson, I thinki alluded to this.
You inferred in your statement that certain conditions, such as rigidity
of wage rates, must be present in the labor market in order for j-h
programs to be effective. ., .

I would like to get a comment from all 'oft the wi s on this
IsPou ld like for you to expand on the different type's ge rigidit
which impact on structural unemployment programs, hoping that t,
committee can get a kind of precise view of where you agree and d
agree, so that we can arrive at a point with reference to just that o
smaltkproblem area

All four gentlemen, please.
Mr. WACHTER. May I start off b34 add.' eSSing y Lta A 4,1col10n L.

indirect manner by going back to your original statement?
Representative MITCHELL. 1 thought you would find the Opp

tunity.
Mr. W.A.eirrEn. Lhope you agree with me on ibis.
I am not suggesting. at ,all that society should maintain t4 postu

that 6 percent unemployment is the best we Call do.
'In fact, the stress of my argument was precisely the revet.e, it

with the current policies that we will be stuck at 6 percent unemplo.
ment in order to maintain stable infl tion. In other words, if uner
plop:I-lent is reduced much below 6 rcent, with the current kind .,:
CErA program that we have, br at east the CETA program ve had
a year ago, the result will be accelerating inflation.

I thiA that we can make substantial progress in bzinging lown that
6 percent unemployment rate, but it cannot be lone in the.conteAt of
exp_ansionary monetary and fiscal policy.

The stress of my argument was that when we get close to full etn
ployruent --in fact, even before tha't -we should bevin to tocus funds,
not on those parts of the labor market that are already well heeled,
but on the pockets of ongoing high unemployment.

I stn not at all satisfied wkth the 6-percent unemployment rut, 1
tit greatly distressed by it. My fear is that the current policies aut., t
a..114.,w us to go below *ti percent.

Represetative MiTotitti. NI), i.,oblciA 1. that ,,hat A.," 1,,, a
valid theoretical approach in term:, of ilia rtiat, nislup bet, \.eel .nek,,
ployment and inflation has been pevo-ted to the point that it' LA IlUtt
a slogan which states one cannot *educe uneployinent t, itho,lt nu ving
an impact on increasing inflation

That is my problem. I tindersta,,,i ,, ha( , ,,,, .,,, . ,, to,. i , ...,
theoretn:ai inane of reference has h, .,o di ,tort ,,i Ly her . L, ..1.%1,y

tightto inean, that it is all right if '&e stay at 6 ,ter, ,nt. 1L t) lei' RI
tight inflation

Mc. ACHLA, I ti it.i, th.41 the i.h. 1,,.. It"( "1 ,a.? -I ,,. . t.. I ll I

t ...We are f econm, phding, is th.tt 11; we im ve is At at(1 I 1 (111,1 , i ..11=t ,A I
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conservativisoi,". we should :not. adopt 6-percent unemployment as a .
tar' et, .,,,c,,i.

What we bade to do is to tuarri,fiscal. conservativism "Ai< the...
netionthat stniCtuial,folicies ciin work to lower unemployment in 'a
.noninflationary context. But we need structural policies to lower that
unemployment rate? Presumabl3, the old cyclical .policies will be voted
down as being inflationary.' . . ' .

' Representative MITC1111)141;. Could the panel address my previous
queatOn.?

.

This is 'an, intriguing area of .discussion, but my' colleagues have
other queittohs.,.'I would like tOhear you?corathents about the structure of wage.'

' rates. ['would urge that you respond to that in order to give Congress-,
man Brown and Senator Javits an opportunity. to ask questions.

Could you hold yehr resi)onse for just, a moment, Mr. Holt, becadse
I think it is imperative that we give an opportunity to other members
of the. committee o get in some questigps.

. Are ther,any omments on the citation that t put 'to all of the..
-Members of the ninel; that is, the relevance of wage rates to labor ,

market behavior and the Various types of rigidities?
'Mr. HOLT. Well, George Johnson brought the concept up first. I

woilltr like to say something about it. . .

Mr. JouNsoN. No; actually- -Don Nichols brought it up first, but
what Don Nichols' view was is that there are some groups in slciety,

'sonicogroups in the labor market, who are in labor markets which, if
Jou increase their employment, reduce their unemplOyment, does net
add significantly or at all perhaps to the inflationary pressures; that
is, that there are some groups in the labor market whose wage..mtes,
the wage rates for their jobs, for a variety of institutional re0Ons,..
ar are( to other workers.

b .1

' 1 ow, some of those institutional reasons would include, of course,
minimum wage legislation. Others would include unionism, behavior
by efnployers such as they don't vent to pay wages of $1.15 to some .

people in a market.
. ,

I. really am the one who stressed the importance of wage, rigidityand this is consistent. with 'what Don .1\ ichols was saying,-that
employment policy akaiti will be most effective if it is 'geared to those
individuals, to those groups who are not in the mainstzam of the

. .inflation process.
. 1.

_Representative 1111-tcnui,..Otlfet. comments?
. Mr. NICHOLS. Yes.

, As an analy tic point,' George Johnson is right that if 'you t to
increase the 1. emend for employment regardless of the grow rt of
it will go into wageincreases, parkof it.into,employmetivirceria s.

As an empiriCal point, however,1 nles arguing that irithe lot tge
occu"pations, it appears that you can increase thA employment evel
without a significant wage increase, Now that. is an empirical state-
Ment..The data seem to ingicate thtit,-)rodcoubLincrease employment

,Without running into wage pressures. % * .

But. asian 'analytic pointl George nson (-right that it has to
be some Ambination of these tn-o,T1 ,possibility of reducing priem-
ployfilent with structural program; I-: lest in those markets; whei-p
it is pcissible to increase employment Without increasing wages: That
is the proper. analytic point: q y . . .

, ..,
. 4
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, I made tbepoint.that the data indicate that it is possible to increase
employment lb-iv-wage occupations without _significant effects on
whges.

Representative Mt mum ,Mr: Holt. -,
Mr. Hovr. The neoatissical theory says the answer to the unem-

ployment problem is that when an unemployed person will bid down,
wages will continue to fall' and ultimately somebody will hire him

It has been a puzzle kicking, around in eoonpmics for 30 or 40 years
as to why wages. are so sticky and why this adjustment process does
not occur effectively:

We know that unemployment is not a self-solving probleta, other-
wise we would not be having this session so a lot of recent work in
economic theory is essentially taking that disequilibrium and simply
saying that it does not happen and then trying to go on and understand
what thirdisequilibrium economy looks like and how it works.

Some very recent work that I have been involved in indicates that
ipeople in the labor market may be not responding to the wage rate

that is offered them as much as the availability of jobs and that in ,

.fact both employers. and workers may be responding very directly to ,

conditions in the labor market, how long it takes to find a job which
influences their tendency to drop out and whether they take jobs and
so on and to the extent that this is true, *hat we may have been
interpreting as a disequilibrium situation that ought to adjust, i*fact;
may be an equilibrium situation.

There may be a whole series of different equilibria in, the economy
that are equally stable. This is an example of the need for a better
theoretical answer. We are, basically using the theory that goes back
to the last century and it does not work in the labor market because
of its complexity. We badly neAl a lesser deal of theoretical and

:empirical answers to thiit question.
Representative Mitcliziz. Thank you.

`,Mr. Wackhter, did you hive a comment on that? .

Mr. WACHTER. I think I have been over it:I will pass.
Representative NIITCIIELL. Congressman Brown..
Representative BaowN. Thank you, Congressman Mitchell. '
Both Mr. Holt and Mr:',,,Wachter use the analogy of marriage, and.

I would likelo keep both bifida above the table and propose to you
`that you might look at a program that I have put into legislative form
that Lthink cares enough to meet 'the to emocratic standards, although
I must say that I resent that insult that the Republicans don't care.

I..think it is direct and' comPlicated,enough to be operable under a '
GOP standard, and for CongreSsman Mitchell I want to say that we
resent that part of your comment, too. ,

Let me say that -I want to make a general, comment and then ask a
ouple of questions, too.

I want to jump to Mr, Holtaboift a couple of 4hings. I would argue
peY haps that the OspEC problem was not a demand problem.

There was plenty of demand at the time that the OPEC situation
occurred. It waS'a tax on all of us until we killed off demand and killed
off jOb opportunities.

I hate to use an), term to define myself as an economist, but I have
the capacity as any good politician, as I think any intelligent economist
does, to mole from one category to another as the circumstances
change economically and socially and politically.
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I 'have. the feeling that if. we could reduce the burl of .taxes,
regulation, inda lot of other thingsnot that we don't eed :the tax
money for certain good purposes, not that we dqn't need the regulation
for certain good purposeswe could hire more people in our economy
and wit could, improve our.. economy by modernizing and doing an
awful lot-of other things that `we arenot now doing in the private
sector because of what the public sector is taking away from the private
sector in theway of discretionary capital to make these changes.

I have got 'a whole long;.list of things that If would like to do In
at regard, but I don't think that is tIke function of this hearing.
We, address that issue in other hearings and so in a wayI disagfee

with You and in a way I agree with yoU.
Now, having tacen thatIrm stand, let me just say that I think

one of the problems is .that structurally unemployed youth and
structurally unemployed women and structurally unemployed, other
people are geneilly-iot covered by unemployment compensation.

The skilled employee can take-time in finding a job because he has
jfull qualification under unemployment compensation to find that job,

so the fact that he is out of work for 24 weeks, he is not quite as
'desperate as the unemployed young person who does not qualify for
unemployment compensation.

Liost_Avant_to_ ask this question.:.As the young move in and out of
the job,. Mr. Holt, you seem to be implying- that their time between
jobs is shorter.

If that is in fact what you are saying, that does not seem square
with the 1978 statistics in which 36 vercent of unemployed youths
were unemployed for 15,weeks or lOnger.

You 'see,m to be talking only about those youths who are measured
in the labor force, but there are many discouraged people whose
unemployment may be 50 weeks a year; they just are not making it
very often,into the ranks of the employed.

I would urge you to cheek into that and see if you would ni:4 at
least in some slight way modify your position. .

So. much for that question. -

I won't press, you for an answer unless you want to comnienl.
Mr. HOLT. Well, I agree with virtually all you said. I intended nb

insult to everybody but rather a joke.
Representative BROWN. We are easily insulted and easily accept it

as a joke.
Mr. HOLT. I. was not talking about the activity ofthe Congress so

reuet as the administrative siency at that point.
Your interpretation of OPEC, I think, is quite right.
Representative BROWN. I don't want you to talk about that.
Mr. Hour. In examining the duration ef,unernploymeut statistics,

you need to look at the duration of unemployment for the other
groups in the labor market.

My impression is that youth unemployment tends to be somewhat
shorter usually than the average-unemployment of other people.

That is not to say that when you have a very slack labor market,
some young .do have in faot king durations of unemployment, but if
you want- to explain -why,. forrample, whep the national unem-
ployment ratqwent down to something like ti.hAppy level of 4 percent,
black teenage girls would still have an unemployment rate of the order
of 31 percent. Most of the explanation of-that high rate of unemploy-
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meat would be associated with the high turnover of that,group and
going back to Congressman Mitchell saying that they would grab a
low -wage 'job quickly.

I think that is true, but Ithink you would be interested M following
-up. those jobs and seeing, aftAthe person had been in the job 6 months,
how long he was there.

When you need a job desperately, you take it, but you may very
well not stay-in it very ongf the income is not adequate to support
the family.

Representata ROW . Welt-T hank the labor market is not
adequately ac essed by the statist' hich we have available to us,and that is-the problem.

Mrrflot.i. What you are saying about withdrawal is certainly true.
About half of the people that quit a job gq into unemployment and the
other half of the people leave the labor force, and half of t,he people
roughly that are laid off, abouthalf of. them leave the labor three, so
that there is a tremendous flow back and forth between employment
and Amemployment, but there is an equal flow out of the, labor force
and back into the labor force.

Representative BROWN. I would .agree that there is that flow both
ways, but I would disagree that it is equal.

I think there are those people who -are structurally- unemployed,
who will never get out, and we ought to try to address some of those
people,...They are a very different breed of cat from the guy who is a
weldef.and he is laid off his welding job after 5years because of the
temporary recession and he can afford to-take 24 weeks to look for a
jbb because welders are always pretty much in demattd,

. Mr. HOLT. Mattis true, but that will turn up in the turnover li
Representative BkowN. Let me move 'on to.another question, and

want to Place this question and make a list o£ the things that it seems
to me you all have been saying and ask-if ou have anything to' add
to it or to take away from it, and then I wil conclude.

It seems to me that as we have move .from an industrial to a'
service . society, we should have been able, to do ,better in dealing
with the structurally unemployed. We have less.linotype operators
and more typists. In other words, the skill leyel of a him ly technical
society.is lower and in another way we have moved f the French
chef to the McDonald's hamburger cook. 'What saying is .we
have moved from the linotype operator to the McDonald's.hamburger
cook. We are a service society as opposed to an industrial. society
and, the jobs tend to be simpler in the nature -of their work and yet
we still ,have just a very basic problem of structural unemployment.

Now I think that does, tend to confirm to, some extent what my
friend, Congressman Mitchell; says about racial kias ;id some other

thatthings. I think there is another factor, however, at I orry,about
well, ,a couple of other factors. One is this sort of sustainedsocial
development that we have which is beneficial to our\ociety, but in
some ways does raise the wage at which you can get somebody off of -
that social sustenance program and into the work force.

Also, there is the problem of a certain stigma attached to certain
jobs end this prevents movement from unemployed to, employed.
Jobs,' rich as domestics, janitors, garbage collectors, even housewives,
all are .1ary important to our society, but now possess a certain
social stigma that prevents people from moving into these low-paying
iiage areas as was once the case.



I make that comment without fuither editorial asides except that
it is, -I think, a factor. : ..

SO the key ought to.be a concentration on training. I want to cites
final example, and. that is, I ran into the, other day a very fine-looking

. young man, healthy, bright in his cOntersition, attractive, who had
been trained by the city to be a city fireman and had run out of his
money for GETA training. The only trouble was when the city
finally hired firemen,' they had trained so many to. be fireman they.
could only employ about half of them, .It' seems to me the joke is on
him except it is not really very fu him.him.

That tswhere it falls down. It is ister, enervating and a cyni-
.cisin-making kind of problem.

Finally,..let me list what I have gotten out of this hearing so far
, and ask if you would agree with this 'or add anything to it. This is

the question and I apologize for going into my preliminary comments.
I want to say something to 'you; Mr. Wachter, about tax credits

being successful. I run a small business and my accountant discovered
I was eligible for the employment tax credit. I know that is Senator
Bentsen's program and I hate to hit him with that fact, but maybe
General Motors has a tax lawyer who knows about the tax credit
but in most.small business and in my small business we didn't know
it until-the-tax man said, "Oh, yeah, you-hired- two additional- people
and you get a tax brefik." i,. \

I reallyAliinle:that you may be whistling Dixie a little ore that one.
The listihaVisa,ys this.: FisqL1- and monetary policies tb expand jobs

are iniportint; -however, it is not an ise4e8then dealing with the struc-
tural unemployment pro.blem._ We 'all. agree that something ought to
be done to make the general economic condition good so people are
looking for lobe..". , -

The most signifii.ant' issue is that training is the key to moving a
person from the structurally unemployed into an employed status. ,

Anotheritem I get that the private sector involvement is alsoisi
,vital. as well as publicsector, %visich'.fills in the gaps in' the private
sector when we. have the downturn of the economy. .

Third, that have to aim the program to the structurally-and
socially unem o eel through the measure-of unemployment compen-

isation benefits. r the ineligible employees, this measure ought to be
the significant measure of -a iirogram for those folks that we are
worried about. Also, that you have an effective intermediary to match -
up the unemployed to the job which is available. Sometimes that
requires a social engineer, teach him how to apply for a job, teach
him how to kess when they have never had any experience, but
nevertheless somebody who really has the sincere capacity to do that.

'With all ,due respect I don't think that it is often the U.S. Employ-
ment Service who sits there--and mostly says, "Next,"
1. 'Then. thatAhe program really ought to apply to all wage fevels
becatise the Viucturally unemproyed are primarily low-wage, em-
ployees, limited-skill people, but there are those rare cases which we
discussed earlier Where your are dealing with the Boeing employee in
Seattle where you really have to try to see if you cannot have a pro-
gram that can get them oat of their sort of peculiikkunemployment. ,

Finally, that the program should be direct and easily administered
and it is as nonpolitical as you can make it.

Would you have anything to addto that? Milk1 you disagree with
any bf those, and if so, please advise.



Mr. WACHTER. Let me start off by agreeing that a list focusing on
training is the key. I think it is right on target in terms of structural

,policies.
I was not suggesting that we increase the legislated market wage.

With structural policies the cost of being unemployed. Would increase
due to the- increased skill of disadvantaged workers. The increase in
skill would cause market wages for these groups to increase without

sk*-4 inflation.
Representative BROWN. Do you have to do that before he enters?

Could you not conn t a low-skilled.employee with the job?
Mr. WA-CHTER. Ye . .

Representative BRO N. Then in some way encourage that connec-
tion so that he would then be trained* on the job for the job. r

Mr. WACHTER. Precisely, and that is why I argued that we had to
move .way from public sector training to private sector training
because that is where the. new jobs are going to be. The public sector
is not expanding currently in terms of jobs. The training should be
located,as close to' the growing jab opportunities' as Possible.

Representative I:litoww. So in any newspaper plant I don't train
him to be a linotype operator; but 'rather, train the person to be A
stenograph operator so they can type the tape that goes into the proc-
ess- that-we use now and then -keep them on the job after they have-
that training. ..

Mr. WACHTER. I would not be opposed to a firm training 3,000
welders when they only needed 35. If they have a program for training
welders efficiently that is what is needed. Other firms who need welders
can hire the extra workers.

Representative BROWN. I, in turn, am not opposed to training 6
firemen to fill 6 rather than 24 jobs. ,

Mr. WACHTER. That is right. The only area I disagree with you,but I think that it is a terminological disagreement, is over the
importance of focusing on the limitations of monetary and fiscal policy.

'If we are willing to take seriously the notion that we don't want
:accelerating inflation, then it is important-to locate the unemployment
'rate cutoff,whether t at be 6 or 4 percent: At that point, the economy
should move away fr m any further fist or monetary stimulus and
focus on he creation of more human and hysical capital'

z:. Representatiire BROWN. I think that is tal, too, but I think if we
.playiaround with this healing, we will all go II chasing butterflies and
not talk about what "we came here to talk about.

Mr. NICEIOLS.- Let me disagree with one thing and that is th'e
emphasis on training. I agree that training is important, but I don't
think that this shoukl be taken to mean you don't receive training on
a PSE job. The data that we now have of people who have passed
through our program indicate that people who have been on the PSE
jobs have as big an increase in their earnings as the people who have
been through the training programs and the jobs they get are as. good --
and last as long. .. A

This would.supporESE programs as a wig/. of giving them the ,.
basic work skills. rjust want to say that. enSplinsis that training is
the key should not mean in a programmatic sense that we must do
away with the PSE:

. .
...

Representative BROWN. I don't want to leave that impression eider.
I think that public service jobs need public service job training. `er

a
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. The an, for instaniv, I don't know where he.is going to go to
work. find a private tow althoughit is not impossible but as a
city. fireman the program did not work right. Frankly, the downside
of that does no seem to me .to be' as great for the!niunicipal training
program adrairfttrator wit! might be for the private sector trammg
program administrator, but I woret sustain that argument --yrOnd
just observing it.

I think it needs to be very carefully managed in each case and.train
the person for the job that really exists whether in the publicor private
sector,, and I think there may be very many jobs in the private sector.

Mr. HOLT. I would agree with your list, but my only qualification
would be to put more stress when you *1k about more training for
all these levels. Currently we know that to increase the stimulus to the
economy much below,6 percent,we are going to get" an inflation prob-
lem. The American people in terms of response to policy 'and 'so on
ihdicate that inflation is a very high priority.

So if you look at the Humphrey-Hawkins objective in 2'4 years and
getting down to 4.5-percent unemployment, that is simply not doables
unless we decrease structural problems.

I would like to focus on the two facets of the structural problem,.
We don't have enough funds to train everybody and deal with the
whole labor market, so we need to focus-on the inflation -and -dis-
advantaged workers. We can do both of those and weare currently
doing only the latter.

'Mr. JOHNSON. I' just would like to disagree with the list and also
with Charlie Holt to the extent that you cannot treat everybody on a
training system. The engineers in, Seattle, for example,_,.5i the teachers
who didn't get good teaching jobs and whatever. Val cannot do
everything. I think that this is an ideological assumption.

The reason we ought to focus limited resources on the low end
where the income distribution is because the primary questions that
we have been looking at have to do with the effect of these programs
on unemployment rates. I think that especially training programs
probably have a mubh more important impact on the opportunities
of individuals in their later lives not` to be employed, but rather, to
earn decent incomes. I really do think that you don't want to try to
cover everything because the system is such that the people who
will be Covered will be the people who don't need to be covered.

Representative Baoivs. I support that, but at the same time our
big problem list, as we all know, as my opening statement indicated,
in this. structikrally unemployed area

Mr. JOHNSON. I say they -ought to be separate programs. You
don't want to mix up too many activities because wej-ust simply
may lose sight of what I think is more important.

Represent4ve BROWN. Unless the program itself can do it
soundly, I would agree they ought to be separated, but I modestly
said I deviseda4.piogram that maybe able to a little bit more of that
and that is the marriage that I amtrying to make here with my friends
on my left.

Mr. Hour. I would by not putting it in the same program,. I think
that ion need a new program.

Representative BROWN. I will send it to both of you and see if
you can agree.

,Representative MITCHELL. Senator Javits.
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Senator JAvrrs. Congressman Mitchell; I shall be very brief, but I
did come this morning to remind the committee that according to an
4mendment sponsored by myself, the committee. ia asked to report
by Public Law 95-524, adopted October 27, 1978. That law asks the
committee to repoyt expressly on this subject which we are d'... .

in this hearing onalIc before March 1, 1979. I would,urge that the sta
deal with tharpartibular subject at least by that date 017,,,'at the
worst, in our report which is due on March 15,anyhow. -

It is our own Employment Act of 1946, which we amendeclAiat ivay. ...'
I.have just one factual question to you, Mr. Johnson: T..

I was nob here all morning. I think the testimony' :

useful. As you all know, I had a lot to do with the ,legs ,roit ,.
CETA program but when you speak, Mr. Johnsoh,-i

\;-"rstatement of "my analysis" and then go on to draw,.
, gm& 1tVMy-staff wondered whether that included an analytgs

happened under the law as we amended it making
attractive or was that an analysis, of the old?

:Mr. JoHNsos. No; it was not an analysis of specific j 4
but rather, of the underlying behavioral assumptions bY' 7,41, I:
would come to those conclusions., .

.r Senator JAVITS. Second, I would like to ask Mr. NiChol's Werner
he has taken account in his statement of the fact that we maitlired
a quotient for .training which by 1982 goes up to about .one--fifth of
.your appropriation in respect of CETA jobS: We have aeilialtphan-
dated that in the law. Did yoa take account of-that in your-testilnOny?

Mr. NicsoLs. I don't think I criticized it in any way.
Senator JAVITS. No; I say "take account of." I didn't .say .-

"criticized."
. Mr. NicsoLs. My analysis dealt with occupational groups; not
pretrammatic. .

Senator JAVITS: But it is a fact, is it not, that we have provided a
very large amount for training specifically?

NicsoLs. Yes.
.

Senator JAVITS. And that that is a great improvement in the CETA
program, isn't that true?.

Mr. NICHOLS. I agree, Senator.
Senator JAVITS. Turning now to Mr. Wachter, his testimony inter-

ested me greatly because of his conclusion, which. is that we can have
a very grave limit with what we can do with fiscal and monetary policy
and that, therefore, we have to have some other waythat is correct,
is it not?

Mr. WACHTER. Yes; that is correct.
Senator JAVITS. And this is another way, is that correct?
Mr. WACHTER. Yes.
Senator JAvrrs. Do you or any of the others' have any sl1cgestion

for what we could do other than this kind of a CETA employment
program which, would give us another outlet, another opportunity?
We have tried, now tax indulgences which Congressman Brown has
spoken of. We hgve tried CETAar. o' I course. What else can we do
which would give us the same noninflationary opportunity to deal
with heavily impacted unemployment?

Mr. WACHTER. I think a couple of programs I would advocate,
some of them that you mention, vastly improve the program. I think
we slloul(fte more than that. '.I think training really is the key. The
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,-,--
remaining%part

.
of tie CETA: program, espeCially for the counter-

cyclical relief, has been, it anything, counterproductive.I wool.
1 ;41

, . . say that the new job tax.credit, if given more of achance, t. prove to be successful: think that there really aresome possibilities, whether it,be done through a tax credit tp workers
dor a voucher_given to the disadvantaged workers. I think that has notbeen explored very much and has tremendous potential. I think weneed to do more=-- .. .

Senator JAV1TS. I noticed with great interest you said, Mr. Wachter,..." in your prepared statement 7.-d° you want to follow with me or t-will read it. to you:,"In the context of a slowing economy, a,drasticreduction of PSE slots may again be contracyclfcal." /In short, we now confidently expect the slowing,of the economy; so,isn't it a-fact that we had better have something better to instatl..*its place' than, to consider the displacementof the PSE program?
Mr. WACHTER. Yes; I think this may not be the most 'appropriaAetime to be malting some of these adjustments in the CETA prograki.I would prefer to see a CETA program, over the long run addressikgstructural issues. The level of funding should be more or less constantand not so up and down.to meet cyclical needs, because the real pro-blem which is structural exists during good times and bad times.Senator JAv1rs..01 course. I agree with you and you know that hasbeen 'my big campa it n, although 1 realize the relief content to thenortheastern cities. he fact is that the citiesand my, own city of--- New York is a very good examplewould have been paralyzed with-out title VI. Countercyclical or not countercyclical just another1 ivay of skinning the cat.

I have no illusions about it ad' will not try explain it or bethe question in any other way. That was simply a going piece ofapparatus; to wit, the CETA program,; which enabled you to soakup this great deficiency in municipal workers to carry On these serv-ices, but as to the rest of it, I thoroughly agree.and I will dedicate myutmost efforts to the structural part of the program..
That is what really counts and I would, be very much obliged toMr. Johnson for noting what will be a very real fact.
As ghastly as the minority unemployment of you* it would bemuch worse if we didn't have some kind of a program' to install evenif it is not the optimum.
Now

anything
any .0

hose are the points which I wanted to make, gentl
i can do to help us would' be I think most
ave any suggestion as to installing bett

grams?
Mr. Holt said perhaps elevatingkour training t

ployment, which interested me very greatly, ato implement any effective suggestions. I w
probleni, which is that you cannot beat so
that that is daily.

You know, these people who have got t
it takes us time to work these things out.

, and
eative. Do

or other-pro-

igher levels of em-
I will do my utmost

ted you to realize our
ething with nothing and

do something everyday,
Mr. WACHTER. I wanted to add,.two othe 'comments. The first isthat we have`been dealing solely with labor .m ket programs. Thereare at.whole host of remedies outside the labor met, One of themI mentioned specifically in my prepared statement is increased physicalapit al accumulation would be a big help in lowering structural unem-
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ployment and raising market wages of individuals. The rate of pro-
ductivity growth' in this country has been dismally low for the last
decade. Much of the problem orginates outside theilabor market.

The second comment is to encourage exports as a way of increasing
employment. .

Senator JAVITS. It is a big baby of mine. I just did a big roundup
on productiiity on the Senate floor tlle other day. Believe me,I
thoroughly agreee with you and we will try to'keep our eye on all
those balls.

I thank you gll very much. I am sorry that I didn't hear the rest'
of what you said.

Thank you, Congressman Mitchell.
Representative MITCHELL. Gentlemen; of course we are apprecia-.

tive of all your contributions. You jiave been very patient with us.
This has been a lengthy hearing and it has been indicative of our in-:
tense interest in figs area.

Thank you verY much for your suggestion about a marriage and
other intriguing suggestions.

[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Wednesday, February 21, 1979.1
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THE EFFECTS OF STRUCTURAL 'ElIPLOYMEtIT AND
TRAINING PROGRAMS ON INFLATION AND UNENt.
PLOYMENT

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 91, 1979

CONOMESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant. to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room 6226,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lloyd Bentsen (chairman of the
committee ) presiding.

Present: Senator Bentsen and Representative Wylie.
Akto present: Louis C. Krauthoff II, assistant director - director

Special-Study-on- Economic-Change;lohn-M. Albertine and M.
erine Miller, professional staff members; Katie MacCiirthurf press assist-

. ant; Richard D. Bartel, professional staff member; Special Stddy on
Economic -Change; Mark Borchelt, administrative assistant; andMark minority profissiorial staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT bP:SENATOR BENTSEN, CHAIRMAN
-

Senator BENTSEN. The hearing will con to order.
We are fortunate to have with us this nitOrningand I do want to

emphasize "fortunate"members Who will I , som,e very dis-
tinguished members, Mr. John Palmer, senio ow, the Brooking
Institution; Isabel V. Sawhill, director, National Commission for
Emplbyment Policy; Daniel Hamermesh, profesior of economics
Michigan State University; Peter Doeringer, professor of economics
and acting director, Regional Institute on Employment and Training
Policy, Boston; Mass., and Frank Schiff; vice prudent and chief
economistaiimmittee for Economic Development.

We will-prOCeed, and lc= hopeful that we. wi.11 have some merebers
here this mornin` g. I am one of the very few whomas in here yesterday,
as I Eyed nearby. I am veiy appreciative that you who hid a difficult
time getting here were able to make. it.

Our economic system has produced a record number of jobs, over 3
million during the last 13 months, but too many Mexican-Americans,
too many blacks, too many young people, and toO many women remain
jobless and without hope of participating in the mainstream of our
economic life.

I don't knotr of anything more denigrating-than to tell someone they
have no productive rolls to fill in society. I don't know anything that
turns them off More.

Economists- call these people structually unemployed. That is a
cold, bloodlessclinical term which' really does not capture the human

(01)
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did/lesion of this difficult national problem. The structivally un-
employed are Americans who cannot find work in bad or in good times.
They are forgotten Americans. They do'not want welfare, they want
only the opportunity to become full participants in our economic life.

We can't afford to waste those resources. Even if you took the most
conservative view, the inability to find a plate for these folks to par-
ticipate and contribute is one of the greatest wasteful extravagances
that we have in this country.

We have to exert our best efforts to implement manpower policies
which, help the mostpeople with the resources available.

Through bitter e.x*rience we have learifed that standing back and
throwing money at people and programs does not guarantee their
effectiveness.

Unfortunately, we also) are in an economic situation where inflation
puts a heavy price on our efforts. Congress owes it to the American
taxpayer to provide the best programs we can design with the least
cost. -

In addition, we know that these structurally unemployed evendially
must make the transition to the private sector, which provides Ppr
out of five jobs in our economy.

. That is olas of the things to which I want-you really to direct your
attention. Tell me what happens after we go through that phase( of
training, whether it is the public sector or the private sector. Tell me
what happens to those people.

I authorized the legislation passed by Congress in 1977 to establish
an employment tax credit. I did so because I felt then as r feel today
that our country would be better off if Government were to encourage
private industry to establish long-term productive jobs rather than
to p4 people not to work.

I believe Mr. Hamermesh gave me thatidea, if,I remember rightly,
and I think that fell on pretty deaf ears generally.

Was that fn 1975?
Mr. HAMERMESH. Precisely.
Senator BENTSEN. I want to give you full Credit now.
Mr. HAM.RMESH. Thank you.
Senator BENTSEN. To have the private sector as Well as the public

sector involved means we have to have a variety of approaches.
Henry Ford was reputed to have said that Americans could choose
any color car they wantedas long as it was black. Well, we must do
better than provide one programwe need a whole array of ideas
that a diversified etonomy can use.

We simply cannot afford to turn ow. backs on those disadvantaged
Americans who have- been left out of our economic life. I am con-
vinced that the overwhelnung majority of Americans agree with me
when I say than we cannot,,wa must not, we will not give up the
search for new ideas until= 'all people in this country enjoy the op-.
portunity to participate in; our economic system.

The witnesses before us have had incredibly rich and varied experil
ences with manpower policies in both the public and private sector.
We are looking forward to their presentation of an interesting menu
of specific policy options to reduce, etrTctural unemployment.

Mr. John Palmer, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution will
botour leadoff witness. -

Mr. Palmer.
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STATEMENT OP JOBS L. SENIOR PBLLOW, ECOEOIIIC
sirumis two THE Roams INST7IITION

1.

Mr. PALMZII. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
t me stAut'by offering a brief apology for the brevity of mypre axed statement and not,getting it itip here in advance. Both are

attributable to the conditions that I think everyone understands.
As you know, the achievement of the Humphrey- Hawkins Actjoint Targets of a 4-percent to unemployment rate and a 3-percent annual' rate of inflation 1983--orl for that matter,.at anytime in the foreseeable futurep ace. a considerable premium on the

effectiveness of structural employment and training p ams..So, it seems to' me particularly appropriate that we examine themcarefully at this point in time to see what realistic assessment of their
potential we have for both prescrft and future uses and the extent towhich we can expect them to contribute toward achievement of thegoals of the Humphrey-Hawkins Act. .

I wish I could tell ypu, if we had the will and were prepared to 5pera
enough money through the use of such programs that we could reachthose targets.
--I-am-afraid dtin't-beTWviiis is the case. The problems are toocomplex and intractable for me to be optimistic at this time.

Even the element of the employment and training programs is
elusive in terms of .knowing how muchlwe can expect from it at this

, 'point in time, although our understanding of some of the theoretical
requirements for structuring of such programs to have the desired
impacts of increasing employment withminimal inflationary pressuresSas progressed quite a bit in the last few years.

There is still a lotwe need to learn, however, particularly about toperation of the labor markets in which low-skilled workers are
employed and, particularly, the design Mid operation of many of the
programs oriented to meeting structural objectives.
'Let me briefly respond to, each of the questions y(Su raised in theletter you sent inviting me and sketch out a few thoughts I have, and

then I will be glad to respond to questions.
First, what are the requirements for countercyclical versus structuralpolicies?
In theory, I think all training programs are intended6io address,structural problems of one kind or another, whether institutional

programs, on-the-job training. programs, or those of a different type.
There are quite different focal points or emphases that one mighthave as to the type of structural problems they meet,tincreasing supplyof skilled workers for a particular-operation or a declining industry tomake a transition to a new vocation.
In general, structural objectives are in mind with all training. pro-

grams, in contrast with 'direct job training programs, by which I
mean work experience and public sector employment programs and thesubsidization of private sector wage payments by employers.

These have been used in the past to promote bcith structural, and
countercyclical objectives, I think these objectives require differenttypes of programs.

Job e- ea tion programs, if they are countercyclically oriented, should
be temporary; should be utilized only when a general economic stim-

.ulus for the ecopomy is desired and hey' should be applied to the
margins of employers' labor forces.
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In addition, they ehoukt be fairly broadly targeted on the =em-
ployed rather than focusing narrowly on particular target groups.

-Examples of programs I think are deigned to serve these needs are
the recently expired new jobs tax credit "a,nd public service employment
undeiCETA title VI.

Programs that are designiid to meet counteritructural or structural
concerns .ought to be much more_permanent in their duration.

They ought to be quite narrowly targeted'on workers who have the
most serious labor market difficulties, acid they Ought to apply to all
new hires of such workers if they are directly subsidizing employment .
in the private or public sector..

.
Programs to serve these objectives, are public service employment

undo'CET itle II and the new employment tax credit.
In both , I think there are some changes or different emphasis .

that mig e given to these programs to make them improved vehicles
for reaching structural objectives.

What ought to be the priority of structural employment and train-
ing programs over the last few years particularly in light of the
economic outlook?

As I noted, there are many different structural problems. Attention
needs to be paid to all of these, but I would urge we follow a balanced
approach, placing equal emphasis on the demand and supply sides of
the labor market.

We need to follow policies which affect the job skills for low-skilled\workers and roblicies which facilitate the matching of workers and job
opportunities. , ,-

Let me briefly highlight three particular objectives that I ttink
deserve the most priority in the next few years.

Firs is the'geneKal problem tht I think is what is in most people's
mindsvhen structural employment is raised, and that is trying to aid 4i
the low-skilled, high unemployment groups that suffer disproportion-
ally from unemployment even when we have a relatively full eraploy-
ment economy.

In particular I would single out minority youth and adult women*
who are ettering or reentering the labor kite.

in trying to improve their opportunities, I would urge one thing be
kept 'learly in mind, and that is that it is important to distinguish
between an increase in the employment rates or employment oppor-
tunities for such gi'oups and the extent to which we can actually
reduce their unemployment rates.' I think we can make considerable progress in increasing employ-
ment oppertunitiestor such groups, but we will not see that translated
into as sizable reductions in unemployment rates ascwe might like.

In part this is because the labor force participation rates of such
groups are

job
volatile, and in response to 6ontinued and large in-

creases in ob opportunities, many people from such groups newly
enter th labor market. cs,

So, t e measured unemployment rate may not drop even though
we are aking, considerable progress, and I think that is what ap-
pened in the last few years to some extent.

You mentioned in your introductory remarks theatremendous ex-
pansion of job opportunities in Ihe past few years. This hall not been
accompanied by as great a. 6..Miction in the nemployment rates
among some groups as one might hope, but thee has been a large
increase in employment in these groups.
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In addition to seeking to increase eniployment rates, I think-it is
Also important to focus onthe extent to which the increased eniPloy-
ment of such gro.ups doeSadd significantly to the production of goods-,
and services that are desired by the public, and does lead to improved ,

future employe ent opportunities in unsubsidized eruloyment.
It is not enough to just create a job,We.also want to make sure the

job is productive in terms of what is being produced and in terms
of where it leads in the future for such individuals. %.

So, evaluations and asseatnents of such programs need to focus on
those two dimensions as well ea. whether a person is statistically
being measured as employed or not:

A second structural goal to try to reduce skilled labor bottlenecks.
As the unemployment rate gets to low levels, there is a lack of skilled
workers in occupations ,which puts upward pressure on wage rates
and creates shortages.

In the Arty 1960's, under the Manpower Development Trainin
Act, this kind of rationale for programs was in people's minds Ter.
much.

I think it has been. pushed too much into the background recently
and deserves greater emphasis. It means increasing the supply o
highly skilled workers;- it is often difficult to take disadvantao.e,c
workers, and move them Immediately into sup occupations. of
have to take pedpla who have lower level skills and upgrade them
therefore, opening up opporiuntLies for totally unskilled workers to
move in behiml then,

It means some of not piuluttio need to be targeted 'on the tits-
advantaaed in such wiry as.to optt up these opportunities.

Third, I think regional econonitc dOielopment ought to be an
increasingly high priority. By this 1 'octl that'we now have a lot of
cities that are 'attemptin,, to re, i,e their economic base, attract
industry, uod employ other 1.11,:allS of promoting economic growth.

We fitte other areas that are high growth areas, but where there are
...ajor problems in the composition t)f the labor force. I think there is

role for manpoWer programs to be wore carefully coordinateN with
oar economic development progr.on.,, particularly at, the local level,
in order to liry to insure that the kinds of training 'that people are
being provided ,,vill mesh very well with ,vhat needs 0.re ft r the labor
fOfce, given the course of ecouptic devcloptuvut that
in an). given local area.

Senator BENsz Vt 1.4,, A; 41 IS. 11, "I,areti that overall lo ineli.11)10.) (Milt fate, It I .run
You into the Fi f thAW nti , you a very high, 1111eliTio) 1, ellt, isle.

It is all extretneit bleat to figure out kilott to Jo abodt it
'Hie ward is just blocks ttt a frynt joie;

Mr Y.A. Alta( \e, NOW is a tiftkolt .l.I I I ,1..
El A system 1., slot, ly nit. lifg If. lot, yllt (Liolf A rt 1, i;4)111 to

if /IN t the caps, it y to tit, a bettt j making that a.d,(1 but ehave ieslize that it is I.:IA.y lies, li,,l .03 only 1 een i.i ph, c a t. Ilt:
.11.) ettlplittpla if i been oil the maj.il evansion . in vice

merit and %mit. eat,. rie"ce. 1,r0g1 dna', anti not so disci* 1,1cshilig
that uric; the pit\ ate s.:t;tpi

I adult this ought to be .) ii., t ti .

1 Le third questim. that 3 L,1 h I of .

ale the most ut,proi..r.ut( 0v.a lilt feL it ye. at plaits.
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Before answering that directly I want to note thal I think structural
objectiveSns opposed to countercyclical.objectiv ea bught to dominate

. employment policy and training programs over the next several years
unless it becomes quite evident that the economy is ading into
another recession.

.Chily in that case would I shift my emphasis toward untercyclicalobjectives.
Even that 'becomes. necessary, I want to stress that I think it is

extremely important that we don't all he counter-cyclical concerns
to divert us too much from mounting nsistent and sustained effort
at structural problems.

NVe have hatLerratic.policy over the past few years where we have
initially concefitrated.on structural programs, and then we come in and
shift direction's considerably in terms of what the CETA system, at
least, is asked to do.

Multi some of I his is it Ede to in i 1.: cii:11 :re 21 c
concerns, it diverts atteu ion from tl : :,( pm .1,

Now, within' this con ext of si ru 1.. ective.i, T th nit n
emphasis in the future oui..:ht to be pii, ip in. ,Irograms I t at have e, I

'klegreti of training.content, and particul trly ;:irograms 11.1 ith empha
al imntediately as possible private sector employmenr.
'in: your introductory remarks you lueut.oned some' ,f the read

for tills. This is where fhe' major area of job expansion i., in thi: priv
set tor. and 1 think %%e ought to bay t1:1 place people iluniedi,iteb
krivate jobs

1 (11111k the i4Lt.1..1 1,,ilt ILlml ("I ovetc
icks is in the private Nino

I think m ehave not placed e.,,, ;I inphash, on training
...of the counterc?,ilical public enipthouent in the past few yea
.1 think we nee( to wove More in the direction of expanded on-t
job training programs and apprtintieeship programs.

Even mote fundamentally, I think strengthening 1.11., beta.,
the CETA system and the private sector needs to be a 01.101'11y.

. There 171 a net initiative under the ('ETA system going into elf
tin that tries to do that. I think that is an important step

One chat needs to be closely monitored and we need to See what ail
tional stiengthening of that activity t ill make sense in the ,tear flan

There still I dunk, d Vl Iniportant role fol public sere
etoploNinria

Botb the ( .,,.,, /AL"t have
teems of moving tcma..d ,re ,larro, targeting and incre,,sti trains
einplinsis %%Ain the strut tome publii employment (ides

I think both 01 111t'usl .,tight l ) be ned aticconin,,,
1,, the fuiiiie N . tioght nine tI,at the 1.)10,,lutil., 11/111711

1.1. 1 ,rt. 2 1.e01,1. 111 Me Itsbolltilee %Lt. have (
tnusl 11111t t tl (,11,en fitid114.; j.)t, upl .411.1ffitieS, tiad %. out hl It
intrewsing fot ti eta

Senator Bs: MEN May t ask .... . 11.

ul wit lltlem Vv ill yottr full ,tLi. At. tt .1 L

in the 1.
Mr . . .., last (ILL LI . 11 . 1. .

1, thege kA. ALI e7117 cted to huvt,
I Ithi sum up by Laying 1 thitili they at . , .

L Vef.111 pthicy .111 WIC that v1,0 1.4y 1..1 ) 1.t.1 L

al 7 S1(141A1.1oll with minimal n16(1011,1, y 1,,
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ram not too optimistic that we can see them having a Major effect
on. the unemployment rate in the near. future, although think they
can have w major,effect On the employment'pportunities fOr the
target groupsi lencerned:

you look down' the road,. I think continued expansion of these
programs it be desirable. However, for the immediate future, I
think the a lot of ongoing knowledge generated in. the youth
areas and'iidnpublic employment areas that need, to be monitored
carefully before we have a really good Sense of what the potential for
major expansions of these programs as in a way that would be very
effective in the future.
Thank you.

Chairman BENTsEN. Thank you very 'fetich.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Palmer follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF-JOHN, le. PALMER 1

Mr. Chairman and comaittee members, thank you for inviting me to to
before you today, on this-most important subject. As you know, 'the achieves
of the Humphrey-Flawkins Act j t targets of a 4 percent aggregate unerm
meat rate, and a 3 percent anntrU te,of inflation by 1983or, for that ma
at any time in the foreseeable future place 8 consii*erable premium on the e
tiveness of structural employment d training programs. Thus, it is extre,
important that we have.n realistic ass nt of their potential, bot esent
future, 'for contributing to these m hwhile dual objectiv , and tha
understand the implications of a ter five approaches to eir design
operation.

I wish I could tell you that it we ruply had the will, and were prepare
spend the money, that there is a way paved with ain appropriate set of.struct
employment and training programs to expeditiously reach the ; .ph
Hawkins promised land. I do not believe this is the ease. The probe,
so are faf4tho complex and intractable to allow for such optimism, .
successful solution depeuds upon a myriad of factors of whichitie esthblislur
of a highly effective set ,of structural employment and tralnineprogriuns is
one of many elements.

Even this aspect of a mole comprehensive "full-employment-with-mint
iutiatiani" policy reniaihs somewhat elusive to us at this times Our understant
of the desired theoretical requirements of structural employment and train a
programs has advanced cousiderably in the past few years. There is still much tint
need to learn, however, particularly about the nature of the operation of la ,,D4

markets 'And the design and operation of our programs need to be sharpet.ed
to inure clearly reflect structural objectives, if they are to be given the top priority
that they should.

,te ,1

1.. 114. .A .411 trainiug propplun.., are intended to tadtl. eda5
itislitutional on-he-job, or of °tiler va.leties. deveral tiiherent foci

within this broader iptcnt are puss! le, such ail aiding disadvantaged, low -skill or
handicapped workers, increasing the supply trskilled workers in occupations ter
which employers' demand excee,ls the supply, or askisting workers in a failing
industry to aetjust to a new vOcatioa Iu contract, direct job creation progiams--
tork expetience, services enil,loyment and the butinidization of private
decto. employers wage payments can and nave been used to pr,m..te both
structral and cimntercyclical objectives

The. ,ic...tgn requirements p.g, u,,,. ,,,n, es
sip,,ri which otil.,etives at of micern - oviunted

reograws t.,1kht to be te..iporary, utilize,l m.l when gt Leral economic stimulus
is desired and Applied only to the margins of employe. a' labor forces In addition;
they shounthelmfily1 really targeted on lilt. ulieniployed irogrania
rea6,nably well designed tt, set counter, yclical objectives are iht lecently

..t ba 1I. II .1 A a . ,A.Aaers, or the trustees of Th*, iii min age Ant
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expire(' New Jobs Tax Credit apd public service employment (PSE) under
CETA,Title VI. Structural programs, on the other hand, ought to be more
permanent, narrowly targeted on workers with the most Serious labor-market
difficblties and apply to all new hires of such workers. Examples of job-creation
progratis intended to .serve .structural objectives are PSE under CETA-Title
II and _the new Targeted Employment Tal Credit. Their design still leaves
considerable- to be desired if they are,to well serve structural objectives.

WHAT OUGHT TO BE THE PRIORITY or STRUCTURAL EMPLOYMENT AND .TRAININO
PROGRAMS?

As I noted earlier there are Many different types of structural prifbrels that
might be adchissseci by employment and training programs. Attention needs to be
paid to all of these, with a bafanced approach placing equal emphasis on both the
supply and demand sides of the labor market. That is, we need to pursue simul-
taneously policies which improve the skills of workers, policies which affect the
availability of job opportunities'for low-skill wo kers, and policies which facilitate
the matching of workers and job opportunitie Let me briefly mention three
particular obj ti II wh' :II di in.vt particular em asis

Aiding low .81ci 1, hip u net ii.iloyntem: ;groups. he tructu r. arrEripl I'tn
problem, which is !host Cl ten tieussed, of tours , is the iilativE.,3 pl
ment rates anions; selective demographic groups of wort ers: The improve:1:11mi
job opportunities for those groups experiencing the highest relative umixiipl
ment rates--particularly minority youth and adult women newly entering
labor force ought to be a high prioriq. Although important, it would .ht
mistake, however, to focus too much attention on reducing the unemployin,
rates of such groups. Of greater significance arts increases in their einatoym.
rates. Lpicaily, their labor-force participation rates are quite vulutile and i
increaseUguificantly tcjung with iecteased fiA upportunities fel them as grow
Thus, policies could be quite successful is increasing their employment, wi
havin8 only a small or tieghgit.le effect Oh their unettplayinent rates.

In addition, while increased employment opportunities are an imput taut e
new themselves, they are of the greatest benefit when they add significantly
the prodmition or goods and seri, ices that are desird by theigublie and lead
improved future employ nuebt opportunittes for target grgup members. Tht
two factors should also receive prominench ts hen policies to aid low-skill,. hip
unemployment workers all) assessed The granting of a jot, that has neither
these characteristics mai eutinteri,rodtiCtive.

Reducing Affil buldert:,.ka One of the factopb th.it .1.!ttiutite to
perkStIft..\5 ut !ower rates of aggregate unemployment is growing shot tages
Workers in particular occupations. (Iraator attention ought to be focused
idtlitifyiag such occupations and utilizing training and upgrading programs
increase the, supply of worker,. Mt, them. Although of coitsiderable concern in t.
early 1960'ki this inspect of einglo, went anti training policy has been neglet
more recently bee..use of the considerable emphasis on both disadvantagtn1 werke
and counterc, obje,naves ,.

Aidttiv reviottal teummttc L 6..14 was a, CI...IA.141.i QC LI

,.,rly employment programs outlet Lite 1 It tri),,wr 1), ,Itit at and 1, ainix i;
Act cad Area Rettevelopolobt At whit a has been neglected in lucent years. A.
ouneentrutei effort is 110w being it,nde 1,, ut.,uv state and lOcul geventmntti,
iiten with ct.asiderattia federal thatistanc, I nth tt, promote econotaic grow di :tit
stagnoting artittS throdgh tax incentives And u 6enerally improved economic
infrastructure, and to achicce more- halant d 10,0% ch in rapidly developing area 5

Employment and tralning pr,,grant., ought t I,e more closely coordinated whit
these efforts .curl tailoted t., flitdant.: the .. \311111 day ,,f the t/pe of local Cabot.
force. w inch 16 c4..1.16Lt:ttL h dem, t.,1 e suc." of
tflecic r.tfurt6 1M1 !lit tau,e 11. the cAl ..1 the -fit" of she outg..ing citet.ts
of sit, h pn,8 On,s IA Ilh t 6,1 I. C11S ,,1 I.. al el,.11,110yel

t. . .1 t

L.. 1 . " I

,gl.a I a ., , ,..., . , I . 11 I L . I ,,4 1,1 . t .,,,lilt .6,
s.I.Vel,,, . , -,, .1,1,11 I, i ....,,,, i .0..1 . ,. kik 11,L.I 1 I if J. 'I. 1 i Jul . I

1111,01, c, t . t I II It ik ., , ,..1 (lint i11111. . III l ,A111J1,1 t Ill.( 11'1 Ii.. I
1:,11.'1',1, 1, ,I.1, I , i ,,,, I'll) ,. 1, t I...1,"il tit t lis I 1,,litliti1 ,6 u 111.5, 11,11.
and J11, . I I , l i . . 1 1 t . L . . 1 1 i 1 I i t . . , , dI I., l.1.1C, .ici '11i411 lit 111.1111';'"°1. all t'' f t'."fit tile I. 1.it
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Within this 'context, and in light of the priorities I identified just above,,I.-
` believe a considerable emphasii ought to be put. upon programs with a high degree
of trairiing..content, particularly those which emphasize privatelsector eMIA
ment. More training la-necessary in order to provide workers with the necessaryskills to take advantage of what will hopefully remain a rapidly expanding job
market. The private sector 01410 to be emphasized. because that. is where the
overwhelmingly high propen'tgrof new job 'opportunities will be located and
because that is wbere the greitente. potential lies to eliminate inflationary skillbottlenecks and.to miiiteured'prodtictbdtx.. I Would particularly favor anexpansion of OJT'programs in general and apprenticeship programs in particular.
More generally, greater linkage between CETA programs rand the private sector
needs to be developed and there ought to be greater utilization ofprivate employers
as providers of training to desired target groups.

Two new activities ought to be closely monitored and assessedthe Adminis-
tration's private-sector initiative and the hew Targeted Employment Tax Credit.
Modification or expansion of them might be in order: once sufficient concrete
experience has been gained.

Despite the desirability of a greater private-sector orientation, there is stir
important role to be played by public service employment. Both Congress and
Administration seem to be in accord on the desirability of narrowing the targe
and increasing the training component of the strncturally-orierited PSE ur
CETA, If anything, I think these thrusts ought to be extended further in
future. Public service employment ought to be increasingly targeted on tt
with considerable difficulty, in finding and maintaining unsubsidized jobs and I
might otherwise have to .turn to public support for income maintenance. W
the size of the pool of people eligible runs as high as 20-25 million, as it previou
(lid under CETA, we can be sure we are not reaching the desired pqmilati
There are considerable difficulties in arriving at appropriate eligibility critena, I
greater attention must be paid to this issue, with the ultimate goal of focusingon the one or two million most diiadvantaged workers.

Youth programs are another in r. We are presently in the midst of one
the most ambitious 1;aruing acties of social welfare policy with the myri
of demonstrations mounted under the Youth Employment and Demenstrati
Projects Act of 1977. Information from these will be flowing illstarting later ti 1,year and for the next two to three years. This experience should play a large rt
in guiding futurepolicy. It is too soon yet to render any judgutents on what futu:.
policy directions ought to be.

,,,,, I "tat; AN lAirACT r FROM Ai AL k.mPt t,i
1%,,ALNINO PROGRAMS

II, as...twit,* the potential impact of nti oeturui nud italuing
Ltfl,,4, it is impurtarrt to bear two hap.atant distiactionS in mind- that between

increasing employment anti decreasing unemployment and that between increasing
of erall employment and achieving a more favorable distribution of employment
opportunities with a given level of eruploythent. The potential for structural
employment and training programs to bring about a more favorable distribution
of employment upPortunitics is substantial, to increase total employment. (con-
sistent with a gkett inflation target) less so, and to reduce the measured unemploy-
inent rate (again, consiolefiat with a given inflation target) small. While I can only
speculate, my guess is that the current set of programs is having a substantial

ositive effect on the employment levels of certain categories of workers with
sTh tursI difficulties (particularly minority youtti) a less substakttial but still
consideral,te effect oqi the unemployment rates of stith workers, and a mino, (at
most a few tenths of one percent) effect tal the aggregate unemployment rat,. 2

I in not think existing eviden..e pro, 1,1,,s ouch guidance on what Might I,o
(It, 3 frt,in a major expansion of .,ueh programs, in part because of our presont

inability to tintantify accurately the impacts of present programs and in partbecause ,ncertaitate.s about l-tilt.itded shit ..fTec (such as dis accmtiit of
',lox meat or training activities that otherivi, would haveoccurred) not the capacity of isting inAitutions t,. absorb or manage effectively

such an expat.sion ftegsroinA this lattervit is importaut to. retnetta.r that the'&04, ty ,tecentialize.,1 CETA stew. has 'been is place for only a few ) cars ,tild
that in that brief period it tu.s land t,. ttutaRce r,,pirl expansion in ptobratu t 'pus
tU1,I ,}elltiltures as as bevel al nhifts it. policy emphasis fr ,to the f,.(iet al
Iv, et Considering th., eir, unattanee:. it ha.. p rimmed atindrai 1) F.& the next

I'relic Z. nnU14, .t 11. . , 44)141
1.411g t. zo,

6114i1U11.111
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few years a more stable environment for CETA and qn increased focus on strue-
tural concerns is desirable. After that (and with our vapidly growing capacity to
Assess the consequences of these programs), we will be better' able to judge the
future potential effectiveness of structural employment and training programs.

Senator BENTBEN. Ms. Sawhill, would you proceed, pldase.

STATEMENT OF ISABEL V. SAWBILL, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL COM-
MISSION POE EMPLOYMENT POLICY

SL44H1LL. Senator, I certainly appreciate the opportunity to
appear here-odayand I want to note that the amendments to CETA
whicif requiie the JOint,Economic Committee to submit a report on
these issues later this year,' also ask the National Commission for
Manpower Policy to _assist the. JEC,..,and we are pleised to do so,
.iino are vhz. y conic c:11 if

I .,cant to not hat the LAI .;itunmissi.0,1 hat. t I .1 11:: 1

to review the tAi3timony 1.,hat If prepared I [day, in ii;j1;11 t !,1

with all of my views.
Nevertheless, we hope,to lie sending you our ft, ii:th It Iiiiu 1.1 re?oi

very :won, and you will note in the report. that 1,1.e it:ion:mit si )11
addressed the issues being ilistussed here today. 'Tb.e Coital a.isio
recommends that the highest priority 1,e given to w studies ail to
national debate on ways to maintailm and inc.reaie .Innplcytneli
without exacerbatint.; inflation

In Illy prepared stt,teutent, t, but I ft/to4e /I /CA to du 1a address thre
litestiona. These are the altos miletlions which were highlighted
the CETA amen,linents, Lind which were also highlighted by Repre
senmative Marren Mitchell last week.

The flint question is whether of 'tot selcaive employment ttio
( ainntg, programs Cal, rt,Iuce the celtively high uliemployment rate;
among certain segmeids of the labor forco; the second question 1;
whether' they cdt1 decrethie the national oueloployment lute withott
exacerbating inflation, and the third question is the extent to whirl
new kinds of incentiv, grants or other nrech,uustus can be used tt
involve tho private sector rtio..e in providing oppottunioeb for (to
strocto, unemployed. I will take each of those questions up in
turn

(hi it.. ti .1 to/ HO( (i.e.,- l.iut,1111115 ..41/ tt...1
to/1St/L.1 LI okri anN i,t tinenipitys men I. rate. milting tuns t seg,,oleat of
the,fabor :or(t Ito \ :4)0(Itil aifficulty in obtaining employment, toy
olistir E... ntillilLttriZed ,Ab f011OWS

FLA:A ulil 1, ctttly (het,: .%1.(e 1 Anti CI) 1111.41§...,,. 1. .1

I our ,tut?' u.stitostrd exampi otl,n old (,El'A
the. 27 milli( tt t,14;ibles lu, altuat 2.4 imilion .,lot:,

O1 low iv, I Ili , It it Li *IAN,' Of AIIL,A 1,( it Li lu tl,e .

%\. 1N O. II, It eti :tiott itli u.1:11: tilt, t 1.1141 .11tiltO101 1 bell.
OM 11 411 1 t ((1111, I.1 d 1110 J Of 14.1.tit'loll 1 to.111,111/

Critt.11t1 ilot I (0 I t S% Lit tt ttf lit' \ '1111t letob t

tile twit ow of tA o.l. Olt& tilt% s' I tit( 1.41:.ot IA 1 /, .441..11 1 I

Vith Ltt hill lit,: s(111. .ill, 1 1111 i t15

The' S. 1.7 dill Illy 1111/t11, 111 114%\ 1 1 1. ,1

erill OP 111 I 1.1 111 1. .rt
.1011 I / ("II.' 1 blot fu1t1 ii 111 .,11 oil I Ito 1011).,1111'11

/I joie( I t 111.111 r %%t,at %11 .411.1111 I.. ti to o :1 1/111114i t11153. .a1.1

It c Li A t, A I to t tit'. Lie lu t 1 11 1.i tt . 141
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Second, I.want to make the same point. that Mr Palmer did, which
is that these programs are more 'likely to change the distribution of
employment than the distribution of unemployment because they
tend to attract people fromnutside of labor force.

My own feeling is. that the line between being counted as officially
unemployea'and being out of the labor force.has become very,,very
thin, indeed; and that it wouldbe 4. if we paid less attention to
measured unemployment per se. lyi .

The third point is that special job creation programs can normally
be expected to improVe employment opportunities for the groups they
are targeted upon, but we should be careful not to assume that this
will occur on a one-for-one basis, the reason being that many of the
people who participate in these subsidized job programs would other-
wise have/found employment in the regular labor market.

.

The extent to which there is this substitution of subsidized ample
went for unsubsidized employment depends, of course, largely on t
wages and working conditions being

depends,
in the subsidized jol

relative to those in the regular labor market.
. --

Fourth, assuming that these programs are successful in improvir
employment opportunities for the target groups, you have to then asl
"Well, is that at the expense of other members of the labor force"?

I don't. think we can pretend that there isn't some loss for thee i
other groups. However, I don't think the loss is one for one.

'I think that, particularly if labor markets are highly segmented by
age, race, or sex that when you improve the opportunities for one
group it doesn't necessarily lead to declines in opportunities for others.
If, in addition, you combine selective policies with more general
stimulus measures, you have some potential to reduce overall unem-
ployment rates rather than just substituting the unemployment of
one group for the unemployment of another. .

I would like now to turn to t' : zeaond question, and that is the ques-
tion of whether targeted pro_ ..` 'pp i can achieve and sustain a decrease
in the national unernploymen rate- witilinit exacerbating inflation.

I have touched on this issue tangentially but I want to address it a
little more specifically.

I am not sure I have anything terribly new to say here. 1 would
*,;tigain agree with Mr. Palmer that we don't know enough about this
'question2,and we don't have enough confidence in structural programs.
-as yet'to say that they can carry uk. very far toward achieving Hum-

0 phrey-Hawkins type objective's.
-11 However, the theory is that if we Call (to 6iit on loose labor illaiksi

and expand demand there, and then at the aloe tinie expand the.......
_supply of skilled workers to tight labor markets, wheie skill bottlenecks
push up wages, that something could be accomplished on this front.

One more issue which we have already discussed and which you
raised in your continents about Houston is that the theory is very
difficult to translate into practice. We just simply have not come up
with vent' good ways of identifying and then targeting on either loose
or tight labor markets.

The second point 1 wi.iit t,. 'nut, in response to thi.i titit.lijUll is that
em¢loyment and training 1,11.grnitlzs can reduce unit labor costs.

They can do thisith by improving productivity at existing v.

A reduction in, unit abor costs, in tun', will in many es be passed
oi by directly reducin age costs through subsidized job progianis.

,,,. to consumers in the form of lower prices In tile ctie of public
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employment programs, any reduction in labor costs is going to get
passed on to citizens in many cases in the form of lower .ales or
property taxes, but the results are somewhat similar.

I think that rather than taking up any more time on the question of
inflation, I would now like. to turn to the third question that I raised
at the outset, and that is the role of the private sector in helping to
achieve these structural objectives. Specifically I want to focus on a

Itomparison between job creation in the public sector and job creation
in the private sector.

>

I have quite a lengthy prepared statement about all of this, which
I hope you will have an opportunity to read at your leisure, yid I will
only be able to give vou the' highlights now, ,

There is a table, it veal haven copy of it up there, which might he
usefirl to glance at while I' am talking. It is -tible 2 of my prep:1r
st at ernel.t.t.

What the table doe.. jig i..ttegori4e job creation pp...grains axeordi
It whether they take plat o in the pillilit sector (,,r the privoty sect
and then further tat, goriAes theist &twining:: ..ti whether they ha
coniiterc)clical ut counterAructital objective., 160511), e NallIplen
eXist ill.' pt OgraIlm t hat f/ under chill of tbese. l,[11tigUel..$, ale list
and f- riave tried. t, g,i% 1 t 1 tr$4. e 1., iltrit(r., that 1 cats copse ap N% ith
sonic of the relevant data in the hotly oi tue til bie

whiRikt, goin& t hi °ugh those numberstaking It t,11 1, Ia. il,,,,
114,%e analyzed (hem correct)) i thrtik that the eos,,ibh. cud, (t,,i,.
find policy recommendations one Lotild conic up with would be,inore
le-og the following,:

Fint of all, we Oil, ;Ill t "II) -(1)eilt111its i..1 lilt,' l: .1 111i i 1711 tibl.(11
t, gunnies on publn: se. tor than n p 'vat( Sc, ior job c,enti.)11

I Would say that the ratio is roil sly on the order of 3 to t .:

.tti c allowing for the fact that so a of the tax credit VI.Jp,l'ul t, Itti
not % et built up t., their full stient; )and inn e.gtiniat is of hoii nu
the, will be utilized is very uncertain at the current tune

Sy,lo tor BEN reiEN Ms. S., hill, let 'me say (hill t1,e aill,.1.1 1 i 1.

..1. t,lil' opposed the initial tax ciedit by the private sei 101 all I i,:$

ft stlt, .1( was one of the best kept secrets of Halt )eln
1 h,t of etupli yet:, didn't Ild Vt. any kno,i leil,;e of ii .. it 1 I

tn.p. tio.t will change
AISt, wHiLl. I thi..i. , I . ... i.,..i., 11 ,1 %. %1 I it .I.1 i . 14

1 i i 4 re 11 One Of .1,1) re. ni 11101, 1,,11$ .11 in I h.,t v .. MUM in I iit' ( I 1,.
ic1,11):4111111,71 to to & Lei ie, thin %. 11.,%e it\the in,:,t

:\ I% nri Witt .4)111 t il.rt 111,1.41 is as that ,Ni ..Ii I., 0,1.d, ..I,
i!,,,vii,,...: ti.% ill 1 nail-, ..iii,tion 4Iii.411,ility Stall.lafti 3 al'111 , 1 till CI tilt
plt,:,1.1Ikal

I% , l / I l l t i ..I . I I I 1 .1 . .1 alt.( III I rail. I. . I,

ly ti ::( .1111 II. CI,. ( .II iiii I. i. ha% ., soincild ,... , I .1. ....,..1, . , I.
r:41: Bid if %. ,, I,1. ,.t ..1. .it;411,iiit % i tilt 1.1.,1. i ET \ II., 1

I! 1,1, 4,...141ly .a.ei,ti I L111.,,i I IL ntrlit tid..II) .,,,,1111,11 ,1 't t th., .1,

be th, ti...4Itt 1 , ,itt,,,:., i .1 4,;i. till II Lilt it i, . el I LOA 1 111/1 . 111.1, ,H i j
( ' . . \ c 1 . 1 . ( to I 1..: e81 . 11 t fill0 11,C . al, 1 5 . ilri.:ii Nil it I Ii, ::I 1 t. Of II
C. ec ont..t 1

Ftitali% t.., ., t . , I II 1. I . . I i I 1 i I i

,, laN 1 1,,,t.:',LIW ,ti :, cat li$ .11! 11,.. .,1 a s.,.11

:,, sit. lihVe /IL 111,':.s. Varble, 1.:i,,l $ 1.1 iii,... I

,,,S1,111 il,I, , Its ft,I (Le :.11,,c1111;,0111 likl,e11,1$1 ,$ I, till
1111i it 10 Ault we 1,4. $1111eleIll I. l,g1111., 101 .1.1fi. n ); )110.,
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I don't think the answer. has been rationally thought through. 'I
don't know, for example, why we should have a welfare tax credit, for
public assistance recipients on the one hand and atargeted jobs tax
credit for seven other disadvantaged groups on the other. .indt.,
don't know why these groups, in turn, should be different from thg''., ..
groups eligible for CET:k. title II.

There could be good reasons for making distinctions between the
programs, but no one fias come7itp, in my mind, with a satisfactory
rationale for why yo ant to segment programs in the partictilar
way thitt we have se anted them. ..

Next, in my compar son of public and priVate=approaches, I look
at the level of subsidiza On in each orthese programs. I note that
PSE programs are effecti ely 100-percent wage subsidies for publio,
em_ployers. .

I then have to raise th question: IN11.y do we provide 100-percei
subsidies to public employirs and far Less than 100- percent subsidik
to private employers, particularly when. 1 think we would ip robabl

\ agree that the tar,et groups in the private sector programs are mot
difficult to employr4 IC-anything, there N wild be 4 rationale f.4)1 pro
viding deeper subsidizatioil %%hate you have your must difficult to
em ploy groups and itseents to toe lig!, *low we ha a that bhcku aid

A. lot of debate nhOtit PSe: Verr.,16 age nul,,,,,ly 0, tux cte,lit proit alt,,S I.LY4..1Vca all e:A.III txtion of die ,, ts-1)%,.1c,,et co:As .,f ouch of i hootttvproeche The,,e cont in turn, ,lens, lid or, A hat peopla tolid to helietit\nhoot. substitatiot or u maul! ,,..ait, ,,, atilt ever you trout to call it,
alien ,Ae pay c11111i.,). t I s to do ,Viltil %lit y %% l A Id helve Julie ill) iinI have gone through tho e. lath, 2 all Liliri i'a sue ii, my tostimou,,"Lid to give y (,a the ta,itom lute air,3111, I et.th hid., thett I liege is nuevid.tice th.,t 11.0 ti,..t budget (A.,1 F.f , u-kito.log, j,.hn is lobe. etily
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Ms. SAWHILL. I lieveit recommendation here about the point that
you raised earlier, hi.whichis the pottance of marketing the tax credit
programs and informing employers itbd0.4heir existence. .

Also, it is important to reduce the burdenef administrative redtape.
I have read the guidelines that the DePartment of Labor' as sent out
to the prime sponsors across the country in which they have been told
that as part of theirnplementation of the new title VII, they should
market these' tax credit programs, and I think there is 'a real effort to
overcome some of these past problems, but it will take continuing work.

Well, I think that in view of the time, I will stop here and perhaps
have an opportunity to comment further if I think there are somogaps
later on.

Senator BENTSEIZi. Thank you.
Ms. Sawhill, without obSection, we will in: eet tile;

statement of each of our witnesses today in idle hearing record.
Ms. SAWHILL. Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Se.,AlmIll follows.]

PRSr.ans.m 6AAILL:,1' v 10AbLa. V %Nu" s

Ate. airman and members of the ..,o., educe. 1 cry much
portudity to participate in this impt...tant set of iloarings on structural tit

ploymeut I understand that testimony' from those hearings will be used lit
paring the Lint Ecimuntic Committee s repot c to (.ingress this spring.

The National Commission for Emplquient Policy, which is rectuireit. t.)
1978 amendments to the Comprehensive Employment arid 'framing Ac,
assist the Joint Economic Committee in this endeavor, is pleased to do ti
want to il,to that the full t'onitnisSiOn hay not had an opportunity to review
testimony I will he giving today, anti theta might not concur with lily vi,
Nevertheless. the Commission is .leeplv concerned about these issaes Iu
Fourth Annual Report to the Congr.88 and the President, which will be issti..1
week, the Commission recommends that:

"The highest pliority be given to new stodo.. ,,,
to maintain and increase empleiyaleot without ex.tcerhaiiug inflation "
and further states that:

"There must be better wage fait u l will,
to pursue policies that in. reuse Unemployment."

It is inj understanding that the overall purpose of ,. t,, eat ti
the Ability, of selective employitiont and training programs (1) io reduce ;.
relatively high unemployment rates among certain segments of theAitbur.fo.,:
and (2) to deetease the natidnal- unemployment rate Without exacerFating
thin I believe that Ascertaining the answers to these questions, and acting upon
them, should Ile high on the natiou's agenda. Yet there are very few people
either in or out of 'government, who are focusing on these questions Asa result
we know fut. I as than we should about the answers.

ration came into office cbmihittc.11.., the ptit. wk. usingThe current a iminist
selective emplo eta measurc.. to i,educe unemployment The economic stitnulus
package of 19717 heavily weiguted in this direction, especially-in its unprec-
dented reliance on public set vice erupLyiseut Howevet, because these programs
were somewhat new and untried, because they were tlesiesned to meet tunny con
ffictiug objectives, and because of their adorinisi cativo complexity whiqr has made
them difficult to manage, these progranis have subsequently fallen out of favor
among %any isciabers oP the puhltt" and their representatiires in Coligcess.
. Simultanet,usly, theme has been thine questioning withli the acaderni,.
Ratanity of whether such prop/this even if perfectly designeki and implemea Ged-
cam achieve thetao objectives which art the focus of these h In thiti con
text. I have rfn with interest the testi.nouy of those witnesses who appeared
befell., this Chmriottee on Febraary 6. Although the float verdict is not in and
probal.ly be for Lamy years to come, my re. ding of lids literolttreihtg.bests
that the pity, although not tumuilut us, is genitally optimisti.; about the ability
of Vsrettilly 'designed e.npi, yment an$.1 training prt.grams to ?educe unt

nt in relatively' noninflationary ways Howevt.,; those who ...re skeptical about
this 1.utoutitd are asking valuable questions; ami iney Luc. prnhatly right to sug
gent that we should lowe, our expectations
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What all of the foregoing suggests to me is that we need to move forward aggres-
sively on tsVo fronts. First, we should continue to support basic research on what
the economic effects of selective employment and training policies would be if they
were designed and implemented according to the best specifications that our theo-
retical understanding can provide. Second, we should seek to Improve the design
and implementation of current programs to move them. closer to these thaoretical
specifications. Quite specifically, we should seek to improve on the record of
recent years by distilling from, that experience the modifications in design and
administrative practice which can make a difference in achieving critical objec-
tives in the future. Clearly, the Administration and the Congress have already

n this process. They have refocused CETA on the structurally unemployed,begun
up on the administration' of the program, put a new Targeted Jobs Tax

Credit in' place, and .revised the WIN and Welfare Tax Credits in response to
past' criti m. Continued monitoring,' evaluation, and revision will be essential
if we are e r to have enough confidence-in these progtams to use them on theii
much,exphnded scale that would be needed to achieve the objectives of. the Full
Employment and Balanced GrOwth Act of 1978. The national' commitment
full employment and price stability is in place, but we cannot.pteet the goals
this Act by waving a ipagio wand. The only recourse is to begin now to experitru
with pew and.reviseff approacheslib, the hope that they can become the vehi,
for tr,slating our aspirations iota* eality.

THE ABILITY Oh' EMPLOYMENT AND THAININO rttulth,A ma ,u tIIA Nub. THE ',I'M.:
TURE.OP UNEMPLOYMENT AND !SEDUCE THE NATIONAL. UNLAIPLoYM&.NT KATE
NoNINYLATIONARY WAYS

...inch the (lOn Tess has requ
I would like Ow L., agli&AL... . ),..ta114, ,, ,. a, II &AL ..ffletl.. 1 ..,, L. 1.....,

,, JEC, to report on in March
First, "can targeted etructu luyulenl. and training pcogra ,..3 o .itic o ,,,,

enstain a iteerease iu =employ en rates among those segments .,:f the lobt
forge having special difficulties in obtaining employment?",

(f) Until recently employment and training programs N., c. , i t.I.1.1, , ly unLUI
ty, Led The star of the Commission has estimated that, undo the old CET,
legislation, there wore 27 Million eligibles for about 2.4 million This left t
great deal' ,,f disoretion in the hands of local prime sponsors to decide who wat
"having special difficulties in obtaining employment ' Some disketion is desir-
able since any set of federal eligibility ctiteria is bound to be aotnewhato.rbltrary
Ii6wever, without the tighter targeting intionuced ict more recent legislation,
the progr"ina could not effecti ely Serve structural objectives The iasne of hots
to define "structurally unemployed" or those having "special difficulties obtaining
en4loymene" remains Faunky income and duration of =employment are imper-
fect criteria.

(2) Targetcal smplo)auoaat P. ug,ku t,.3 .A. utua al ilkay L. ,.hangs ll..... in la attilion
of employment than the distribuln A 1ntant.loyment since :my txpansion ,of
opportunities w,11 att,act people from nitside the labor force. Man) of the latter
are discouraged workers who Nee Ipecial difficulties in obtaining employment,
so this need opt he viewe., as a negative outcome

(3) Special ion creation programs can normally bo o.pc...tc,1 to nal to t., etaplo/ -
,:nt opportunities for flarget groups, but it should not be assdn,ed that they will

du so on a one-for one basis Many of the people who participate in theke pro-
grama would otherwise nave found employment in ale regular labor inaPket This
displacement of regular cinployamnt by subsidized employment i., particularly
likely to occur if wages and working condition in subsidized a are competitivesubsidized

or superior to, those being offe,ed in the regular labor' et,
(4) Astswning that the programs are successful in increaffin .enn.i,.), moat and

.,.iuting unemptoymout among cettatit, segments of ,the labor force, it is likely
that these gains will be a least pal tiany at the' expense, of other groups This
necessitates that some e,..treme13 tough political judgments be made about who
should receive assistance. This kind of iiimplacethentof one group of workeia for
another will be less of a prohlew if labor markets are Lighliilagmented (by age,
rage, se., et,...) and if selective tioliticke are used in tandem with general stimulus.,

to reduce overall =employ/nail,
(5) We should distinguigh betweeksthort "II %. i h,10,,,A1 , Jiang., 1., A la, 4t, tk.

4.,re of et iployment on the one ha and lonhlun or Perrn..nent chntts al Mc
tther. PSE or work experience prugronts ,liixy Le the quickest and surest .ea, to
.ataug.. the strocturs of employwent in the short .n11, but training cud pla ...ieinciii
in the private sector may have the gret-ter 'Input t in ,he long inn

The second ho question to be a, dressed at thve t casings te3:.
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"Can targeted structural employment and training.programs achieve and siks-,
taro a decrease in the national unemployment rate without exacerbating inflation?"

(1) In principle, employment and training .progranis, can reduce infiationahy
pressures by selectively expanding employment in loose labor markets where %Sages
are unlikely to be responsive to increased demand. Alternatively, they can provide
an increased supply of trained workers to tight labor markets in order to ease skill
bottlenecks that push up wages. These principles have never been implemented
on a Aide which would provide a fair test of their efficacy. Moreover, identifying,
and then targeting on, "loose" and "tight" labor markets i. much more difficult
in practice than in theory. .

(2) Employment and training programs can also redOce unit labor cpsts either
by improving labor productivity through investments iin t ducation and training
or by subsidizing wages. A reduction in. unit labor costs will, in many cases, be

`passed on to Consumers in the (oi in of lower prices,,or (in the case of public employ-
merit programs) to citizens in the front of lower sales or property taxes.

(3) The above considerations sugges that in order to reduce the unemployment
rate in a noninflationary way,. employment said training programs should '
designed to;

(a) improve the productivity, of the labor force geneally;
(6) provide trained workers in skill-shortage areas; . .

(c) provide subsiolized job and training opportunities wherever there 1...

sorplos of individuals who want to work at existing wages but for whom Lb,
would be ho "effective demand" in the nbsent.e.of such asoistance..

(4) [i piiati Ixicause they have taimi designed to achieve oilier obje,tit
4orroot in ogrants depart from the above iiciiicipled in several respects:

(a) They are 'wavily of hotted toward provitting income maintenance IA, I.
i,..: n.' families rattier than ttoiartt improving the overall productivity a
efficivii, ,ii of the work ft tee .

(1)) There is much in.,ru i.i..,.I,.i.ii., .., AA. t,i...aioli (h.0 ou training tont , ii
I. Arum; occurs is relatively in( xpensi ,.c, silo, t tern', Lim( tl,,is not highly aft eti
In improving productivity, Moreover, the skills which, are imparted art n
ul i.i.ssayily ants(' Ghat. are in imentest tl. inat.d.

(c) Job t rehtioli programs are out fociist.1 ot, it.. i.. ...,sii t.oinp..titive set t,
i.t th, et.tionty (most Of ccention is in an. poblit, sector) Moreover, they a
IV C. alltLitia tely targeted to,,i all'Oth 41 high iii,cliiployment Finally, they do n
0.10,1),, si:IA e i,diVitilltiL who hui,.0 Do latercuitive ernpl --/ny ent opportumti
and at, as u result, willing to t1C,:v1 b li,w.-level, low paying jobs although ti
rectiot umet.d.nvitts to the 1.: CA leo Attion li a 'e ',Loved the programs in a
general direction.

It should be not, i ti,,,,t alit ia,.. I. 1.., t I .,uol,.,0 1,1 11-1. Al, .34411116 1,1 °gran
in atcorilan,:c with t1.0 al. we p.incii.lcs tipet Virally, if ciliployuleut an trainir
progrundi arc vieme.ti prim aril! as a WU) to iii prove the ihinictliato distributit. t

of income, and job opportunities,' then httl.Jeniphat is heed he placed pi' ..t.he..
pt.tential te) A pro t e ploiluctirty and meet the tim,6 of ettipt.tyers for skilled
workers. Ili sititt there may be sow,. conflict bet wet n achieving equity nail
efficient: 0 jee ttve to.htei, tan limp. be ..1,,,,kl.lt ui OW 1)011tietti arena. Proiattik
desigrict Lt nelnett,t a fah( r di tributitia of opp.Atanittes will lint necessarily be
the be i rt grains f,. 1 ailing th, GNP And r,,illicing life cute of Inflation consistent
with an) lc cl of ovetstll employment

t. Hi lt. Lt.t o *hi, . i .

lii ii.. ,ii . i. ii.., t. i I. irk ,.,tiliii., 1,,, tied .. ,I ,,a i I., th, ono 1.

dieitey of 0,1111.,,,k(.1t, Act C,A1,iiitig pc i iiiiii, ib :I< i. a ii hoer ,.quest If id. dm
Committee ( :1-tiollit 'fklcr.1,1, c grants' or Oilier moil is i.f eat, tiragin pro Nte
employers t t Lite Mtn viduals iliejltle tot Ct. FA In prepa.stiou foc sulnnit tint its
Fourth Aftut.til lt,tport, the Cutlitztliet..q,, xiiiiiii,eil Ow 1,,le of cite Prittatc sector
in pro%ttling ol,portunities 1 ti the strtiviiiiidly hi,, tiiiiiiiyeii ii. so.he Lull Ar
ro, (tingly. in the remaitalet .1 rhytestim ,,,,, yi,1 il iw..1 i et .ew opt st.ar 4 soil, onsti touts'
finable on Ow c,-Intk e al I. l tiyenCtit) a OU 4,idi, ,d jot, ct.e.ttion In ti.. puhlie ,..s
the private sector 1- I

1
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The'United States, unlike many European countries, has relied heavily on job..
creation in the public sector. But if selective employment programs are ever to be. MI!
used on a much expanded scale, greater emphasis will probably.need to be placed
on creating jabs In the private sector. '

Any analysis of these issues ahotild begin by noting that:
(a) Wage subsidies .and employment tax credits involve using the financial

leverage of government to increase or redistribute empioyynt opportunities in
the private sector. Subsidies and credits are functionally eq ivalent and thus are
often generically referred to as "employment subsidies." The choice between them
rests essentially on administrative andj political considerations. For example,
subsidies appear in the budget while tax credits do not, and the le nation es-
tablishing each is handled by different consressional committees. One potential
problem with tax credits is that they cannot be used to induce changes in the
behavior of public or nonprofit employers unless they are made refundable.

(b) Current PSE programs are essentially 100 percent wage subsidies for the
public sector. Thus, one can immediately distinguish between subsidized job
creation in the private sector and subsidized job creation in the public sector

(c) Shch subsidies can be further distinguished by whether they are desii
to achieve countercyclical or counterstructural objectives.

Thi4. particular characterization of programs leads to the four-way cltrssi
thin scheme indicated in Table 1. This classification, in turn, raises a uumbe
further questions:

(a) What is the ..to.tot tto; between 01i:qv 1
program types:'

(b) How do ilniolaiy J./L J. .a..>

(c) flow do eligibility sonleer la %..ty u Fos. p.o6csiou?
(d) flow nhuir peopl. dre eliqil ft.t each provruzu a...
c p,ograia can laect wal croc u4 0,.eed7
Senile of the (law Leteted to AtIbINCI Oscan tittesto,.... ,.. 1,, . 1e,i

major con,. isioos to be Jr, wee o..t these., data are
11,tiriag Fl .197h, e.pet.ding Lutholity fur public L.. t e 1,1 ,

hittion am1 vat nate, I re velittt. lows from 1,rivate ricA, t l a.a
th.,a $200 n,ih,uu a How. t.r FY 1979 is, to .1011,C px,;ent, a transitior year
wMich the New Job. 'rev( Credit is being phew. d tint and th..s argeted Joh:, 1
Qredit is I sing phase d In By 1981 the tux l fedit pi,grai.,a Are estii.lat,
produce it vow !1,,ases $b00 11,11110.i (s. a Twat:. 2. footnote E)

(b) subsidy level the private sect..r pi ogrulaa.) i.3 Lima I, ,wc,
scle tot' i sow uil,s >ugh the pelt e.te betAUI ta,dtl groups so .

what inert tlisude antaged.

U, . I, I. .
-

t . . . I . III .1
ji ES401.i. CLL. A A , .

1... ..... i.li .i. I I, al
XY Exempla: ;;ETA tam I

r .1 , au i;oneral amplor Ilti I 41,.,..hat Categorical employme. . subei .4
Example: New jobs at reedit 1 Example;J-egeted jobs Cox Chad

rlu .1 seNcuuo losses tt. .1 . bade, a .,...tsced yet ,
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TABLE isFUNDING AND ELIGIBILITY F01 COUNTERCYCLICAL AND COUNTERSTRUCTURAL EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

...wwlmormarammram.......

Public lector RI

vale

stor

Countocrlial, CETA Countentruamat CETA Coontercyc

Ube VI title II D r tax credit

111141111 Rol year 1919 $3,500,000,0001

budget eutborkestImated menu

. Sabslay.level:1

Averege valve eller adjustment, tor 7,200..4,

klutzes (ht year),

Percent eduction In labor cosh for a 100 percent

minimum up lob (ht year),

Sat/ Quilt (mtimum)

al ty

r

Edified universe of eligibles I

Estimated prOcidatiokivel(personlursof

NOOK'
Estimated net job creation ((Brut flub

NIA!

cal, new Obi.

v.... $2,5Kom go,000pool

7110 1,260

100 Percent 50 plant:

II ma 18 mo I

Must be unamphyal 10 out Must be elk animplop

of pus twill; and for past 15 weeks end los

either low campy Ito gamily Incomel(10 poi

(100 pant BLS or 8L5 LLS plio,other "to

AFOCISSI family member, nodally dleetrylblIon

or AFOCISSI

9,110 00),

40,000 ost000

325,000 110,003

I Bated on 6 Pont unemployment lit

lip1 10 percent must tea used for heroin&

1 Oros (nue coal bpi on 1977 tax returns led through Dogger 1918, Attel J54,41104 sill
(stirtitld It 0,10) 014031 IS SI400,000I040011dIAl TIorY). s

'figures ham Joint Comma* on Tuition (lolly), Then are ha year 1919 Ogurt which Ms
locate to 101,0411(TJTC) and 100,000,010. (WIN) by 001 yet' 1981, yet
'Inc kit Program with a provision net subsidized wages mg not also be deducted for tax

puroosa, the net ilia of the subsidy is (sip W when ; is tpe sutidy rattand t Is the employer's 111

TIX rate, For Pw0.5 and 1144 (the snip for ill employers) and W55,50 (minimum wigs), re
the Ow is $1,650 which is 50 percent cower thins praubsIdy but post tax minimum rage of pig Dili

82

IVO ?i
11 am

lor.proit indvontwd youth, 18 b3 24, WIN prtIcipsrds those re

use level and and 6 other pups (see ceivIng AFDC for 90 days or ,

up. title 1), more,

Nit
DO14 ,

,1

Targeted jobs credit Couotentrocturelt WIN creitit

1,100000,0001 140,000,011

1,650 1,650.

)

50 percent 50 percent

J

a

6,700,000. 3,500,000,

209,001 .. 51,000,

16,000 .

Itb,ey) tel CE IA, tax molt ousti estimetrs from OOL (Lamm),

It CETA; 'freesia/ 'Ante for CD; prolimioary cylindar ley, Ivry i. LA,

ind WIN,

cent disple.0100y1 ill CETA, 75 prient displacement'', NJ C, ON nod Mir

linen CB0 numbers (Russek) based oil 50 percent dimilice ant for nit oder

)

be

if the abate estimates ile based Oil, plate laieueetleti and a inloly of

able IturoPtloos; thenfort, they shou be used to suggest orders of m nitude
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. (e) There Is overlapping eligibility ,across the varlowf programs with no par-,
, ieular ihtionale in most oases.' For example, the WIN and Targeted Jabs Tax

. -. Credits offer the same subsidy levels but to 'slightly diffetent groups of people.
(d) The.estimated universe Wigiblee is only partially served in each .,program,

In the case of public sector pro/r tMei beestfse of bddgot constraints. In An... eape of private sectoi programs, wh eh pen-ended lq a budgetary sense, it is
, .due to a low take-up rate on the part of ployers.

. - . ..
.

. :' ' PREVIOUS 111XPERIENCE WITH PRIVATE SECTOR JOH CREATION, pROGRASIS

.The first full - Hedged use of employment. subsidies' in the United.&atm wasp'
Introdwied as part of the Revenue Aet,of' 1971 and was designed to encourage

.. business firtneto hire. welfare reciplente.enrolled ,in the WIN program. This Act
t, vibe rater amended to, cover a broader_ group -of welfare recipients and to allow,

.t 7nonbusiness employers to participate. It has recently been amended agalh as part or
. ;%, of the Revenue Act of1978.

4 r .. Under, the preellille law; employers were able to receive4a.tax credit equal to .
20 percent of the wisps paid' durihg the first 12 lnonths of eniPlayment to imil-. ,,

, ;',.kritluals who 44 receltied AFDC for at least 110.days or whethad been placed in
. ' emeloymeirt.under the WIN' program. . ., ,:.,4-.,,

lb. - Theexpegrienee with the WIN and welfare tal Bredi been disappointing. -

have runless than 2,000 per year. hi 1977 empld enrci
'The .DepartmenV of Labor has estimated thayoqgtI

N credits on bhalf
for welfare credits

of 'only 80;000 workers. This number is loss tbailll p .11 heads of AFI)C
;families and only 'A-6 ardent of employer! AFDC-r. In AcIditioN two.
survey$ have indianted that less than 10 percent of emp o attlbuted their
biting of FIN enrpliees to' he availability of these credits,/ It appears. that emt, .' ; ployere :have been, confused by the differing rules 'under whial,credite may Ng

_ ,.0simed,'diticouragect'by the, apetwork hivolved, and that, in any case the sub-
,ssid.z rate may have been t to generate interest on the part of thmemployer.

( The New Jobs Tax Craft' C) was a more broadly based cofintercyelically ..
oriented.program tolinerbas,e qpient at lower wage levels: Passed as part .-
of the Tax Reduction and kiri ation Act of 1977, the NJTC provided firms
with Credits equal to.50re Crease in their FUTA wage base ever 102' .Virtent' of the previous f eject to. various Lin nations such es a'
,`,cap" of 5100,000 in °red firth. The FUTA base for 1977 consisted .sof' wagertpald of up to /4,2 ee. Thus, a firm which expafided its ein-
pleymeht could receive 50 new worker's first $4,200 of!earningtnts

;A tax credit.
41 sEvaluations of the NJTC haveindicated (r) that many firms/rave been ignorant

of 10 existence, (2) that Many of those who knew .ahourit did not.qualify (for
.example:, because theiremployment levels failed to expand rfuffittiently), and (3). (A
that about one-quarter of those wffb knew about the credit and had established.

1,tifit they were eligiblesto receive itreperted a conscious effort to increase:employ-
..taatan a result of thRcredit.6-Three separate studies confirm that the program has

2, 'y ;Mid a positive impact on employment levels and at least one' shows a significant ',1 /
-. reductiqn in prices as a result df the.creditns well. Based oA his review of various
.'stidies to date, John Palm# stIggests that the NJTC may hive produced several
: Juindred thousand additional jobs, during 1977 -78 and a rate-of inflation which was
y3omewhat*tvthan half.a poi!' 4wei- for 1978.7' .. .
... There arff.severatieestons to b 'learned.from these previous experiences:
-' (a) Firs !Cis p publicize nformation about employment tax/,reditti

snit,' to mar et the tmoreaggressiVely. 1
&c on , sm .sulesidies oacredits and capp.ed pfograms may not be sufficient

, :to Incourage ,ernattiers Anne 'their behavior, especially in tightly targeted
!programs where thkactual or perce'Oed productivity of participants is likelyto be,

. ,
,

to some extent, a preserver otxturrent employment subsiay Programa.Vcentracta, it is reviewed'in N CM! 3-2778, "On-theJob traplAg:

,.7c, .
1 The NAR.JOBEeprogram

but' since the ill) basis was on
) , A Review of the Exparlance.

1 Although this.law lisehow been 'amendetl and thsubeidy kr More generons,sthe c is less than &at
meet the bye. Underthe old law*,°employers could take a tax deduction ageing, subaldi and under
CA_ law they cannoi.. Atjetax rate 080 percentibxvaltie of the two subsidi ent. At anyp tax tate, the newlaw is 'somewhat more imams. , .

6 8 ent of Arnold R. Packer before the Subcommittee on Administrationo Revinne--,. Code, Committee on Pinallos and the Select Committee on EfthallBudness, U.B. . 3111Y la 1978:i. 4 DanKSAllamennark "Sybiddiel for Jolla in the Private &doe in preatittp.lobs, John L. eqmer, ed..
'

. Brokilia;,1878, s. -, rtobertitlimer, "Employment 'Axes and Subldies" (procesed), p. 19 ft
ilohneralmer Statement before the'8filypommittee on Adminlstrati011 of the Internal RevenneCode;' ',Comet on Hoboes and.the Start Conimittee on Small Mathias:4118. Senate, July p, 1978.

.c.. -
, "

!'
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() third, emphlyers till not participate if the? are required to comply with
excessive amounts of regulation and paperwork. The adm rative costa as:-
sociated with recruiting and certifying eligible participafits gete prograins
can be mpeOlally burdensome. .

04,4
THE COST OF PROVIDING JOBB IN PRIVATE VERU,B Thr UBI ECM R

Both public and private job creation programs suffer from the problem of dia-
placement. That is, employers use the subsidies to hire people that they would havehired anyway. In programs, this problem is often refm-red to as "fiscal sub"-
stitutism." In private sector wage subsidy programs it is often libelled even nuiro
perjonatIvely, as a "windfall gain" for employeo. These differences in tern-1411114y
should not obscure the fact that the processes arc essentially equivalent hYthe
two cases'.

In 'the public sector case, the payr l say' enerated by fiscal substitution
edniprove the condition of local gover mental etm in 'the short run art fre-quently enable a local government to re p sales or p iperty taxes lower than they.
otherwjse would be over the longer run. In the private sector case, "windfall pm-
fits" in the short run may result in an expansion of .output and lower prices (ex-
pecially in competitive industries) over the longer run. Inboth cases, thpre may
be some reduct4o,u In inflationary pressures as a result of lower taxed or prices.

More generally, most of tiM funds initially fr.eed up as a result of displacement are
eventually ehannelen back into the economy. If this does not Occur through such
means as lower taxes or prices, then it will 'occur through greater ilividend pay- ,94

s investMent in the private sector and less bqrrowing or mole capital
expendituies in the public sector. The distributional consequences of these secon-
darrailocationsbf public funds areurrently not known. lioNvever, there is clearly

. greitee? political revulsion itAiust providing subsidies to the private as compared
to the Vublic sector. Federal government eevenhe sharing rue private enterprise is
.no.t an idea whose time has come, except 'perhaps when such subsidies take theform of investment tax eredits

These, political considerations aside, the choice between nubile and private
sector suhsidy,prograins should rest, in large part, onthe budget. rusts per job
created. This eost, in turn, depends on:

(o) the level of the subsidy in each sector; end
(11) the displacement rate in each 4ector.
Currently, with much higher subsidy levels in the public 'than in the privatetector (see Tahle PSE is clearly N, more expensive ,program unless it can be

shoWn that displacement rates are very much lower in, the nubile sector. Table 3
provides stine figures to illustrate this point.

The table indicates thai, with a 20 percent displacement rate in the public 'sector and ari 80 percent rate in the private sector, private sector job creation is
Still the cheaper alternative because the average subsidy level prevailing in UT
is much higher than the subsidy level estalfffshed for the New Jobs Tax Credit)

A critical question, then; is what arc the displaci.ment rates in, these programsDo they, ih fact, diverge as much as suggested in the above example, and if so,why?
TABLE 3.ESTIMATED COSTS' Of PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE JOB CREATION

Public sector Private sector

: .
t I . 000.'000, 000

' $7, 200
S I , 000. 000, 000

2$1,260
. . 139, 000 794,000... A._ ... ... a 2B 000 '635,000..3 111,000

9,009
158,000

,
1

Budget
d y- i, v.1 .

.

(.3 falai npmber *lobs subsidized (I) divided byT2)
iE.4 Displacement assumed...,. ......... ..

j5)''Cost
job' divided 'Roe ' 'la

Net job creption3.,.-., ....._ ..., ..
peS (1) by (5)..

6, 329_a_
I Average visiteItfor CETA-PSE established by the 1978 amendments, Does not include overhead or tiainingNosts.,4 Average subsidy el in the new jobs tax mild on 1st year abed*, wages (60 percent of FUTA base 61 14,200 mines`h 40-pereent loss of tax offsets' against snbsidized waizes).

.I 20 ,
' 80 meet.
Iwo lot

' ,
.,.

creatlan on the-141,,round of spending only. Additional jobs,are cies(ed ai the initial injection of-funds flowthrough thstetorionly. .,..*' These estimates ignore the possible saving from welfare os,otheNri,arogramsand the incieesed revenues len-crated by extra employment.
., ,

A It is asumectlor the purpoiss oT this discussion that both tubes of programsare financed !lithe same wayand that any secopci-round economic curets which occur as the fundsace channelectthrotigh the economy aresimilar r !. .a Revenue losses froth the ITC are about $15 billion annually/An emp.loranst tax credit funded at thislevel would probahty create in the neighborhood of 2.7 million new jobs see Table 3).la Rot h.alternatives compare favorably to the costs of creating ro b s lige acroeedhe-board tax hits or in-creases, in government axpenclitutres which carry price tags in the nelghborhood'of $20,000 to 630,000 per Job.. .

.
.

A .
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The 20 percent displacement figure toed hi a above example is con-
sistent with the first round of evidence from th Institytion kopitoring
study reported earlier by the Conunission.0 Thiii is-pro ably a loWer 'Oft sinceother studies have found higher displacement rates:12Jn say case, theia is cur-
rently no consenstts on what the "true" rate might be vildesiover timeand in response to variations in proilrant design. A aipilar degree oft uitshrtaintyexists with respect to displacement in private se6tor.prograrmt. Several, ENtopeancountries which have used these schemes extensively reportastement rates of
well over 50 percent bop less than 75 percent.13 Some early,eVideili frotnli surveyof employers in the U. suggests that, of those who knew itOblit'the New JobsTax Credit and were eligible to receive it, abbut 75 percent used. It krefubsidize
employment increases which would have taken Ace wren without/the progratu:t!

The finding in Titble 3 ths4, the costs of lob creatIciti in the two sectpris are
roughly comparable is probably not coincidental and may have a riuire Kinds-
mental explanation. There is evidence taut both public and priVrite eMployers
respond in much the same way to it decrease in the cost of labor by' ex angling
emploSrment." It Inny.siniply he that the much larger subsidy levels per lob in thepublic sector elicit -correspondingly larger additions to employment. Viewed inthis way it would nut be at all surprising to find that the cost per job created is
very similar across sectors.'" Thus, the justification for higher subsidy levels in the
public sector probably needs to be made on grounds other than cost. Possible
arguments for providing deeper subsidies it to the public sector could include:

(a) A preference for public sector over private sector output;
(I)) Targeting of public sector jobs on harder to employ groups and of private Vsector jobs on less disadvantaged groups; or use of public sector jobs to guarantee

work to selected -segments of the population which would necessitate fullsubsidization.
(e) ',lore ability to control displacement in the public than in the private sector.

'Deeper subsidies for the public sector provide cheaper labor to the public thanto the private sector and could encourage an overexpansion of public relative to
private sector output.13 Oft course, if this bias toward public sector output is
deemed desirable, then ingre generous subsidies for this sector are also appropriate.

Another factor which might justify differential subsidization is different eligi-
bility standards in the private and public sectors with public jobs being reserved
for the least employable groups. However, a comparison of current eligibility rulesfor NE. (Title II) and for the WIN and Targeted Jobs Tax Credits strggest thatthe private lector programs are actually targeted on groups with '{tort: severe
employment handicaps. Thus, there is currently no consistency between bubsidy
level.s, and eligibility standards. Nor is there any apparent rationale: for using
different eligibility criteria in the public vs. the private sector, and it-may be de-
sirable in the future to move these programs toward a common standard.of:peed.
Moreover, some standardization of eligibility criteria would permit greater.centiml-
izat inn of certiticati4on procedures in a single agency which might then tak4n the
responsibility for verifying and monitoring the income levels and other characteris-
tics of participants. icithimt some attempt to streamline and irnprov6 theA

National Cominksion for :Manpower Policy. An Interim Report fo the Congresi."Job'4reation
Through Public Service Employment," Report No. it. March 1575, Volume ILI' See the review of the evident, fo the paper by Michael form and Daniel- I lamermesh In "Job Creation
Thrinjth Public Service Employmeui, op. cit.. Volume III. Also Laurie flaSsi andAlan Fgehter, "TheImplivaTions for iseal Substitution and Ociupational 1)Isplacomettt Under an Expanded FTA (TitleVI, rtain Institute Final Report lint. October 1978,

It'See Append. National ticmmission for Manpower Pours, Fourth Annual Report.
11 Eisner. op. M.
Is That-is. ho oblation v of demand for labor is similar in the Iwo sectors. See lraidel Slams mach," Scotto-metric Studios of Labor lit, i i and t heir Application to, Policy Analysis," Journal of 'Inman nekurcra. ,Fall 1974I, vol. II, no. I. pp. .7.417-'1.1. Wo don't.k now, however, the extent to which the elasticity varies withthe level of t he subsidy. V.mployer responsiveness' may 1* relatively lower at/higher than at moderate levelsof subsidy whioh wiiii1,1 'tend to male public sector programsmore expensive.
" This conclosiou Ic shared by a iwnilier of PNI wrt 5. In fact, sturral have estimated I hat t he eoms ate lowerin the private *tor. IFetlike. Ytdithun. and U ITireetioation Codtdotual and QhalltattrtImpact of Employment Tar Credit,. W yr,. pjohn Institute, August 1075: ilarrierrnesir, 1978, op. cll. vDeeper sillisidiztuiou may or may not Wail wider sultsidizat ion, In outer words, we are lint here dIs-citssitig the allocat bin nflotal }oh creation funds between-Me public and private sectors but rather the levet . .of subsidliat ion per job. .It Currently, private lector subsidies are opon-eurled grants,which encourage a substitution of itdaor for .capital for low-A:died for high-skilled labor) in the production of additionaloutput. Ilublit secter subsidies

ere closed-ended giVits (block grants available by formula to each jurisdiction) and thus do not encourageemployer, It expand t heir use of locost 1'SE workers 9eynnil what is provided for in the block'grant. Sonic. sdanalysra have reonmrnended.thnp lescl than 100 peregnt. sttlt9idles be provided To t he public sector but Mat t hegrants themselves he unl ed hope 111Mlithill Palmier, op, cit.1,1ader an open-ended system, eomtgutib
Iles which were unable to Ilse addit imial eligible.workers efficiently. oven at reduced CosticArould not have toparticipate while those with unmet social needs Whltdieould Its provided by PS E workers might expand :their participation. If the produtifity of some members -Of the ligible *ovulation is Once to zero,. which
Is what a 100 percent subsidy implies, then it is questionable whetherthey belong a r&E progjam at all.
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procedures, the potential for abuse and inequitable treatment of applicants is
considerable.-

Finally, it may be easier to control aisplacement in the public than in the private
sector. This can be achieved, for example, by requiring that CETA workers bq
employed onspeeially created projects. The disadvantage of this approach is that
it may also reduce the value of the output*which,can be produced. tforces prime
sponsors to use PSE workers to provide services that taxpayers are not normally
willing to support.

Various effitrts have also been made to control displacement in the private
sector. Here, the major strategy has-been to design marginal subsidies which only
pay employnf who expand employment beyond some base level. Some of the
complexities involved in designing marginal employmellt. subsidies are discussed
in11paper prepared for the Commission by Professors1Bishr and Hayeman."
As they point out, it is difficult to design a program which i both marginal and
categorical that is targeted on the increased employment of hard-to-employ
workers. One reason for this is a lack of information on a firm's employment of
eligible groups in the base period. A similar problem besets PSE programs due to
the lack of historical data on the characteristics ottlie employees of state and
local governments avd of community based organizations, broken down by their
characteristics and whether they are CETA-supported or not. Without this kind
of data land even with it), it is difficult to say whether counterstructural job
Creation programs:

(a) Lead to any net increase in jobs for eligible groups as opposed to a atove-
ment of eligible workers from unsubsidized to subsidized job slots; 2a and

(b) Lead to any net increase in total jobs as opposed to a substitution of eligible
for ineligible workers. - A. ,...

IMP 1(T ON INFLATION

One final issue to be addressed is whether private sector subsidy programs are
better inflation- fighters than public sector subsidy programs. There is not complete
consensus on this question, but the following considerations appearto be relevant:
. (a) Entry level wages tend to be higher in the public than in the private sector,
creating the possibility that PSE programs will force private employers to grant
competitive wage increases which will be inflationary.

(0Lowe abor mats are more likely tb beitranslated into lower4prices in the
private sewer. 1 4 . 3. .

LONG RIIN GAINS FOR PARTICIPANTS
.

..

Jbb creation programs, whatever theiro.immediate effects on the 'employntent -
and income of participants, do not necessarily improve the lOnger-term ability of
these individuals to compete in the unsubsidized labor market. And since the ,
duration of the subsidiied employment experience is generally only for one or two

any failure of the programs on this score may leave people no better. off
than. before and call into question the wisdarn ofcommitting public funds to these
Activities.

It is hoped that the exieriebie of having a job will improve the attitudes, work
habits, and skills of participants and certify their employability, leading to higher
earnings subsequently. Although some evaluations of both private and public job
creation programs have F..uggestd that such gains do occur, methodological pro-
blents inhibit placing too much -credence in the results and certainly make it im-
possible to gliarItilay any differences bet ween the public and the private sectors on
this score. - S

lo rithu Visitor) and Robert I faventan,".Categorleal FOnployment Incentive Prtrams: Isrmes of At ruct ure
and besiga,..... preeovsed. k,

le Note tffat data on the changing economic and demographic. characteristics of CETA workers which
are often advanced as Jill:Kildare. of the program's specters are not generally rtccom nied by data trn t he
changing charamerislics of al) government and c BO employees. Further, it is pessi that the absorption
Of the economically disadvantaged and midorities into these two sectors etas been acco nPanied by at Teed' 4
some decline in their partielpatiOn In the private scaor relative to whatrrit would have heen in t he absence -
of PSE programs. Thus, an observed increase in theemployment of minorities in PSE, jobs does not 'leers-
sarilor mean that their overall euritiri »lent, has increased by as intirh. Their employment rn nonsubsitlized
government jobs and In rewalar private sector Jobs may be legs than it would have beg!' in the abjenoe or ..
the frograrn. . .. . . .

31 This occurs when employers hire riaditional workers tp produceirdditIonal output which can then only
, be sold at lower priekt. If lower labor con in the public sector reduce sale } or property taxes. this could also

be antiInflationary.1311t it 11)ey an. used tio expand public sector output. there is no corresponding reduction y,
In measured prices. 1% heaving here Is areduction in "real" prices or not depends on the value society puss on
the additive] public seetor cut put. The iniale effects in.both cases alsodepend on how any ii itial reduc-
tion I b prire.or Incleare in. ra, ket wages Nets people's expectations about the future course bf inflation.

1 1.
1, ' :f .. .

C
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More qualitatively, it is often,irgued that one clear advan of private sector
job creation is the fact that any skills acquired are immedia ferable to a
permanent job within that sector and that the 'tax credits o d to employers
operate as an effective recruitment and training subsidy. The fact that the training
sometimes consists of learning _how to fill a hamburger order Is frequently men-
tioned as a possible problem. However, subsidisation of nonentry level jobs does

Ono seem particularly appropriate, given limited budgetary resources. Moreover,
any attompt to combat this problem by introducing and then monitoring a bignifl-
cant training component is such programs leads to greater administrative com-
plexity and the possibility that employers will reduce their participation. As we
have seen, this lack of participation has been the Achilles' heel of past programdirected at the private sector.

.) " CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Base on the foregoing review,, the nation may. wish to move toward achieving
greatpf balance and articulation between the use of subsidies to provide jobs for the
structurally unemployed in the public and private sectors:

1) Currently (fiscal year 19711) $2.5 billfon Is obligated for counterstruettiralPS provide 275,000 fully subsidised jobs for the economically disadvantaged

I if' :lei
tern unemployed. By contrast, it is estimated that less than $800 million is

I to be spent for the WIN, welfare and targeted job tax credits, even owe tb*:
implemented in fiscal year 1981. -

(2) twotrld be possible to move toward common eligibility standards. for these
programs with a single agency (e.g., CETA prime sponsors) responsible for certi-
fying eligilplty.'

(3)-..It is not clear why deeper subsidies should be provided to public than to
." Orivate employees, unless public sector jobs are to be reserved for harder-to-

employ groups or contain a larger training component: Current eligibility stand-
ards suggest that the private sector is being asked to'hire the more 'difficult to
employ groups with less financial incentive than is the Case in the public sector.

(4) Both PSE thndwage dubsidy programs entail a substantial windfall gain for
employers, which may ,or may not be passed! on to citizens or consumers in the°

'dorm of lower taxes or lower prices. Programs should be designed to minimize,
this windfall`to the extent feasible, but some windfall is inevitable. These windfall-
goats may not be excessive given the potential social and economic benefits to he
Arived from putting people to worlA Furthermore, there isno evidence that the
net budget costs of producing jobs are' inherently lower in one sector than it the
other. If anything, the evidence suggesta

:
that lob creation is leg's costly ill the

..1private'sector. . ,

, (a) The fact that windfall gains in the public :debtor take the form of "revenge
sharing' rather than "tax cuts foe business" may make PSE more politically
acceptable thah private sector subsidization end .eould argue for dirtkting mote
federal job creation dollars toAthe public sector. On the other hand, thefact that
the absorptive capacity of the Public Bettor is limited, that the value of additional
peblic sectot output may be low, and. that the ultimate objective should ,be tb .
move most of the structurally unemployed infollItt regular job market argues for
.mire? !unsling of subsidies for the priv

(,The success of past private se
insufficient attenti,. on to informing.
targeting which was yie0f.d as ove

..' in recently.have been 'eorrefleiencies' ed
as too small by employers, 'and admMastratt arrangements whir were ove ly
burdensome. Some of these; earlier-ffe

0

' enacted legislation. However; anyvegeladonewhich are proMulgated in connectio
with this new legislation and any ftitIre legislative initeativesn. be cartfull
fashioned with these problems in mind. There is at least the possibility that.suc
changes would make these ,schemes more attractive to employers and thus in-

. crease their utilization and ultimate effectiveness.
(7) Targeted programs? whether in the public or the private sector, ore designed

to improve the employment prospects of certain categories, of workers. Manypeople
unemploy-ment

are concerned tha this may elimiaate job opportunities for other groups of
work

below what it \void otherwise he at any given level of inflation. Therefore,
the gain?' for subsidized walks need; notcome only at the expense of unsubsidised ,
workers. At the same tini uch more attention needs to be given to howta.
maximize the potential Of ei programs to effect noninflationary increastsn
total emploment and outptf These gains are uncertain at best and we have not
learned very much about hew to achieve theSo. c . "

4 r.. .

M.. vv^ 87..

e or.
suleidy schemes has been inhitjited by .

plOYera about' the provisiored of t'he' law,
restrie ive; subsidies which were vieved
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(R) In its Third Annual Report, the Commission expressed reservations about
PSE as an employability development policy." Similar reservations could be
expressed about the ability of subsidised employment in the private sector to
improve long-term employment protipects and earnings. Neither of these programs
is likely to serve the needs of these with the most serious labor market handi-
caps. The latter need much more intensive counseling, remediation, and training.
Thus, some "creaming" of more employable individuals is to be expected in job
creation programs and should htft be viewed as an undehirable outcome unless it
also represents a pure windfall for entployers.

M). The above pidicy recommendations are directed toward some rationaliza-
tion'of public And private sector job creation programs for the structurally un-
employed. A similar set of arguments could be advanced with respect to public and
private seetor job creation programs for the cyclically unemployed. With the demise
of the NJTC at the end of I978, the nation will have no general employment
subsidy with which to counter any recession which might emerge-fiver the next

, year or two. Some consideration might be given to adding a well-designed- none
, targeted, temporary! tax credit which would subsidize increases in employment
'beyond sortie base .level which varies with the overall state of the economy.
Without such a program ka ylace, and in the event of y, recession, the nation
might ,lAlorced° to rely on euuntercyclical l'SE or macroeconomic policy to a
greater degree than is necessary or desirable. In additkm, a.general employtpathVa.,,
subsidy would ht4p aoffset the increases in payroll taxes and minimum waaet!
scheduled for 1979.aaptlbsequent years.
. Senator Byrn.sEN. I have a note here that Congressman Brown Ts
aetained bif the weather and will not be attending, hot he has an
opening statement lkh, without objection, )ve will put in the record
at- -this point. .

[The opening statement of Represenlgtive Brown followsl

OFENixa sTATFNIENT OF It E.PnE81,7NTATIYE CLARENer. J. BitowN
":NIEr. rutirntan, I welcome the witnes,'s to this, the second day, of these very

important hearings on structural unemployment.
The problem of structural unemployment is the most severe social and economic

crises we have in this Ountry today,
The problem tnost seriously hits the young anti minorities. Teenagg unemp$14Y-

ment i.s, after four year,lt of recovery, still above its pre-recessicru peak.,Alinority
youth unemoloyment measured, and I use the. t errri loosely, et 35 percent.
Tint., the troth of the matter is that jhe barriers'are so strong and the opportunities
no limited that too many of Our youth simply leave the job market. Consequently,
we can only guess iit the ride of ttnemployed youth in the central cities. Some
estimates run as high as 60 percent, and they represent a ticking bomb waiting
to go off unless there is some easing in their dsperate situation.

.

iAt the first day of hearing, We heard ?testimony that the private sector is
needed to help the structurally ntremployed. We heard 341 ..training MIS, in
most part, the key to helping the structurally un ) e . We heard a great
deal of s'upport for subsidies attached to training. t "e'lltard support, for the
work of intermediate organizations and on -tiro -job training inipgratits in the
labiate rcrnr.

13ttiri what we must hear from Congress are new inititityives desi4.ried tia aid the
struotIVainemployed. To help those peQpie who are the unemployment sta.-

, tisties.t .kelp those people who faee the tightest of,,job markets. To help those+
people'wh2)are losing maws most. important defon.z 4-hope.-

.Sentita,,j3P:vr7:F.N. One thin 0-41 1 have learned in t tine here is
)01i1,.the",..(4.eneriit ton of ideas. t iis committee; NN'e re a lot of them.
TheAcbmit..; really be'gin t nk intotbe consho ness of many

4-nemh ,:gr. certainly the publts. the press, tintij ley have beet(
tot:ie.:1a y, many times, but they.involve one', ig lat yciii and
the of her s V(? W-orked on vet }' much.
r; tr. IfnmerrnetiTh, will you P:rcpiseed, now, sir.

odt

l'Tird Annual ar,t,crt to the President and the Congress of tha ';"Zolioind rnmrpiP4mlk ow.1
PcpY..1n ..limearnent of CP.:T.t, i1laYSJ.78, 7 '

..4.
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IV
STATEMENT OP. DANIEL S. HAMERNESE, PROFESSOR OP ECO-

NOMIES, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

MT.-HAMERMESH;Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement Unit
would like to present for the record.

. , Senator 'BErSEN. Fine, withbut objection.
Mr. HAMERMESH. May I comment on some points already made.
&appreciate the opportunityto appear today. As you mentioned,

I, ad others, evolved-Ithe wage 'subsidy idea 3 or 4. years ago. 14
testified in 1975 before the committee in .icago, and. I think I was
the only one who spoke in faiiiir of the 1 ; tax credits. it, and tlle
other ideas, met with silence during ti. , e of expanding public
Service employment programs. . .

Deipite that, as you noted, 18 months later we had the New Jobs
Tax Credit law, on the books, and today we have the targ$ted program,
which aims up to $000 per hire if they are irt,the categories of-,dis-

., advantaged gpups, Welfare recipients, and others.
To have sUted rapidly from no policy 0 a general subsidy, toa

categorical subsidy, requires that we be clear rhat we can expect
, x ect from th9se policy tools.
i7 oufd li to analyze some conclusions I have come to on these

ys,rio aslires, and since the invitation letter asked for program.
recomnien a ions would like to make a ftw program comments-as.et t
well. I think those issues may, be as imporNnt as tha more general
economic issues. I .

.-:14 It appears to me that a wage §obsidy likAhe new ..bs tax predit is
"oing to be ineffective when the 'edonomy is at I ,,,,-I elow the non- .

'k. accelerating-inflation unemployment rate, as it is now. I stiffer from._
Ms. Sawhill on this, since I don't view a wage-subsidy as a cheap way
of lodrering the inflatio .rate, today. It will lower labor c6sts and the
employers may pass t se savinffs On to consumers, but this subsidy
involves a tax loss, an thdt lossr.has toi lanced somehow. In most
cases in the past, that been financedal .. aster printing of money,
and although I am no coMplete niatietii.rist, although I spent' 4
years in Chicago, it see to me this cost works against the benefits.:

q I, don't sec these progr as -eking a single bit for lowering the ra4
of inflation. :

,

r BENTSEN... Le eltsk you thil: Some of these persons
on't ualify for,welfare payments. Isn't. that a tradeoff? .3
Mr. AMERMESH. There, will still be some tax loss, and some midi

don hancing has-to be done. 5:

.' Sena ,r BENTSEN. But I would assume that there would be some
contribution to the productiyity, of the 'country by taking this job as
opposed-to not working at all.
. Mr. HAMERMESH. There would be more output, but I am not sure
average output would go up. We could build scenarios where it would .
go down. The total Totrld go up though, am quite sure. ia

Nonetheless, I agfee here with my colleagues that this kind Of pro-
gram iaLdesigned,'.andito me the'most impoftant (thing at this point
is1,5 matte sure it be fillable as a countercyclical device to le triggred

risen in the aggro te unemployment rate.,If we had that, it would
serve. in its correct rolee as a oeuntercyclical tool. -. #

fP -
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One way of doing this.inight be a trigger of a general wage subsidy,
like the new jobs tax credit,tocome into effect when the aggregate
unemployment rate rises to about 7 percent, or some figure roughly
around there. This would insure the subsidy would become effective
only in periods that represent depressed business activiky, when this
would be appropriate as a countercyclical tool. .

I agree with two previous-witnesses, and also some_of the people
who spoke in your first series of hearings, , that thtargeted jobs
credit can eventually only have email longrun' impacts in redigpag
the unemployment rate without acdelerating price inflation. .

As Mr. Palmer noted, this is because. most of the targeted groups
contain individuals whose labor force involvement responds readily
to job opportunities. What is going to happen is that the wage sub-
sidles in most .categories will mdur,e individuals to enter the labor
foree,anirthetargeted groups' wages will be driven back to their
original level. This does mean there will be more people in these groups
in ,the labor force, and the groups' incomes will be higher. There may
not be any/unemployment rate impact, but there will be an overall
earnings impact, which-I don't think should be taken lightly. It is an
important implicit

These are long-term effects, and to me they have been stressed far
too much by e who analyze the issue. There are many studies by
economists s lig that, while the labor force responses are large,.
they take ti to. occur. This flooding into e labor force doesn't16 4

take place instantaneously.
The beS1 evidence I can see is that over a perm( from 1 to 3 years

after a subsidy like this is initiate& orte can have some impact on
structural unemployment rates. This is especially true in those groups
whose labor supply is less responsive to changed opportunities, and
the impact on, unemployment rates would be greater in the short run./
if more of the subsidy could be targated toward those,groups whose
response to changed economic opporefinities is lest.

So I would recommend, therefore, that disadvantaged heads of
households be placed on th,p list of targeted groups, since evidence..
suggests that household heads are relatively unresponsive to changed
'economic opportunities. If we could target on this disaiantaged
group, we could have substantial impact on its unemployment rate
without drawing many more people into the labor force.

These are general remarks, and I would like to deal now with a...few
,programmatic issues.

People. have spoken about the greater need to involve private em-
ployers. You yourself state that we almost have hidden the credit':
light under a barrel, or did in 1977, on the new j'obs credit, law: In.par-
ticular, the problem, I think, is that a lot of the knowledge of this is 4
limited to financhil officers-firms' officers' who do the tax forms fo1r
the company, that is. But hiring is rjot.,done by financial officers. It is
done by personnel officers. I think a direct outreach program toward
personnel officers, those who are involved in doing the hiringy:$14.
have a subStantipl effect in making this thing more visible \and also
mpre.effective.
, Second; this iVan issue that rthink is

:Seriafor BEsTsEs. The mint yon made, CongressmaiBrown ade.
He Said he has a small business,. and at the end of the,year his ti x man

.
.
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said, "Oh by the way,.youlave 4 tax credit here." I Might be hiring
new personnel offlier it I had a thsponte like that.

B.uvyon are quite right.. We ought to get it on the front'end.
Mr. stigisaitut. It is up to the employes. to go to the Employment

,41 Service to get theipeople certified as being eligible. At least that is howI understand the regulations on this Program.
Unfortunately, I have.talked to several State employment securitydirectors, includin ur own in Michigan. The employment security

people don't feel t elves staffed up to deal with the deluge of re-
quests for certifications they are going to.get from various companiest to take advantage of this program. I)ideed, I can envision,tife s recommended by Dr. Palmer and myself coke into effect, theree a logjam.

For that reason, I think it might make sense to hold off pushing the
program, at least for 4 or 6 months, until we can make sure that the
Employment Service is meeting the certification requirements satisfac-torily. If not, I can imagine private-sector empfbyers getting very up-
set and washing their hands of the whole program because the Employ-
ment Service isn't doing the job that it may not in fact be equipped todo.

If nothing else, I -think it should be monitored very clOSely.and, if
need he, reallocations required in the employment security mechanism
so that more attention is given to the targeted ern.pinyees..

1'inally, there is a lot of sti rma that tarreiino. involvesi.Indeed, we
saw in the 1960's under the-4 BS program that .a lot of firms:wouldn't
bother taking the credi y wouldn't take the JOBS contract.They saw the peop,who lified as being ipso facto not worthy ofemployment.

.
Senator pipiNr*EX., YOU are

1"
say.thg the individual himself didn't want

that kind of chissification liut on him? . . .
Mr. RANIER. sti. Partly that., and partly the employer, too. It in

effect c egative impact ,on the employment schemes of the
person.

40' . .I th on ray to get tii-ound this, and this has been talked about
earlie today, is that we should to tret to some extent for geographical
areas, inner cities and depressed al as, rather than individuals. So I
would recominent that if triggers are being talked about, that triggers;be put into the program where the unemployment rate exceeds 5 per-
cent, including areas like inner cities. I think with the new expansion
of the Current Population tirvey recommended by the Levitan Com-
mission, we will have sufficient datalto target moron geographicalareas. .

k.;enator TicivrsEN. With respect Co appropriatibns requested to en-
large the geog,raphicieniple distribution is it your feeling thatthe
statistics we have on Seine of the targeted unemployment are not reli-
able enough? Do you have confidence in the validity of these statistics,

Nor not?
..-

As I look at these.probirihs, and, the compn were vorkingp the.

last election op this, I feel vjraire not goingtde enough into our sta-
tistical problem; and I,wonder if we have a full enough sample. Do you

. share that cpncejrn?. I get feedback from some pref,ty.explosivegroups.

.6 Mi. iilammAtiuniffi. Pthink,Pgiven the size of ie .sample we are
talking about, Ave are doing the best we can. I gather they are going

a.
a 'c'...,- .. 1, . ..
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to fi3comniend 'expariding the sample substantially. We have had
expansions, and we .should get a better estimate by kridividual geo-
graphic areas.

Senitor BENTSEN. I think they'. are talifin about another.
million.

Mr. liaNtERMESS. I think another 20,000 households, or something
like that. This would be 200,000 people being surveyed every month.
This is stibstil enough, I think, to gigs you reasonable estimate
for each are the size of the uneniployment rate among fairly
narrowly' defined demographic groups. I am fairly optimistic about
that. If it is ic structural program, it should be structured both in
terms of demographics and also in terms of geographies, Aside74from
that aspect, it will have benefi.eip.1 results on regional differences,
which Mr. Palmer alluded to.

I would appreciate a chance to answer any more questions you
have.

Senator BENTsEN: We are 'very pleased to have you, Professor
Hamermosh.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hamel-mesh follows:]

PIrt.rAegu STATEIrENT OF DANIEL S. !Bur:nut:sir

Policy and Program Uwe* in lob ,Tax 'Credit*
Mr. Chairmlifintentbers of the Committee: I thank you for'. the opportunity

to appear before this body to diseus.s our wage subsidy policies. I testified before
the Committee in Ortober 1975. At that time I spoke in favor of private Sector
employment tax credits. My comment and those at others discussing this policy
option were met with silence at a time of deepening recession and rapidly expanding
public service jobs progratns. Yet 18 months tater we hall on the books the New
Jobs Tax Credit, (NJTC), a limited general Wage subsidy titled toward low-wage
workers. Today that has been revlaced by the Targeted Jobs Credit (TJC),
categorical wage subsidy that alldfvs firms nearly unlimited total credits up to.,,
$3,000 per hire if they increase hires of worker in such labor-force categories as
disadvantaged youths, handicapped indivicluMe, welfare recipients, and others.

With this rapid shift from no poliey, to 41 general subsidy, to a categorical
subsidy, we need to be clear on what we can remsonahly expect from these policy
te,ols. Achieving this clarity can then fluor us,to improve the structure of the TJC1

*,to enable it to meet its stated goals. The following general considerationAppear
paramount:

"A general wage subsidy like the NJTC 'is jrieffective when the economy isat
or below the nonaccelerating4uflation unemployment rate, as it is now. But s4eh
a subsidy siicitild be available to lie triggered by rises in the aggregate unemploy-
ment rate. It would then serve in its appropriate role as.a countercyclical tool in
the event, of an economic downturn.

TJC can eventually only have small effects in reducing the tinemploy-
ment rate ?Yakima accelcirating price inflation. After sevef'M years of operation,

it will, though, iticrease the incOmes of targeted groups by inducing increase,(
employment and labor-force participation' v

TJC can have beneficiabshort-termsay 1 to 3 yearimpact on struc-
tural unemployment problems. This is especially true if the targeted groups
consist of low-wage workers strongly attached to the labor force."

As now structured the TJC contains a number of features that militate against
its success in achieving, even the limited goals that I have outlined as appropriate.
It could be improved by the following changes:

"Greater direct involvement of personnel departments. We saw in the 1960's
that this was a necessity he effort.to increase the employment of disadvantaged
worjters.

."'To rernovePareof the stigeeathat targeting confers on individuals, then credit
should have a component aimed at 'geographic areas of high unemployment
inner cities and depresatd regionsrather than being targeted solely to individuals

,withhigh probabilities'Of being unemployed.

9 °
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... meats of the TJC with its o
"The Emillbyment Service is t eapableof handllnathe

stalling. Its tun d be Iporeasifd to
catio4require-

?neet' this need, especially Because the TJC provides th&einlo4er, for the first.
,, .., tiMit,Atigoeqtivo to mateatise of VAployment.flervice."

. ,.:. ..t.i..4... ' ,

gm these general and imam. 'IL- t
° .)..i. -. IX ''

,
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'1,- .The blist evidence suggests that the economy Is' nor 6o below the aggregate
unempiolment rate at which the rate of price inflation can by kept constant.
If 4 pereent unemployment waif the accepted target in the early 1960's, 6 p&cent
should be.today: Changes In the structure of the labor force alone-have added
l3' percentage points, and' expansient.of various income maintenance programshave added another 3/4 percentage:pint. In this economic environment a general
wage subsidy cannot be effective in ameliorating inflation and reducing the unem-ployment rate, nor can-it tilt the pattern of hiring to groups with severe unemploy-
ment problems. ...

One should also not view a general wage subsidy as a cheap-way of lowering the
inflation rate at a time when the economy Is operating at the .nonaccelerating-
inflation unemployment rate. It v/ill lower labor costs, and employers may passthe cost savings on tq consumers In the form of lower product prices. But the tax
loss produced by the subsidy must be financed somehow, and the accepted patternfor such financing in the past has been more rapid growth of the money supply.

'Mils-monetary expansion will vitiate any beneficial effects on prices that the de-
cline in employer-paid labor costs'inig I have had.

I do not deny the usefulness of gen rt0 wage subsidies. The evidence suggests
that they were very helpful in expandih employment and lowering price inflation
during 1977. They will he helpful in future recovery periods, and they should beavailable on a triggered basis to initigate the severity of economic downturns.They are not, however, designed for periods of low unemployment, and they can-not be expected to lessen. the economic problems attendant upon such periods.For problems of structural unemployment a structural remedy Must be relied .upon. .

.

The Targeted Jobs Credit is an excellent potential structural remedy, but evenits impact is likely to be limited. 'this is eCause most of the groups that are
targeted are very responsive to changed 'nomic opportunities and flow easily
into the labor force when these improve. The TJC willinitially expand demand forindividuals in the labor force in the targeted groups, but.evidence shows that
others outside the labor force will enter the labor force and compete for the jobscreated by the subsidy. While employment in the group will have expanded, the
larger labor force will mean that the group's unemployment rate will not have
changed much. Wage rates received by the employed will also be unchanged event-ually, as the induced entrants ,pompete them back to their pre-subsidy level.The only change will he an increase in the size of the targeted labor force and anincrease in earnings (but net wage rates) in the targeted group.

These are long run impacts. The evidence suggeSts that, while the targetedgroups' labor supply is responsive to changed opporthrilties, the response takes
some time to become fully effective. Some recent work I have done with a simula-
tion model of laior-market adjustment in the presene&Of a Wage subsidy suggests
that this lagfand other labor-market lags enable the subsidy to maintain half of
its initial effect for roughly three years. The duration of the effect depends, as the
numbers in the table below indicate, on, the assumptions made about the speedof labor-market adjustment. But using the best available estimates of the param-
eters describing this phenomenon, we may conclude that there is some scope for
a,short-term reeluction in unemployment rates.

a

NUMBER OF YEARS BEFORE HALF OF THE INITIAE 'IMPACT OF A.WAGE SUBSIDY DISAPPEARS4. -

.0
Labor marks4dlustmeqt

Slow Medium Fast

Employment 10 3 2Wage rates 8 4 2
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v
a-Producing a permanent &pact on unemfiloyent rates requires that: the tar-

.,gated ewer' lehnr.eopply be unrespon§tve to changed opportunities. Uinfortun-
atefy .thg econontriti evidence impliat his-is not true for mo of the groups..

. yargete( Ily, the,TJC. fax a targeted credit to achieve, a longer- erm impact on
tlneipployine t Tates, it wottld have to Lie targeted toward group wfsh a strong-,

1k-force-a taeturteritsAnsong the grotipsynow .targeted only ie veterws,
likely to he ki thisZsituatien.. As ahvaldition loiv:ffage heads of .housekoThip

,should be sineeti out for special tergeting,..since the evidence suggests that heuse-
hold heads are strongly attached to the labor force. This would create jobs for
persons with low family incomes,.and the economic reasoning shows that wage
subsidies targeted to this 'group have -the best chance of achieving a long-term
impact on unempl3yment.

Even if there is no permanent impact on unemployment rates, and the TJC
just, shifts people from work at home to work in paid employment, a strong case
can still he made in its behalf. The growth of Social Security and income taxes,
and the increased cost of commuting, have placed alarge wedge between the value
of a dollar of gross pay in employment and a dollar's worth of production at home.
To some eTtent the TJC, by increasing demand (or workers in the targeted groups,
can remove part of this wedge and reduce the inttfficiencies caused by the system's

_bias against production in the market.
The available evidence shows that low-wage workers are quickly hired in fairly

large numbers when their wage cost is lowered. Thel:ti is some fairly weak evidence
for this among individuals *ith little formal education, and two recent stud -
using totally different data strongly support this statement as it applies 10
employment. As the Table below Shows, a small cut in the wage cost of ybuths
drastically increases employers' demand for young workers. However, as the Table
also shows, there are also significant cuts in employment of other workers initially
in response to the drop in the cost of employing targeted youth. Targeted youths.
and others appear to be substituted for those not targeted. this negative seconder&
effect means that, to some extent, jobs "created" in the 1 to 3 years during which ti?'
TJC can have an irtipact on employment in the targeted groups do not represent.
net job creation, but are instead a reflection of reduced employment in thenon4;
targeted groups. While the TJC can have a major short-term impact on the em-_,
ployment ofIlow-wrtge workers, at a gine when the economy is operating with a:
tight labor market part of pparent impact represents a redistribution of rather

gt gain in ample
ties be a worthy sh tikrm, policy goal, but it. is not the goal tlje-T.IC was.

t. Of course, redistributing employment opportuni.-

to he tined toward.
Another worrisome negative secondary effect is that the credit biases employers

hiring decisions against workers who hate acquired snore skills. This is OK iitially,
for it is precisely the low-skilled, low-wage individual whom the programSeeks to
help; but it eventually means that the growth in skills embodied in the population
will slow and 'average living standards will rise less rapidly.

INITIAL RESPONSE TO A 1-PERCENT WAGE .SUBSIDY TARGETED To vounic

(Percentage dump ,in employment/

v.

90

Youth.
Workers, 25 .414

Workers. 45 and over

Tin* eries Gensn data,
data 1970

4-7.1 }9.7

7

This problem is inherent in any wage subsidy geared toward the low-wage
worker. Partly it is solved by the TJC through the use of the two-year eligibility
provision. To remmi& still tnore of the problem people who have received skills
training undck CET W (mot people employed under CETA-PV),..,deserve special
consideration as an additional target group. Aside from its benefit in enabling.
the TJC to avoid offering additional disincentives against undertaking training,
this proposal has the added virliies of clarifying the linkages betWeeri our various
emplament policies and of underlining the importance of the acquisition of
skillsVP,the long-term growth of the economy.

A large amount of recent research has claimed that much of the unemployment
problstn is the result of labor force turnover, as individuals in some demographic
groups move between jobs and in and out of the labor force. The TJC can reduce

t .5
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this type of unemployment over the short term by pro incentives thit'liithe two-year benefit duratioo), ter employers to retain, orkeroquhlifying for thecredit.. In this vieWthe essential thing -is 'to ensure the.wOrker's attachment tothe labor fogce.
.f Without going into the relative merits of the 'two proposals from an adminis-

trative viewpoint_, I believe that on economic grounds the objective of stabilizing
employment and laborfterce attachment can also be achieved by offering the
subsidy directly to the worker. This would involve giving job vouchers to indi.-r Viduals in the targeted groups and letting then redeem the vouchers with em-
ployers of their choice. Tth4: brings home to the worker directlythe aid the programprovides to him or her, and it enhances the visibility of the subsidy to the per-
sonnel manager who does the hiring. I believe it might improve the short-termeffectiveness o he subsidy. I stress, though, that it would not 'change the long-term impacts here depend, as ' before,befo on the eventual Kupply responses
of eligibly indi uals not usually in:the labor iorce, responses that seem to be solarge as to suggest that the lohg-term impact will still be on the groups' earnings,not on unemployment rates.

II. PROGRAM ISSUES

Although we have seen that the major long-term impact of the TJC will likely-
eibe to increase earnings rather than change wage rates or unemployment rates,this goal may be desirable on an equity basis Further, the short-term employ-ment gains that can be achieved through apprdpriate targeting and strUcturingof the subsidy-.are important, and the program should be-tailored to ffirease thelikelihood of achieving them. .

The impaat of the TJC will be less than the maximum possible if knowledgof
its benefits it restricted to the individual who fills out a firm's tax forms. We sawin tl first alx months of the NJTC that it topk some time before even tAte.financial

of most corporations were aware of the credit. With the complexity of theLing under the TJC, and even with the incentives it provides pers
"0/11 to become involved.as they attempt to certifyetludr new kites,
even longer lags are highly likely in this program;

. , '-...,.',
To facilitate the use of the credit and increase the immedh* of its effectiveness . -:.

--.- the Department of Labor should become directly involvedin an active rather
-4; than reactive wayin making personneimitiegersre of,the gains th4 can'- accrue tothem from the subsidy. Both a national vertTsing campaign ands direct iovolvement at the local level, with Employment Service officials actively

recruiting local employers) filli hire targeted workers, should be undertaken late
this year to increase the short-term employment effects of the 7INJ g, ,,

Even if no active efforts 'are made by the Employment Seitrice to recruit
employers to take advaentage of the credit, the Employment Service will auto-

ILmatically become heavily involved with the TJC in its capacity as the certifying ..authority. This will clearly' involve a substantial increase in contacts between,,employers and the ES, as the former attempt to discover which of their hires.qualify them for the tax credit. For the first time private employers e a '
large financial incentive to use the ES. Hopefully these enlarged contacts eenprivatatm_ployers and thejuiion's largest job-placement agency will ovethe ES ability to place even those hard-to-employ workers not ciirtildy targeted .by the TJC. OF i.,- - ...

Whether this increased burden can now be met by, the EmploYment Sttseiceis an open question. I envision local offices being swamped with requests forcer-' .tification of individuals' eligibility for the TJC, especially now as the backlog
of hires (builtup since late September 1978) must be certified. If the. ES cannot
certify workers' eligibility rapidly and the backlog Continues to grow, employers-11Fwill give up on the program as "another bureaucratic nightmare," even though .the Employment Service is not directly at fault. To have the prograin discredited-
ab initio solely because a flpod of back claims for 'eligibility .must now be certified

responsibility of c '.'

would be a,hcirrible waste. Resources should be shifted within, the ES, and e
resources should be given to the.ES to meet its enhanced res

*
tying TJC eligibility.

. , ,
A.

4Ss

major program issue is whom .to target or what categories ,get. Weshould:subsidize the poor and the low-skilled, but we do not wiz tatiubsidizelo it skills. (This detrimental stipply4ide effect workl; in the saine.direction as the.
demand-side ffect noted in Section I). If at any tithe we subsidize low skills, wewill induce p ple to become low-skilled. All the evidence Ihave seen su tothat relative plylasticities to occupations are very high. People do res oncl.,.. .

,iF-.
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If we create opportunities or incentives for them to become lowsskilled or to invest
less in themselves. Unless the, cretitts are targeted with care, there . will*, a lot
less investment in skills.

A way to get a handle oh this is to use the distinction bkween "characteristics
that are inherent in an individual, indexes, as opmed to signals, things that people
invest in themselvesthat can. convey informWon. We ' should aim the credits
toward things that ail ..ilexes, that,cannothe changed by the iifitividual, rather
than things that can beaanged. For example, age is an index: It4le hard for me to
change my age. HandicaP status is another one, as is veterans status. Thing§
like AFDC status, length of unemPloyment, and food stamp status ape very
easily changed. If we target on these we will provide an inceobive for people to
switch into these gories. Jjow big this effect is, I do pot know, but it is there.

It would be s target the cirditeto some groups'based upon indexes
like . age and' ian statuk but alto target them toward areas .of high unem-
ployment. What way there is little incentive for individuals to become unemployed,
-longer, but those saw thatcontaip a lot of unemployed, individuals are going
to he,the. ones where 'the credit ls available, either longer or-in larger amounts.
Geoglikahicill targeting, aside from any, benefit's it may confer in 'the form, of
aidingdepressed regipns, is a good means. of preventing any detrimental secondary
effect on the amount of training undertaken. It also helps remove part of the stigma
that may accrpe to.an individual targeted by the subsidy and may prevent his
being hired. (This is one of the possible causes for the relatively small employer
interest.in theJ,OBS contract program in the late 1960s :) If any modifications;.
of the TJC are lo he made, inclusion of a geographically-targeted component or
the subsidy would rank highest on my list.
. Ora easy way of implementing this recommended change in the TJC is through

k local area triggers: Benefit levels ceuhl be set at 30 and 15 percent of FUTA wages
ip,the two years of eligibility in areils where the total unemployment rate is below
-7 percent, and at 60 and 30,pereent in areas where it is above this figure. This
trigger, linked to the structure of ge6graphical differences in the degree of labor-
market tightness, is the appropriate one for a program that is intended as a struc-
turanneaSure. It channels the greatest aid to those areas where measured needs
are greatest, and, it does this with relative administrative simplicity. Alterna-
tively, the current subsidy could be triggered in an area only if its unemployment
rate'rose above 5 percent. .

Whiff a local area trigger might make sense for a general wage subsidy; the
additional benefits of preventing the clisincenetve to acq/Bre skills and removing
part of the stigma af individual targeting are not present: Thus the ease for
geographical ;riggers on a general subsidy is much weaker than on a categorical

0 subsidy. The general wage subsidy is best considered as a countercYClical device
like PSI: jobs or tax cuts. As Stitch it should be at the ready in the arsenal of Anti-

jeeessionary job'-creattng measures. To do this a national triggietasitseneral wage.
subsidy. perhaps a triggered version of thcl'erlow-expired tied-to increases
in the aggregate unemployment rate above 7 percent, is worth considering. Our
exPerleriet with employment tax credits in 1975-77-shows that, while they were
suecessful, their implementation. became part of a larger legislative process, and
their effectiveness was delayed because of this. A standOy triggered general
subsidy would obviate this potential problem in any future cyclical downturn.

I have rit) (et:114cl with the benefit levels or duration contained in the legislation
authorizing the TJ . 'The former proYides a large enough incentive to induce'
employers to take a vantage of the sehsitly, while the (titration is long nough to

' prevent the churnin of einployeestliat might inet ease the instability of ernpldy-
ment and.ofecrease i biduals' investmentn on-the-job training gore important
even 'than these is t e limitation okethe credit to the $6,000 FUTYElax base. The
Gap on the credit p worker is the best way of preventing the. credit tar ed
toward low-wage wor erszithin pafticttlar groupsfrom becoming a more,ge.ral
Wage subsidy.. Were hellip to he raised we would face problems of employers
"creaming" . high-wage workers within targeted categories, for the percentage wage
subsidy would. l the same for them as for lower-wage targeted ,workers.. The
credit maximum of $13,000 is a good way to prevent such `crearning"suld the possi-
ble perversion of the program into a subsidy for middle-incone orkers. As long .

as the FUTA base remains roughly half of average earnings, the base shliti re-
main thOireltifig factor on the size of the credit employers may claim.

As wellaVe seen, Mr. Chairman, the Targeted Jobs Credit is. uptia cure fqr
today's prqblems of structural unemployment and inflation. It can; though, effect'
a short-term' reduction in the unemployntent rates of the hard-to-employ, and it
can achieve a long-term increase in the incomes of membeze of the targeted groups.

4
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These are .ortant achievements, and they alone provide sufficient basis for
Applauding ., , . introduction of this structural program. Moreover, their
importance requires that the TJC be given a chance to have these impacts through
efforts to involve private-sector personnel departments, aid the Employment

lee in its expancied role under the TJC, and avoid negative secondary effectstying the credit to local area'unernployrnent triggers. While not a panacea for

.

. Senator 13EmrsEN. Mr. Doeringer, will you please proceed.

ctural unemployment problems a well-administered Targeted Jobs Credit can
a epunterbalance to our vast public-sector jobs programs.

ecome a useful private-sector program aimed at low-wage workers that provides

STATEMENT OF PETER B. DOERINGER, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS-
AND DIRECTOR, REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF EMPLOYMENT POLICY,
BOSTON UNIVERSITY

Mr. DOERINGER. Thank ybu, Ml'. Chairman. I welcome the oppor-
tunity to address the committee this morning, particularly because I
believe the requirement which the Congress imposed upon the commit-
tee

:-
to review employment policy in this fashion is a very important

step in focusing on the fact that manpower or employment policy in
this country must be vie_wed.much more in the future than in the past
in the context of a broader economic policy.

I think the committee that has general oversight responsibilities
with respect to the functioning of the economy should be paying partic-
ular concern to the role and operation of labor markets m employment
p6licy.

When we'have thought about employment policy in this country,'our thinking in the structural area has focused on the fit between
people and jobs. The "people" approach has stressed training; counsel-
ing, information, and relocation to improve employability. Ithas'been
one of our cornerstones of employment policy since 1961. The "jobs"
approach has focused upon stimulating economic development through
tax incentives and public works projects, and more recently through
direct job creation and public service. employment.

The 4tiecoss of these programs or even what standards ought to be
used to judge the success of these programs is a matter,of considerable
debate. My interest in testifying before the committee today is not
to join in this debate, butather to ojitline for you a view of the labor
market and of labor market structure and of programs to remedy the
effect of structural imbalances in the labor market. I wish to examine
that process and suggest that our historical view of structural imbal-
ances has perhaps been too narrow a guide for employment policy. We
should try to develop a somewhat fresher view on what labor markets
are and what imbalances in this country' are like.

Now, when we look it numberswhich, after all, has been the
focus of most of our employment policywe find that unemployment-
las been mentioned by a number of people on this panel. It can
mean many' different .things. It may symbolize the temporafy or
permanent displacement from work. It may be the result of the first
job search, of reetitry into the labor market after some period of being
outside it, or it may reflect the transition to a better job.

More often that(not, howeyer, when we focus on unemployment
rates, it tells, us very little about structure of the labor market. It
tells us very little about,w,hat has produced this unemployment, and
where this experience of unemployilient fits into the lifetime career
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of the worker. While unemployment is a very useful guide to national
economic policy, I think it a very- poor indicator with respect to the
function Of the,local labor market which the employnient policy is
designated to affect.

There. has. been a lot of recent academic thinking on how labor
markets operate, and this has focited much less on unemployment
than; on workers' earnings over a lifetime..Thig work, 1 think, is
important, becduse it seeks to -judge labor, Market performance
toyer a long span of time; over a workinglifetimek; over a Work career;
rather thatitAking a ofie-shot .lookat ameinployment in the. economy.
It' seeks to identify what 'factors influence long-term employability.

I think you will find, Senator, that'there is a fair amount of dis-
agreement as to the interpretation' of the facts that these studies
Idire developed. But, there is' .1,r fair amount of agreement over the
facts. themselves. One of the Teets is that education and training are
correlated with income. The second fact is that there is a lot of what

'is called crowding in the labor inafket. The idea that certain
which ,have been the focus or manpower policies historically t Ile
disadvantaged, minorities, women, and youthtend to be crowded
into certain seaors of the economy., in certain Occupations and certain
types of companies, rat her than being spread evenly 1hroighout
the economy.

The other 'point is .that beyond school, beyond training in CET:
programs or the Arn-tett Forces, that the very act of being at work
and in the labor market contributes substantially to income improve-
merit over *re. But, this improvement is better for white adult
males then ,fother groups in the economy.

I think, consistent with these facts is a storythat I have developed
in my prep4red slatementi story which says that certain groups of
workersthe ildventtiged workerspart.iciptite in the primary labor
market, where training 'occurs on the job, where careers ,are made,
and where income improvement occurs with relative predictability
over time. Other labor force groups:tend to remain in what I call the
secondary labor market where jobs are erratic, where they are dead
end, where one sees the source of much unemployment and much in
the way of 19w-wage jobs. ;

I thtnk this view of distinguishing between primary and secondary
sectors on the job sideAtithe labor market is particularly helpful in
focusing policy on two kinds of questions.

-The .firsf question is, What are the factots,that control access to
the better jobs in the primary sector? 'The secoud question Is, What
controls the mitc in, the job market between primary and secondary
opportunities; a question which is addresseq much less frequently.

Because oi'lt the policy concern in this country with unemploynient,
unemployment rates, and unemployed workers,. policies tend to con-
centrate mach mgt.() on access to jobs. Even.whettwe have hail a jobs
policy itself, it haAfetcu,sed on jobs.per se, wititc'ut,recgtirdto the under-
lying :.itrut.oren*f the market, witho,iit regard..to whether or not jobs
are being' created" in the primary sector q secondary sect.ovi and
wi hod. regard to whether they lead to pimary or secondary sector
employment.

It se,,ems to the tramping- policy country .has,theen most
Often judged by its to ake anitnemploycd worker and 'put
that worker into a job, ;:kigarelles's of in, what sector -of the economy
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s .that job lies. When ijobs are created, aga, the distinction betwedu

primary and secondary employment war neglected. Employment -r4,
policy has been oriented around people, wit.bout developing the idea
that we should be targetingientram43tres of jobs and employers,,:rss.
partiChlarly those that lie the.mmary. sector. Our tramthg .
programs should be targeted in getting winters in those jobs, and our
economic programs should be Norirgeted or.4xptinding primtliy sector
jobs rather than secondary.setie jobs. .

Why have we neglected this .distincti=4 It is partly a matter of ;
expediency, and partly a lack of resour..... But I 'Would. argue most
importantly that it is our national attittmeetoward structural change
itself. As a nation, we have usually tensest to react to and defend
against structural changes of the economy -anther than to komotaig.;,
Our employment policy liar been to costmerthe impact of structin*-.
change in the labor market..

This goes back to the Area Redevelopment Act, which was trying,-
to ease the burdens of econom- decline in evertairriareas. It goes to the
Trade Expansion Act, which 'us &sip-. to cushion the.iinpact of
foreign competition on cortie...1 workem and to the experience in
MDTA, Kluch was to reser. declining -..intral cities. In each case
the policyjuis acted to avow, .t.n wawantoot end restilt, but we have
not sought to

Senator BENTSEN. It somew-nat iroittlii problem, doesn't it?
Mr. DOERINGER. It does, IIitaitatri.
As you will see, I am develomser a --lsost.that says o-n may have

to create a set. of problems. a ceirmiti Art.t.wr of stwuettir,-. change, to
get us out of our stagnation. I :t:tzis. .rune 3 ironical w our man-
power policy historically is that it, vci,i-itis.cate be tra satorigins on
the European, Continent, partici eien. w -.ere was a
vastly different approach to struct

In the 1950's Sweden had develooked t in its
terms was extraordinarily successful ealtag. wit}, -itt ral im-
balances in the labor market. But at tfm. Lute "ha

to

'wry.
ind ett, awt-ly at

,fin. T stim-t of
at -roduc-

suing policy of structural change as a ?emu
employment, and as the result. of a nataariftl
wage program which was raistnt- the 1-2,-.ktrt
faster than the avers a-

The effect of these ?soticies was to AO 1!..11-7.E.
what I described as secondary enc1.4(..,thiat
that erosion was. on thee one 1\f- In.
tivity and economic pr-_*formance -:le ati101-17 oi. ---Te other
hand,. to .displace workers from ttiese..o;. e841-..nd joie.

The economic benefits were obvious. At neerted r. the face
of these economic henerits was a program h anal 4saeliorate
the 'effects of deliberate structural charm. tj, vorker displace-
ment which occurred as the result of Taal

The United States adopted what Ian's the Swedish ap-
proach, but did so to combat, not intentional (21- cesired structural
change, but rather these-unwanted sr,- Ftilt.0 which Were
operating in an economically slack tri.vr-uinn*Tntii, :There the Swetk
sought to promote chtur..-e. we soutrtit m ..uatilibele the change that
occurred.

The thesis thatI would propose tooay to iLs* fttegnittee is a tic-
parture from where our EMI ployilient-!Tok(?. -111S ;=.10. he thesis that

9,9
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I would propose is that we need to go back to,the drawimg board with
our eintloyinentpoliey, and -think of ways that etnplagmeent can be
expanded in the primary sector at the expense of the sectundury seeter.
We ,need to change- the mix we find in, th ecoOmy today bet*een
good and bad jobs.

This is really critical if we are to have an employmeett, policy that
is not directed as simply moy-mg workers.from,the category of unem-
ployed to employed. It is directed at improving the articuctivity and.income of the labor force.

Emplioyment in 'the ,seecindin-r sector Will do little i.:41;tgrade long-
term,s1r. lslittle to uggrade rye earnings and Produe-aivitx. Programs
that give some workers new atotess to the primary markei and to the
career opportunities .a.,contaiwilso runs -the risk of diKiLacing workers
a,lready there, or already .heatued in that direction, unless there is a
net growth in jorunary sector 'Inns.

There are always niches tha, can be filled by workers without dis-
placing others, but ifyou th:rafi. or a major program, not just unem-
ployment, but low air oroblern. The larger the program, the
more the risk of this displacement.

I would argue that th IenTrc., to employment policy in this
process is to define tie tools mint will help ,us bring about deliberate
and positive structural 'clitilzge. The Swedish experience suggests
that s.ueh strucrurtal change dui be :iromotod through full employ-
ment. Compytition trtuns away the unemployed workers,
and stimulates the, transfer of orkers to the primary market. Employ-
ers find ways to adap: rani :he hard to employ wit or, without
the assisuumeof y

Secondary sectui process either get upgraded, improved,
or paid. more for ".lerwr.--ae the-y u_sappear from a simple lack of
labor to fiy.them.

Because of,. fears 4.;' uiflaiotta, -ne united States hasreally neve-
tested this, Ebropeaft experience if full 'employment in the Swedist
sense, at least not dutting pet.t.14.irue. There is, however, ,evidence that
these force$ were inee:,,,t in nits country during the boom of the 1960's.

k.seelps to me the Ix-elbem arsenal is rather skimpy. We could
pursue what the stt. minimum wage policy which would
tend tb price seeoreti.- went out of the policy; but this sup-
poses a full employ, non--

.- Senater BENTSE ;Lir time has expired. Tf you would summarize,
I would appreciate

Mr. DOERING ER.
Senator BENTSE 0111(1 p summanze, please?
Mr. DOER I NG ER. --- lertue restrict my closing remarks to

question of where eia:...,a)N-Inei), policy fits. where a policy like CETA
or its successor, whatever this nay be, would fit.

It suggests first of all tha. principal aim of employment policy
is economic development, / .1-rzeted economic development policy
directed at theprimary sectir Des of jobs. Tberole of CETA should
not be as a safety net. Instea ., should serve as part of a prograni for
economic revitalization. It is al. arm of policy that would provide the
human resource development 3rog,rams, targeted on people with
difficulties in getting into Ow prmary sector, and would provide the
assistance to '-facilitate the att,orption of workers into this sector.
Second, its jobs program co, day a role in fintuning local econo-
mies.

!00
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Perhaps even more importaia. however, is time CET.1.
...system as performing two voles,. Une-ta,to=stismialie labor market byinnovation. As we know "nom may iteresittent program, whether itis a private investment program) or a.pnblic investment prOgram, the
payoff of that, program cam be -tebstantifilly:itnproxed if it is Corn-biMid with a good idea. CETit 140.proviclibd am bppqrtiltlit jr. sf
research and development,01 gook ideas, and has improved our basic
understanding. of how labs* maxims work. ... , .

Perhaps the most important inaction of CETA, and one whichI. believe is independentoi howemploynient, pokey is delivered. intheJutiire, is the rile of the CE'A system as an economic monitoring
indt planning system. It seems to me that CETA represents our unly
national network engaged in a atog.ram of local economic, analysis.
CETA plartninp; machinery now in lace has the capability of. monitor--.
inn a very wide range of Government activities which impiteCLon the
economic process, rangier from regulatory activities to local fiscalpolicy I think any natiumal policy of economic revitalization iriustrely heavily on imputs cri- business, labor, and focal governmente,,Without a local planning tmeney these plans for the national ecohQmy.

,fuliy-realided.
Thauk you.
Senator BevrstN. Thank you,'Mr. Doeringer.
{The Oren:mid statement of Mr. Doeringer follows] s.

Pampas= STATEMENT OF PETER B. DOEB2NGER

nenisnarne;nt, Labor Market Structure/ end Employment Policy
I. EVTRODUCTION

Thinking...-zsout employment eolicy in this country has been dominated by
a concern wren-unemployment .turd its causes. Often these causes have been tracedto some nature: 'f structural imoalance in the labor market. Thus we think ofthe youth cr Ln. minority or r.ne veteran's employment problems as one of apoor "fit" visit the job structure of the economy. Or we think of depressed ordeclining areas where the disappearance of jobs has upset the labor market,"baletnce.

From thin ufieespective, employment policy can be- directed either at peopleor jobs. Tie -ieople" approach stresses training, counselling, information,and subsidies .. improve employability the conimrstone9 of U.S. structurallabor market r, lacy since 1961. The "jobs" apprdach has focused upon stimulatingeconomic devc, Isnient through tax incentives and Rubin: works projects, and morerecently throng= direct job creation.
Whether or -4 these programs have been successful, or even what standardsshould be. user -a judge success, have been matters or considerable debate.' Myinterest today , not- to join in this debate, but rather to outline why this viewof labor mark- structure, and programs to remedy the effects of structuralimbalances, is r....ay =Stow a guide for employment policy.

It: A NEW VIEW 07 LABOR MARKET sraecraaa

Labor markets are constantly in flux. New companies .'are formed and bank-ruptcies occur. Firms gru'w, decline, merge and relocate. Workers enter andreenter the labdr market, change jobs and careers, and they retire and are replaced.Our training stems and employment systems have built into them considerableflexibility to commodate such change Employers can rely. uponiMany types oflabor reserve,- meet surges of employment and workers develop various 'shel-ters"against lamer market adversity.3

See Farrel Biwa (Ed.), ".Evaluating Manpower
Programs" (Greenwich, Conn.: Jai Press, 1976) an dCongressional Budget (Mice. C ET A Reorganization Issues (Washington: GPO, August. 1978).I see, for example. Peter B. Doeringer and Michael J. ?lore, "Internal Labor Markets and ManpowerAnal-ysis' (Lexington, Meas.: D.C. Heath Co., 1971).

Marcia Freedman develops the corrcept otabelter in "Labor Markets: Segments and Shelters" (Montclair,N.J.: Allanhold, Oemns and Co., 1976).
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Unemployment in such circumstances can mea many different things: It may
symbolise temporAy or permanent displacement f m work. It may he the result
of agarclf for a first job or part of the transition to .a better job. It may have
been predictable and planned, or It may have been accidental. Because of these am-
biguities, more often than not, .observed unemployment tells little .abtint the
underlying structure of the labor market and how that structure is changing.
While useful as a guide to national economic policy, unemployment rates are a
poor indicator of the Structure and performance of local labor markets.'

Much recent academic thinking about labor markets his focused upon earnings
and career patterns rather than. tiemplAyment. This work seeks to judge labor.
market performance over a worker's lifeitne

,
instead of one point in time, and US

-- ,,,identify what factors influence fopg .term employability.' The crucial policy
question is whether labor markets are 'meritocratic rewarding abilitLand t.b.T
with someaccuracy--or are governed by institutional forcei which systeZcilticaily

-affect the employMent prospects of certain groups,
There is considerable agreement about certain facts of labor market behavior.

One is that education and training are correlated irith income. A second is that
considerable "crowding". exists whercby youth, minorities, and women are 'con-
centrated in certain occupatiops rather thaqsbeing spread evenly through the job
structure. A third is that work experience 'Contributes substantially to income,
le1bu that this effect is much more important for adult, white; males than for other

i r force croups.'
onsistent with these facts is the view that vasite males gain access in their

early twenties to the priihary labor markettile market containing jobs that
have career potential. Other labor force groups remain concentrated in the second-
ary labor market where preirects for career advancement are more slim.? This
distinction between primary and secondary labor markets provides a framework
which can be useful while thinking abpdt how to shape'lahor market policy..
In particular, it emphasizes that policy must he directed at thr eparate con-
cerns:cerns: (I) the mix between secondary and primary employmeht opp rtunities in.
'the economy; (2) the factors controlling access to primary sector j s; and (3)
the factors controlling individual career yips through the primary sector.

III. EMPLOYMENT POLICY AND THE DOA L LABOR MARICET
.

Because ,,f its concern with unemployment', per se, employment policy has
concentrated on preparing people for jobs without much attention to the dual or
segmented structure of labor markets. Despite rhetoric to the contrary, training
policy has been most often judged by its ability to take an unemployed workman&
place that worker in a job regardless of whether the job-is in the primary or
secondary sector. When jobs were created, either tilt ougiveconomic development
efforts or through public service employment, the distinction between primary
and secondary employment was again neglected."

Employment policy has always been targeted on. peopledisadvantaged or
unemployed- -and toward high- unemploynicnt arcas. Ironically, job targeting has
never been tried.

The reason for this neglect can be traced to many sources: lack of basic knowl-
edge of labor market functioning, program expediency, and lack of resources, to
same a few. Those, however, are incidental to a larger issue of our national ati-
tinle toward structural change.

As II nation. we have always chosen to react to, and defend against, structural
change rather than to promote it, Our employment policy has been used to cushion
the impact of structural changes in labor demand. Its origins in the Area Rede-
velopment Act testify eloquently to the concern with easing the burdens of eco-
nomic decline. The training provisions of theTriele Expansion Act dealt with
dislocations induced by international competition. M DT.A was first used to offset
the impact of automation and then to rescue ,leclining ci;ntralcitiq. More recently,
changes in the demographic structure Of the labor ((Ace have spurred prograins
for the youth labor market.

See National Comtnissfon on Employment and IT nemployrnent Statistics Final Report (19791 and Glen
Cain, Labor Force Concepts and Definitions in View of Their Purposes," in Commission Background
PapersNo 13(1775).

$ S44 for example, Herbert S. Parties, "The National Longitudinal Surveys: Lessons for Roman Resource
Policy." Report to the IT,S, Department of Labor, ETA, Oillee of Research and I ievelopment (1976, Mimeo).

Robert Hall. "Why Is theMnemployment Rate So I !fib at Full Employment," Brookings Papers on
Economie Activity, No, 3 ,970).

Doeringcr and Pion% op. cif.
I 0111V with the recent CRTA amendments emplo ,pnt policy obliged to address income Improvement

as a Veal. i 0 7
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oirr employment licy can be traced to a vastljr:dialerent rip=to In the 11050's, Sweden had develqped a high ...adman
title._ ill eaarket poliey',directed at structural imbalanam in the Amass.

Sending had been pursuing a deliberate policy of struonno&ch=mutant.
tlerr !labor mesmenvb combining an aggressive policy of full empleassent

wastipalley, designed to me minimum W fastawthar
ultimata-to gradually sqt eke their mcondarr-tillbor /111117iEi.

Their manpower olicy w to take workers atargincedefross
t and tmtrans er them to the primary sector.

ire Khnitatem, the "U.S. adopted these policies to combat unwannerrestriactuna_
daiseasetions in so neenctinnially slack environment. Where the Sweimelsomnit tf.,unr.10-. the struaniet-If the labor market, the U.S. sought to mininarestronernrar

0 b. worMnfrrifiel0 alEASIOE, YVLL EMPLOYMENT, BOIZPLENECKS, ANDMMULAISION

ilavaillilheitt at saniotural change has sapped our economic vitality..Dheniefasisered
prude iwat, as arairte protection, which allow us to defer hamiscononmenfloicesand
di trion timat. the search for better solutions. What is needed corn-
einocti

.t. strumenal changeto the expansion of the primary seerez=bard.the
in if thomecondary sector. such a "jobs" policy is critical movingth- and stmaoyability of the labor force. To the extent that oureaammt pro-

' gr Miser eumesyability in the secondary sector, they will.do little taw apgradeth -- shilekproductivity or earnings of American labor. Progpmenewhien
assess -to the primary market, and to-the-carairtiarci-

therein, risk displacing other workers from primary employmemus, , wenenetrowth in primary sector jobs. These displacement directs wiL

wIlia Pi
size and the level of unemployment. isThe challenge to-Dediey

rvI'.flncItthe needed to bring about such a deliberate structure =iange.
'e Sswxis experience suggests that such structural change cambeminamotea

th-r- rgh Add] .Tnplawnent. Competition in a tight labor market gradually=ains tie
l:v ... -....ervres of reemployed and underemployed workers and stimammas the
trmiltope of aworkerri'rom secondary to primary employment. As laborintemetetigi,-
temi:ohireiern. to etteAoyment melt and employers finds ways to train anciamaptthe
terc4te-staupita .;.zecondary sector jobs either get upgraded or disappear xtm lack
0¢.4.-., to Uhl llama. Because of fears of inflation, the U.S. has never testactpersist-
ont 4. "inui,..asient in the Swedish sense during peacetime. There is lowever,
--- I, '-0-31. - ot sitr:ars, forces at work in this country during the boom of tie- _:960's."

A coserer a....goment to this view of full employment as an engine of -1,17cuctural
auatiat a ottop !advanced. It maintains that the labor force, and lot the jog

A te major constraint on employment policy. This view holia--at he
nary workers would be exhausted long before full employneaurcould

e reri. lting bottlenecks in the primary labor market will toga createa whath will imperil further growth. This prognosis how- ...at% rest?
0,..ry -ather than being tested against experience. Morewer. it does
au . .:riletural change so much as it points to the inadequacies of ou.
n taricl and combat inflation.

tlternatives to fall employment as an approach to structuralet .t.:114. our police arsenal is skimpy. Using the minininan e tir Is try -rrinloyment out of the market, as was done in -7,m, -Prr.1-,rmolayrnerit policy to reabsorb displaced labor: fhb..
I- I" .- mntnishintrthe secondary sector suffer front a similes- sack.

_....;.,,,,..-kuJility is to convert secondary sector employments mary
yillt.:1(4. Such "institutional engineering" has notes been ..eately
pr. from some experiments with job redesign. Yet some

to h, explored. Primary sector employment has certain c 'sties
gutsu it from the secondary sector. Jobs are relatively st ar.
ed in medium to larger size firms with some degree of m er.
ten unionized or are governed by equitable personnel -heyL

g and advancement opportunities; and they have comp? a--
that discourage labor turnover. This suggests that poen. A en-

onization, particularly along industrial lines, in the seconim. 4.tor .
the stapility, growth and merger of small enterprises; and u ..rerage

..., Live personnel development within smaller enterprises may 41Ptt in

mr,..oriatty
wriese-- ii
os Air
aessierlary a

secondary into primary employment.

1110- " &anomie Expansion and Structural Change: A Trade Union Manifesto" ilerrean:
Goweror Ain and Onwin. mar.

ertrvituflpin, "Upward Mobility in a HighPressure Economy", Brookings Papers ma Ecwomele
1%. t (1973).
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- The third approach is to use public poissytwpromote primary sector employ-
ment. Became sagioility and prochictabiliti i important in the primary sector,

. contractingLasheftles could be anqueoceciaa auto stabilise production and em-
ployment. rag Incentives to business development could be directed at primary
rather than secondary tints. Public service employment aimed at structural prob-
lem must explicitly be linked to main-line ent jobs In order to assure
os.teeremployment.

These proposals, while speculative, Bugg...4 there is room for manipulating
economic structure. r, strengthening tie primary sector can contribute
to worker productivi y .d o long-term amonamio performance. This will lessen,
rather than increase; .ati. 'sty labor maawoopressures.

. V. IFMPLOVENT P(TLIO AND ZETIIINNIC REVITALIZATION

.'Where does employment policy, and CRIlibi in particular, fit into thiapplicy
scheme? .

My own view is that CETA should stop Iran used as the principal Elatinll: net
between jobs and income maintenance. Inseams, it should become an activeurn
of .a oational Program Eor Economic Revalidation. Such a revitaliaatiem

would not only use national policy to eat employment levels, but wasn't IA-
be concerned' # the composition and geogisphical location of economic anitYrr

This propo s
h

not as radical as it may sound. Many of its elements
embedded in our nation's eeonornicsoolicies.4'ederal aid to depressed a
business subsidies, ehvironmental regulations, and state and local i_
'incentives are all pieces 'of a targeted de ment program. Tariff
polic is contieuallp concerned with regu the rate of decline of
nista Cons in industries such as textiles and Control of industrial
tion d structure:are implicit in our anti- t and merger policies. 71k.
Conrail, and Amtrak are examples of national Involvement in sectoralanannin
Wage and price policies are becoming a pereemial activity of government

What is new about this approach is the idea that the scattered p
impact upon economic development might beicoordinated, and that t
ton might pay attention to the implications of growth for labor market
CETA provides two important functions in this system of coordination_h---rogram
rustically it cangfillocate resources to provide the human resource component C
the ecodomic refitaliiation program. Human :-resource development et '.- -wool.
aim at the abaoittiOn Into the primary sennir of those with employment dis-
advantages. CEM's job component coulr -'9'o help to fine tune tb, valance
between workers and jobs in the local econcr.-

Of greater importance, however, is the ale of the CETA system in istionoinc
monitoring, planning and innovation. If barman resource developmenlasapgraza-
are analyzed in investment terms, a payoff of 10-15% would be considssimaa goo.
return. Investing, .$4,000 in a trainee, for essample, might be expecterr p yieic
$400-$600 per year in additional income Jo The trainee. As with capassighivest-
ments, however, this yield can be substa tinily imprOved if combinseharith an
invention or innovation. CETA has been and should continue to be, in tmerausiness
of research and development into new ways totraingand utilize labo= Without
this capacity for innovrktion, employment policy will stagnate. ,

An squally strong cash Can be made for the CETA planning system. TA now
represents Che o ly national network of government agencies engages in local
economic analysis. The CETA planning machinery has the capability to monitor
ffici analyze the.( plications of a wide ramie of government programs ranging
Aim vocational ;motion to regulatory any fiscal policy impacts. Any national
program of ec omit: development must tely upon business and labor at the local
level for its implementakion. Without a local planning mechanisin that can in-
corporate local labor, business and governmental inputs, development plans for
the national economy csnnot realistically beiieveloped.

Senator BENTSEN. The experience that you have had in yorking
with local labor markets, such as in the New England market, edu-
cated me a little on how the employment provisions of the States
work. . .

Martin Feldstein, "Lowei-ing The Permanent Rate of Unemployment," Joint Economic Committee;
Congress of the United States (September 1974).

a See, for example, "Manpower Report of the President, 1975," pp. 95-96.
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In.Texa asdlinderstand it, there is a lot of Federal funding, and
I assume 'Redoing guidelines, but. that is through the Employment
Cc lion. 'mallet the way it is repeated around the Nation?

Sr ...Dominions. I think as a basic model, the employment security
commissions, inserme of this primary and secondary distinction that
I as soggestirm- to you, tend to deatiwith those Workers and those
mph:Tars whoisve the most4ifficulty getting jobs or finding workers.
The_best em plimers are the ones I ha-Oe described as primary em-
plotivers, those wilt 'rovide good wages, training capability, and stable
employment: oyers of that kind generally need not rely upon
the Public ',out Service, and generally devise their labor
maaket. stra to avoid hiring individuals who seek ass last
resort public ent services, or a CETA program, or some other
kind of Fedentbsmistance in getting a job.,

;:eis a result, Mire is a primary labor market where good workers
and 'good jobs me matched, largely without much in the way of
public policy sonstance.

There is the secondary labor market where public policy assistance
has worked min- more actively, where it is much more welcomed by

orkeis -andeumwoyers, -end where a large nuniber of transactions
have resulted, rst- they CETA transactions or direct placements. I
would say there has been far too little reaching out by Federal agencies
into. the primer: sector where the need for their services is much less.

SenatorBE. Mr. Schiff, we are delighted to haveyou again.
Years ago, I was on an advisory board of youi committee.
Mr. Serum think you were a trustee
Senator BErcrssx. I laive to be very careful what I admit to being

on., but that is one I am pleased to say I was on. I was a member of
the subcommittee years ago, -and we were talking about public financ-
ing of campaigns. Let's go off the record.

[Discussion off the record.]
.

Senator BIOTTSEN. Go ahead and give us your testimony, please.

STATEMENT OW FRANK W. eCHIFF, VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
ECONOMME, COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Scull's'. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I very much appreciate
the opportunity to appear here this morning. My comments will.draw
in conSiderable Dart on the January 1979 CED policy statement on
"Jobs'for the Ward-to-Employ: New Directions for a Public Private
Partnership," fir which I served as project director. That statement
reached a number of major 'conclusions:

First,.a much more intensive and targeted effort is needed to deal
with structural unemployment and)more generallywith the labor
market problem of ajl those persons who have special difficulties in
finding and keeping useful jobs in good times as well as bad.

Second, public policy should place more stress on training people
and piitting them to work rather than on paying them for not working.

Third, efforts to secure jobs anefrairung for the hard-to-employ
should place much greater relative emphasis on involving the private
pector, where four out of five jobs iu our economy are located.

And, fotfrth, these efforts should Snot only involve large firms but
should also focus heavily on small bupinesses, particularly those in
the expanding service sector.
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The committee also stressed that an approach along this line, with
its emphasis on increasing the skills and productivity of the work
force. would significantly contribute to a reduction of inflationary
pressures.as well as of unemployment.

It is striking that when we started work on our statement in 1975,
the most common attitude of .business firms toward proposals for

eater private sector involvement in programs to deal with structural
tunemployment was decidedly negative. This attitude was not merely
related to the recession. It also reflected-a belief that.such programs
haul been tried and simply did not work. A frequent comment .by
bess. executives was that their experiences with earlier programs
in. this, area had been discouraging; that they could not cope with
the special problems involved in training and employing disadyait
tilted persons; and that the red tape and uncertainty about continuity
of funding associated with governmentally sponsored programs were
major deterrents to participation. The view was widespread that
the combination of these factors simply did not make it economical
for business firms to participate in such activities, even if the fina:icial
incentives for such participation were substantially increased.

After considerable studv, our committee nevertheless concluded
that cooperative public-private efforts to deal with structural unem-
ployment can, indeed, be workable, provided they are properly
designed. To an important degree, we based this ,conclusion on a
survey of ('ED trustee companies .which showed that a good Many
jobs and training programs targeted to the hard-to-employ were, in
fact, already being successfully operated by private firms, 4houglc
frequently on only relatively small scale. While we found that no
single approach is necessarily suitable for every communjty, we con-
-chided that a broadened public-private partnership program to, deal
M-ith structural unemployment should place 'major reliance on key
features of the more successful existing programs. These. include in
particular:

A systematic mechanism for strong and sustained involvement of
":the top business leadership, local and national;

Active cooperationby local prime sponsors;
Extensive relianc'e 9n intermediary organizations that can relieve

business of many of the special burdens and costs connected with
dealing with the 'hard-to-employ. Many firms that are reluctant to

if,
hire the disadvantaged directly or to deal face-to-face with govern-
rgent bureaus will take on hard-to-employ persons if an intermediary
organization aids them in cutting the redtape connected with federally
sponsored programs and in providing needed counseling and other
special services for this category of employees.

Intermediary organizations can also be very useful in identifying
the more promising types. of job opportunities and can conduct special
kinds of training that help prepare people for these jobs.

In addition, we put strong emphasis on programs that are carefully
tailored to the needs of particular groups among the hard to employ.

Finally, we called for more adequate-and varied financial incen-
tives, including both direct payments and targeted tax credits.

It is encouraging that since the time our project was first initiated,
both business. and Government attitudes toward greater private
sector involvement in the battle against structural unerriploymenti.
have become much more positive. This is shown particularly by the
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launching of title VII of CETA and of the targeted employment tax
credit and by indications of much greater willingness of private firms
to become involved in such efforts.

The point I want to emphasize here, however,.is that it is highly
important/to maintain the recent momentum toward greater private
sector involvement in efforts to aid the structurally unemployed.

If businessmen should again becime, disillusioned with such efforts
because of undue delays in program implementation or other factors,
it will be very difficult to gain their support, for other private sector
initiatives at a later date. Hence, I believethat while additional pro-
gram designs in this area should be carefully considered, the principal
immediate priority must be to assure that the programs recently
passed by the Conuress are implemented promptly, effectively, and
on an adequate scare.

Let me note some of the key elements that I believe aye required
to make the current pro!rrams successful.

First, there should be assurance as soon as possible Out these pro-
grams will be funded adequately and for a long enough period.

The absence of such assurance is already proving to be a serious
impediment to the development of private industry councils in various
areas.

The funding arrano.ements should, in particular, be adequate' to
allow for roper staffing and other startup costs of the PIC's.

I also agree with Professor Ilamermesh that it is imp tant to be
sure there is adequate funding fur effective administration of the
new Tarreteil Jobs Tax' (.'relit,

Second, there must be a clear understanding that the new private
industry councils will have reed responsibilitylor carrying,41 mean-
ingful tasks. Business people will simply not be interested in devoting
time and effort to:the work of these councils if they Merely turn out
to be purely advisory bodies to cETA. prime sponsors, with no real
authority or (1e7es of independence.

The councils should become a focal point for encouraging !greater
private sector participation in the full range of ('ETA activities. They
should have their own permanent staffs and clear control over such
sources wherever possible. As many of the PlC's as feasible shoOld be
organized as nonprofit. corporations, with clear authority to wake
direct training contr.act: and carry out a wide range of other
operational functions.

Third, there must he a continuing effort. to assure that the nett pro-
grams are not tied down by unnecessary redt ape or uncertainties about
regulatory requirements.

Fourth, the new program: should place considerable weight on
upgrading and other ways of developing higher level skills partic-
ularly those in skill bottleneck areasin addition to dealing with
entry-level jobs.

Fifth, the.new initiative shoidd be accompanied by more systematic
local efforts to identify promising job and training opportunities for
the structurally unemployed, and by improved processes for placing
the unemployed in such jobs,

Among other things, this calls for refOrms in the Employmi'nt
Service to make the Service more'responsive to employer needs: for

.close coordinatiori between the,Service, prime sponsors, and private
industry councils; and for increased reliance on private intermediary
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organizations that specialize in the placement of particular categories
of the hard to employ. '

Sixth, there is needboth at the local ant. the national-levelsfor
greatly improved-:and expanded information on the nature of pro-
grams that already exist and that are operating successfully.

(.'ED has sought to contribute to this process by publishing its
findings abo ccessful private sector programs in a book of case
studies, and now also holding a series of policy forums on the subject
in six major ties.

But much ore needs to be done. We believe, in particular that
efforts should. be speeded up to develop a systematic and continuing
clearinghouse ofidormation on ongoing activities to deal with struc-
tural unemployment.

And-certainly, success of the new Targeted Jobs Tax Credit and
f the title VII program will critically depend on an adequate mar-

keting program, as several of my colleagues mentioned earlier.
Seventh, there should be as close coordination as possible among the

various crencies at the local level that deal with structural unemploy-ment, eluding private industry councils, prtne sponsors, the .Em-
ploym nt Service, and the school system.

'Fr rn the point of view of the business sector, the basic aim should
be assure that an individual businessman can turn to a single initial
point of contiict to make effective Use of gotvernmentally sponsored
incentives for aiding the hard to employ.

Similarly, there should be a focal point to which an unemployed
person could turn for help with his or her individual problems..

In additionand I think this is very importantthere is a major
need for closer coordination between' efforts to promote local economic
development and effdrts to train the structurally unemployed for the
jobs that are likely to become available.

Finally, let me comment briefly on the relationship between struc-
tural unemployment and countercyclical policies.

One connection is that the absence of Wequate countercyclical
defenses has typically.ineant that in a recession an important share
of Government funds intended for aiding the structurally unemployed
has been used to prevent layoff of regular Government, workers as
normal Government revenues started to fall.

To avoid such an outcome, better advance preparations are needed
for dealing with cyclical unemployment, including, in my personal
view, the availability of an adequate program of countercyclical
revenue sharing geared to both regional and national unemployment
triggers.

It is also noteworthy that groups with special disabilities in the
labor market tend to be especially hard hit by recessions, both be-
cause they'tend to be among the first to be laid off and because they
encounter ()Teeter difficulties in finding new jobs.

Hence, I''believethere is justification for targeting a high proportion
of countercyclical employm-ent programs on such hard-to-employ,
7oups, though not to the same extent as in connection with longer
term efforts to deal with structural unemployment.

But such targeted countercyclical programs need not be confined
to public employment.

In designing 10 appropriate countercyclical strategy, careful con-
sideration should' be given to greater emphasis on countercyclical

c)



. ,employment incentiVei that operate through the 'private sectoryincluding enlargede2thongh still targetedtax credits and inereaSedgOverninent suppotilor training and upgraaingin private firms during.recessions.
I. agree, agaii, with some of my colleagues here that these..kinds ofprograms, too, nitlit beg. be' gubjeci to triggers based' on both localarea and national unemployment rates: .

-Another promising approach is to encourage wider use of worksharing as an alternative to outright layoffs in recessions.
This would, in partitular, help.preserve the job gains registered byMinorities and women during economic .upswings through equal ern.ployment. programs and other' factors--gains that can be seriouslyjeopardized even by a relatively mild recession to.the extent that thelast hired tend to be the first ones to be fired, when outright layoffsare used as the principal means of adjusting4to declines in output.,Greater relianceon work sharing in recessions could be substantiallyfacilitated by changes in unemployment insurance provisions to permitpayinent of poll insurance for single dap when firms go on a 4-day.week.
I believe that a wider use of such a prokisioa, which has alreadybeen adiii)4d by one ,State--California---Aerves very careful con-sideration and might possibly be facilitated by a change in FederitIstandards.

. .Such a e hang° 'leen not entail. an increase in budgetary eNpendituresand would' merejy be 'designed. (o increase. the possibilities for worksharing in cases where thiwis 414,iirell by both management and Iabor.In sinpulary, I believe that it successful attack on structuralnnem-ployment. requires a niultifaceted approach: calling both for institu-t ion building. as well as greater use of incentives.
The Private sector can and should be able to play a substantially. lamer role in such an t pproachlthan in the past.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

.

'Senat4)1. BENTS EN'. Thank
Mr Selig, you'cotrunented an int, in,dit,4") ,..t.t4anizations dcdttoXwilith structurally- unriployett What tylie ors intertnedialy org,a-writ tons do you think are particuLrly helpful?

Scrutry. There is quite a Lange of these orgaaations 1.410-
,toitallv, we have desk:ribed wally of these in our policystat,menton ".106s fur the I lard-to-tniployi and in our book of' case studies, butlet 1110 gi \ b y,oi one or tw 0 exatiiplc

One tyla; of orgaiiir,at was Lit1)( .1 II, 1 likagt. aP21111ii1tti one 'Listed in ( 'ley/land eA en -earlier. In Chicago, a go,414 of"4Op preocut illy, 20 inajor cut wallies and 20 minorit vfirths awl tia%'e formed an Ot4ailiza (ion called Chit agt1 Unite dkylirch,coa«.oti it ,co lt, lctt,ly ely 'ott the key problenla of thecity employ melt( 1.014:3111,; alit! St, ull
(TLLiteA t6rmeLl a ,,t)g,TotLi.., L., deal \, Ill, L.,. ',I.)) Iiit "1,1. I.l., Pluurppu(utrtl 11., it 1101.1 "tit Inc,:, a c14,,14121,(6thiT "II' die Liiietit+° e 11.:,11.

1

131.10 4. .... \ti ,.. 1. l 1..,1 1.. 1..,. .1 ,;( il/c. b1.,.1. able
. 1 I.' t., It 111( "BA( 14 It. ILkii.1 1,1 . r tti Lai .11\ a

1 .
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CAINS receives funds both from private firms en'd from the .city.
It has had a much better success rate with OJT contracts than had
previously been the case when OJT contracts were concluded directly,
between the city and the employers. This is partly because the private
firms involvedmany of which are quite small are, not very eager
tOdeel directly either with bi,c,-xusiness firms or with big government,
but frequently are willing to deal with this kind of intermediate. group
that speaks their language and can take a good many-of. the problems

. of redtape off their backs.
Now, I. am not saying that this particular type of organization

hai solved all the problems. Nevertheless, as a plototype, it is riiit."
helpful:In fact the private industry council co..;ept was'essont
based on that kind of arganization.

There are a good many other kinds of intermediate groups.
Chrysler Institute,

.many
example, is a for-profit organization

engages in training and pre-employment counseling of the d
vaotaged, not only /or,°Chrysler, but,for a series of other comps

01C is another example of a useful intermediar§ 'organize
I could giVe you a good many others, including very specie
organizations for placing some of the very hard-to-em4y in
such as the Vocational Foundation in New 1 ork.

Senator. BENTSEiN. I had asked a question ,earlier, and I d
know if I had a response tlp it, and I am not sure if anyone has

Does. anyone have any lumbers that tell us what happens
he training, period, after the subsidized period, as to continued .11

ess by these-people?
'Ghat kind of a result is there? Does the result mean a need for a

stbsidarpra. now on?'
Ms. SINVHILL Mr. Chairman, we made some estimates on the transi-

tion rate in the public service employment programs, which might be
Somewhat relevant. Roughly they showed that one-third of the PSE
participants were making a successful transition into .unsubsidized
em

Those numbers are not the most up to dale, and there
better data available now; but that is what our staff estimated last year.

Senator BENTStN. It is too early to be getting numbers flora some
of the laboratories we have around the country, and from the pilot
peograms.

Ms. . That is correct.
Senator 13ENTSEN. One. of my gi ead. (.4,11, et tic In the question of what

is happening to proluctivity in this country and the fact that last
year productivity growth was only u point, and it is estimated in the
budget this year that it will be four tenths of a point, and the Japtioese
growth for extopple, is 3 percent.

There are many ,reasons for the (hut, in p.,,,lnclivity Otte of dm
major re.sons is training, and the''other worker mobility

That one surprised me a little bit. Is it true that we have less worker
mobility now that we have hint? That is what I got frou. ono of the
articles 1 was reading on Ow question of the prodactivity.

If we have less inol,ility, , hy? Is huYone prepared to etaut14,alt tn.
that?

Nfr pnrAtiNuen I t 11 I. lull Lk .,i Of 1 et.,1 4,1i e !Whit in
time. if mu went nsk to .11. 1920's, y..0 Nvu1,1 have fon,nd v..ry
widesp,A.4.1 concern with th. employee turnover, which it, en eleadent
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of this mobility question, the fact that people did not remain cpm-.
mitted to their place of work.

Now, w,e have a combinationof ,the experience of the Depression
which had a very chastening effect on tvorker attitudes toward mo-
bility, and in more recent years, the growth of a variety of private
pension plans which have demonstrably reduced emplOyee turnover.

These are influences.which have reduced mobility and have had a
constructive effect on .productivity because there is a tremendous
amount of training that takes place in .primary sector types of jobs,
which is useful only in the companiei in which it is received. When
there is worker mobility, important training resources arq wasted-

What you ask is a question of whether you have enough mobilit,
make sure workers are in the right place in the.likpor market at
right time, but not so much mobility that you iiire wasting im
cant resources. Mobility has been reduced in ways ,. which h
achieve this goal.

One of the major conifilaints that the good employers have had w
respect to the disadvantaged is that they are risks as employees IA ;
cause, as you begin to make them(productive, as you spend 6 months
or a year integrating an employee and training him in the ways of
your company, that employee leave.

You have wasted your training resources and need to start from
siTii tc h.

:-cnator 13cN.i.s.k.N. is that because you are not offering them a com-
petitive wtige in line with the improved skills?

Mr. DOERINGER. There are two views on that.
One is that the mobility is the result of people leaving bad jobs for

better jobs, or good jobs for better jobs, but another view is,that when
the disadvantaged, especihlly during the 1960's, were hired in a num-
ber of good companies that xarticipa.ted in the jobs program, that
employee turnover and retention was a problem.

That was a problem that I think was never directly addressed by the
elaployers themselves.

Senator BENTSEN. This is arguing to the contrary, that we should
have more mobility gain, and there were areas of some low unem-
ployment in the country where thoie people could move, and they
don't do that and more

\Ir. flAmEamEsti 1 t wild like to comment on that briefly. I think'.
we benefited in the tir..t. 20 years after World War II from two unique
circumstances which have not beeu.in existence in the last 10 year

We first saw the teamendous flow of people from agriculture to in-
. That is (loud with. Se&nd, the rate of growth of educational

t t ainmen t and the lnanbel of years 46'0190lb:1g attained by the popu-
lation was three tioice higher in the first. 20 ..postivar years. It was
growinc,:three blues. us fast in those 20 years as it had in the last 10.

YOUr'had; more skill;, and formal schooling becoming embodied in
pop:Makin: That hug slowed down. I don't see that picking up in

the near future, and I am not so sure I would want it to pick up.
Senator BEN 1$EN That is a good point.
Ms. Sawhill inayLe you are the one to tl.t. (him qucetiuu 1 N unl I
t to the structural formal ion of the I...tap.oymen't eotuniissh,ti
I just mianted education op the format
Nfs S.,w HI Lt., Are you tslkilig about thq ..,.1),,,,,ut

innuieti tion3.1.

Ire
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Senator BENTSEN. The employment commissions in the different
States which send people 'to jobs aren't they generally State agencies
with Federal guidelines and Federal funding?

Ms. ySAW u L. That is correct. I think that on the question of certifi-
cation of eligibles under the targeted employment tax credit, by the
Way, that they are going to have a coordinating role.

It is my understanding that certification can take place in a number
of other agencies, most particularly in a prime sponsor itself, and that
the fours get all collected in one centralized place, but the employ-
ment service itself doeS not necessarily do the whole job.

Senator BENTSEN. How, mach coordination do you get between
those. employment commissions in the States.andd the technical or thr
vocational schools?

Do they really understand that they are training for a .job when
there is a labor shortage or availability of jobs? Is there reasonable
coordination or not?

Ms. SAwnite. I don!t, think I can give you an adequate answei,
because I haven't looked at that question specifically, and I expect
it varies widely.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. DOeringer, you have been in the 1,111,1 labor
market.

DOER1NoEit. In the New England expeitcocc &Ls it.; is very
little coordination between the ' ucational and technit schools and
the employment services or commissions

Some of the most succesgful. of the \ btill/UL 11111 then
oWri placement operations:. They have ties to local nalustr3 anti their
graduates are placed through such ties, much the way fat ultics are
hired, and I expert congressional .tnfr.

It is an infirmat rela.tionship between the nistucttu kLuW6
\\ hat the employer neetIS anil the cap4bilities of his students. The
Instructor essentially' makbs the jot, reftcrid.°

That means there is little need to turn to other plartinent agencies
because these Agencies lack the kind of daily contact and experience
and exposure betweewthe trainee and the job.

Senator BENscs \Ir. Palmer, do you have ally l:ViliCnee that shoe 6
the correlation or the weight of a year in public ,erviee as compared
to a year of remedial educe 1t?

Mr PALMER. O. I (1(711T1111111% tht.te is ull,) a,k ILt lu eN ldente 011
die. 1 W/16 going to add, getting back to our earlier question of the
long -rang( rrtects of people after they gu through subsidized eloploy
ment, there h,tsitot been udequate data to enable thoav studies
to be done in the 1,0,4,

I thinOthat ).s , tutitot,i2 14 . ti,,,,
a et:116'1110ns longitudinal survey taken ..

eutrants into the ('ETA progrei Ebel /I to folluW6 people throt,.di
their dui atioi, in the CA X progrtiu,s, 1tn.1 fur ,,everal 3 ears
to leaving the wograins

This data base is pint, t., t 111Ittit .. I el 11 t ll., 1, 111 I t It It, a.
CHOC (Z.., of the ('ETA systcut Ab a w I I it i rut i pi .40.eia
colopo11e11ts4 i bele comparis, as of the I ttt.1,. yl IA I e, 1hisil,g .:an be
made

But .,t
muse ,tu ftiOnS

Sel.tutttt L.

1 t111111 I tiOt ,
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.Representative Wxi,i. Thank yo p, Mr. Chairman.
I want to apologize to the aneLf r being late. We weram a markup

in the subcommittee, laud r. Miller, the Chairman' of the Federal
Reserve Board, came befor the lull Banking Committee to talk about
the state of the economy wi us this morning.

I am a relatively new member ,of this committee, and I 'd want
to hear everything you had to say, but I will read the reco later on.

What is the panel's estinaate . as to the number' of structurally
unemployed? /- .

Ms. Sawhill, you are shaking your head affirmatively. Do you have
. an answer? k , .

Ms. SAwnut. The problem, sir, is that nobody is in total agree-
mart about how to define "structurally unemployed.". I made so

reference, earlier to our need to try to reline conc4ptually what
mean by structural unemployment, and then to come up with so
estimates of the number of people who fag in those categories.

- The usual approach right now is to, define it family income e
duration of unemployment, or some combination of the two, and wl
you do that, you can come up with a number or tt whole set of nu
bens depending upon ,vhat tevel of family income, and what durati
of unemployment you ehoose.

f don't know that I tuit to put a bine,. it,,otber oil the record rig ;
Maybe some of my colleagues here have one off the top of th r

head
Represet, tutiv i AAA i),Al ate do.put a auinbe oil how 1114411 \

people are unemployed 1 lu,t heind one front Mr. Millet, (11.,irtuau
of the Federal Reserve 134 aid.

Where does he get his figure..:
Mr. IlAmEamEsti. Right now thete ate O million people

ployed at any point in time. `I lie economist. in the used a
breakdown of structural, cyclical, and beubotial unemployment. I
think a lot of economists would argue tht,t we have no cyclical unem-
ployed today. The question is. What put lion of the 6 million would
be defined as seasonally unetupl,,yed?

There has been some evidence again, and I, a loose
hut there is evidence that 2.5 uiillion might I,u aid the rest,
Lnitit be called structural

gain, I do shy away tilotilletiw.
Representauvo important It, . 11111.),1

i./11Mle we are talking a out a starting poilil
Mr. IIAMEhMESti It certain is.
Representative Wyi LE You tzhc, a stat,,,,,( thcic io

percent unemployment ait,ong black youth. I got that OA of grit, of
your reports.

There is anodic, , La L t, .4,41 .I1 iv v).1.1
live; 1, °web and so iortil Can't a e pi, t those .h tot;ether ttioi come ill.
with a figuce?

M,. PALMEI JIMA ult ; .1, I., 11,..t t,. extent mud.
I.a ill, dlnplOYL, , Lit dried e 11 . ILI ng 1,1u, groups that clea,ly
u .lisadvautaged ,,.1,41 ha., v :0 'high untuployment lUteb ib not

min `hirable
That is, t, 1i, 1a , , ,.I ,1 tyl . a. 1. trio 1 . . .1

1. i

t o difterLut jol 6 ,,1 )%1}, ci tic labor but
tiorntally some pet Lou of job O h I .0111 cti even though a l« ,:n L
job oppoittanty Will k e tortl,con11111,

43 Ili 19. b
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So, you could look at a group and say that their unemployment is
structural, such as minority youth. You can't break outhow much
of that unemployment is a kind of a normal; healthy unemployment,.

p e el rseesairnctlita tnisearching for yjobs and
Let's

W ich issort. of ,the lubricant of the economy, and how many are
sanalpfpfinr

approach
cehrgi tl o

.
yanmoenthter Ty. What is

your opinion as to the full employment rate? ,
Mr. IIA.xisardssa. will be happy to comment on that, because I

have written quite a it about it before. ...

Nly personal belief is that we tare at or below what people like to
call the nonaccelerating inflation rate of employment. It you want to
call that full employment, my guesS is 6 percent today is full
employment.

It is not an immutable figure. In the 1960's, I believe the rate was
lower, but changes in the labor market and our income maaintenance
program have caused'the unemployment rate to rise.

I think, if you consider that, as the labor force ages, we have fewer
young candidates for new jobs in the labor force; in the 1980's, that
%vill be back down to 5 pci.,,ent. I think if it was 4 percent in 1,1 )p 1960's
for full employment, it is 6 percent tuteniployMent now.

Mr. DOERINGER. You are finding evidence before you *,f the tits
agreement in the profession on these matters.

What I would add, and as I say I am rat} i t__lei .n 4..lagi e,.111,,,,, I. %A, ll ii

the %, tLy this problem has beets approached, is that the "lotion that one
has to lice with a 5-percent or a 6-percent full employment rate in an
economy with a lot of teenagers, and not live with that cate in an
economy with a lot of adults is based on the assumption that teen-
agers as a group behave like we lito, LI always known teenagers to
behave. Namely, that they are not terribly attached to the labor
market; they are in and out a lot; their earnings.rieeds may be tem-
porary, or may be !orb; and that they engage in a wide variety of

,. activities, other than work, m hich they- enjoy. ,

That viewI think, is pep naps belied bv another set, of aoStooptiOns
%Vilich ...,nggesis that the kinds of employment experience that we
obsen ,.: in teenagers we also ObS,I'Ve in many utinolities, awl does one
want ix, etsteLUI the notion that minolities haven't "grown up" and
are erratic %%orkers lightly attached to the labor market?

We dont want to minimize flee fact that teeuag,ers ,lo engag,e'in
ttetiA tiles other than work as part of being teenagers Hod as part of
grow in,4, ,,p, But it i . important to recognize that the .kinds of jobs
availablv to teent.t. , t, .n e hot the kind of jobs that instill commitanent
:Anil attaklituelit

They are the "t.,.,, 1. -.1' ICil,s it.. 1,,,,o,tti,., th,, .*.toil ,*.1\1,,,
yneratloas, thb c..:.,,nil I Lank ,,, curl. u 1..11, ./tre In ., :Jell e the leftover
job,: the only Jobs th .t teei,a;:els have access t.,

I think these is some unlit:Ilion that when tret,,. .1s tirl: eNpl/bell i.
LW( ter job oppoetunities, or the kii,d of lobs taut many people have to
wait utitil their mid twenties to tie on-ered Ili, it bel,avior thangos

I dod't think we ,uuld want 1 ) hick tut Ise:, into Jnnknig about
(,,I1 employment in terms of de.no:.,rapl,ic ink or etho.ational mix, or
geo,:raphic thAribtition 01 %,olktt, so mach as the notion that *,p
portunity 14 AZ ti lo t to an ) I i 1, ein 1,10 , Aid y

Repres*mtutivo WYL It I a il I. ) oli (4) ION" .. I .1 ,. I I. I.
) ,,l1 Made, Willt;t1 i , at the LAI e 1-1111L: its li.ie 11/21,h tu. Mi 1)o, (lobo,.
" us Just s...)ing.

ti
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My comment is this:. /%, iglit youth say,'"I don't want to share a
bard job with somebody t se? I don't know. I am trying to search
for some approach here. ou mentioned the unemployment among
youth, and that they are probably structurally unemployed.

Mr. SCHIFF: I would be very cautious about considering work -
sharing. -as a long-term solution to the unemployment problem. The
proposal I mentioned relates only to times when it is an alternative
to recession layoffs, or perhaps waen it can be used by an individual
firm as a temporary adjustme4t measure to.ease the transition to a
reduced level of its work force or structural reasons.

I think worksharing should not be a substitute for general policies
to foster high employmentpolicies that are aimed at providing
enough jabs for everyone who wants to work.

The akstimption underlying the kind of proposal Linentioned is that
there is41,o alters ve work. available at the tim The total volume
of denc4nd is b ow n rmat, and therefore you have to deal with that
situatioVi in a w/gy dm doesn't hit too hard at the people at the (lid
of the Iftl.

Over a 11,144t:t pct god, 11011 c, er, One ought, to look ,..tuefulb lit the
L....A that there are iteople 41, our economy who would value tore
leisure arid who N1, olid prefer not to work bt) mu, h, and others who
want 'to work more There may, titetatli.4 be a case for a better dis-
tribution of work among the popuration bast,d on volutitaly prefereuce.

You miA.ht2foi example, help create titore job bpport unities for 501110
people who want to ,work full time and for others who want to work
Dilly part time, in line with what they desire. 'Thus, more job oppor-
tunities nuight he crent,Al foi woinii with childien or lur retired people
by adapting, these jobs 1.1.1. closel to the length of time fox which
these people can actually %sulk and the hours' that, are coimenient fur
them.

"(lei,: 111101( too "Ill, i loe.)pit; N14" would Itqls c fall 11111C Jot,' lc.
1,,(0 t.lit' t. part (fiat. jut,.; So, 1 thilik there i:i a lot of thought that
ott:,ht to be cltriven to the question of what a better distribution of work
would lit. I Nally Illtzttl .J-74.

If I in.ly revert fo, ,inut., (., like ptc\i.0j,,e, (1..,. whi,.11 L, 1t,,1
to the definition of full mp10y1.1c,,t I think one has to 1,e very cerful
to dist.ingtu,h Idetweek, ,,,eeral coil, ep(, Of %,vhat pi uple eall tall rut
ployment. One. 1,.. a ,,itoation %,,i here by imsling, up the total dentand
Of the Peohtfiti) ou Ciat " l'Ull 11 tu°1- "out uocti.i,10.) went without
rapidly zig.,,t tt yt, tine hi& t ion

rho: is uii, ,,iieept
I think we luny he . 1 tt,. . ti. . .ti t . , l , I. 1

Ineffil (hat in (1121.1 11 lAtil L pi, \ . i s..1 I 1 ilt:.; : Girl I .I ,. I. t, kill kilt
tiloro,poovit iota j ii,,I

The 111111;.;. (hi ha . 1. I. Li l, i% ill% Id., 1 . i I rill . i

11INe kiliiiLout (tabling ,.:.01,1,, ,,,, In ,t ill, .t ia,ke ,, 1 t.1 A, Ilg14 of
,liliertot kinds ,)f Opp al. ltlitle:.% ..) Het , it) b ,f .)per,. iti.k; tite 12,f.,

warket .l no fort ti
A se, oild definitio.. i I ,it .1 1

i he reductitot in titieulitit ..to a out ,,,...11,.:,.. t 11 ,, ,.... I, I ,., ,,,,, ic
to these strucLul al arra.. I ,l,1111.. a i 1,.. t .1 :ul 111. 1 , ,:111.1 111.5 1 i 11U 1111,11E;

he line:, evt n now
Structural unetnpl.,, . I . it I I. . I I I, . t I

' I i

eta that rbtottin.s tat.1* I ( 1 dd.:: ...t .oL to .ii t.:11,1 I.. 1.t. , (. 1,1 .411

.6.
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the unemployment that can be terminated by noninflationary demand 1

ex anion. From this residual, one would also have to deduct frictionalun ployment, though the preci viding line between friction and
structural joblessness is often no easy to draw.

Another problem in defining tructural unemployment is that. it
shOuld wobably include people who are not in the work force, who are
not now ontec1 as unemployed, but who would nevertheless come
into the work force if they thought suitable Alm were available..

Representative WYLIE. You say youth Might welcome the oppor-
tunity,for more kinds ofleisure, and that might well be a point, except
that they would want the concomitant income. itYou.iire talking in terms of recession. .

..

Mr. SCHIFF. In a recession, I am talking about *Lig to a 4-day week,
where people work 4 days and get paid for 4 days. ram not talking
about the kind of work sharing where Zsroployees work 4 days and get
paid for 5 days That is not What I had in mind.

Representative WYLIE. 1 ttnticrt,t10, excepteliott )ott .,) ELL., t,,, II It IL. accomplished by some : ort of ttlieUtployin it itibtttlict with IC!
.5p ct to the Nal. .5nurlItg, tt, ttatti;eitteitt

Nit Scutt. It simply, mewls that ,,t the i,,, , ,.t 11.,.,.
, an 11,,Inially o,..1) wt. tinen,plo) Mt). 4 t iii:Illelli...e. it 011 jaC , t. fk,I I Illl
week or more trinler the propo,,al, (Le employte: for a fi,./1., that i,(0...
l/il (1 4 illy w, elk tit, a (t..toptattii) think'' ill et tece,titolt. wool,' Lecid ill d to uotio)i..11.,..i.L111,111.tillet benefit., fth t lie 5th dtlY Tilizs 11 0 11,1
t.USt IA) iittAT lit the, Ludgvt than the prenettt. arcttligment,

.oll Vv(Pl11(1 ibi 811 the ,4%, .a.ltet , fur the otte-tfth of the w, . t. 0., , ..,
,,,,, lopio) et1 iii.-letttl of paying i.e.i id th of the workers for Ling .11.
t..1.00 ..) ell ful ,I foil %%. oel,

Tho ,,n( 14 Milt! 1.t lit) bli,k,,
itepee,ci,tative 'AY' I.E. "at I ,..,. , t I. 11 ..l. I 111..1 i

1..1/.4 ) li 11 /I t 12 ttoott it i., tt tit, IC yi., in' LI tl,
-itliti 6,1' 131 , 1 tALN 1 t . l l l A l l v t ' t1144,11. With . .,, ,.I i I,

i . obit:1w, dolt I I Itiltit io fa, It it:, Ihe Ntwoli ti i1/1)
.1 ill

'11.,u hi. k l" iLi \ t tt U., Itti..1A CLS 11l8( tilt3 1811l/V811 l 4 I . % I AI i

..,1110 01 tliClib t.r. i,i,j t ( to col..f 4,1 i r:).
W i ,i.i 1.10.1."../ IA Ill ) iiII/' t ililliiLli(iali1 1...1.4)
'111.11k toll l l'O litll 11

1W1Irli iii,,,,, at i 2.oi i .. (1,, ...I.(
It of tfic ( 'hl, I
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX,

U.S. DEPARTMtNT OP LABOR, OFFICE Or THE SECRETARY

.While Paper dnthe New Comprehentrive Employment apd Training Program
THE ROLE OF Offs EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING SYSTEM

k
During the past several years employment and training programs have played

an increasing* importait rele in strengthening the performance of the American
economy and securing a mote equitable distribution of its benefits. Employmentand training programs contribute to the efficiency of our economic system in

. several ways. In times.of strong,economic growth they reduce inflationary pres-
sures bylexproving the' performance of labor markets, increasing worker pro-ductivity, and expanding our supply of skilled workers. During economic down-turns, by znalitaining incomes, employment and skill levels and minimizing
dependence on welfare and unemployment insurance, they set the etage for stable
economic recovery. Employment and training programs also contribute importantlyto the equity of our eponamic system by improving the access of all Americans
to the opportunity to support themselves and their families..

Direct employment policies hive now become an important and permanent
tool of economic policy, strengthening the effectiveness of fiscal and monetary
policies in promoting stable economic growth and reducinthe adverse side effects
of both economic expansion and contraction. T,Tntil recent years, however, em-
ployment. and training programs were too small in scale to permit mssaurement
of their potential effectiveness in this larger role.

Ten yeasago employment and training programs were an insight dem
in the U-6. budget. This year over $11.7 billion will be spent lie adze Federal
Government for this pu.mose. The budget for Fiscal Year 1980 eallmem expendi-tures of 211.0 billion. The fundamental factor supporting tills expansion is agrowing national awareness that, even in periods of overall prospecw. sizeable
inve tmenta must still be made to assist those disadvantaged to the inane markethy t ckgroimd, location, or discrimination. But much of this immediateexpansion

n.has een in response to economic recessions. This was the case when President
Cart *tonic office while the country was enduring the high rate of unemployment
which followed the 19=-74 recession. Since 1977, spending for Department of
Labor jobs and training- programs has increased by 73 percent. Much of this
was due to the Economic- Stimulus Package launched by this Administration. Incontrast, there has been only a 14 percent increase in spending for other discre-
tionary federal programs in this period. This fact, more than an other, provides
a clear indication of the high priority placed on employment °grams by theGarter Administration.

CETA'S RR.ueen OF PEtcrottmAr4..:E

1.).spite this unprecedented growth there cat, ,c little queer, A, that our GAopluy-
went and training system has performed well Aggregate att,tiatics tell one partof the story. When President Carter took office, the un'employment rate was
7.8 percent. By December of 1975, it had fallen to 6.9 percent. A large part of
this improvement can be attributed to the normal resilence of the economy in
recovering from a downturn in the business cycle. But substantial credit should
go to both ,macroeconomic policies of the Administration and the direct employ-ment measures initiated as part of the Economic Stimulus Package. Along, withthe 7.2 million Jobs created in the private sector, 1.3 million jobs and training
opportunities were created during this period by the various components of the
Cornprehensinfaaoyment and Training Act (CETA).

(i13)
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CETA has helped assure that the benefits of economic revery are extended to
all classes of workers including the most disadvantaged. For example it is esti-
mated that a third of the increase in black employment (CV percent) experienced
during this period is directly attributable.to the cl.:TA joh system. EMployment
gains for the most disadvaataged groups Ur e particularly impressive. Employ-
merit of black teenagers had actually deereasEtl during the preceding 8 ye , but
has increased by 27 percent since the start of this Administration. Abo 2 per-

of al black teenagers employed in October 1978 w
7.--rograrris miler the CETA systear During the Stun is expansion. grUirn\reYit°hIlanh

percen of new C.T. enrollees were economically disadvantaged. In the past,
had be s less than half.
This II unatit expansion was done: -

on schedule;
,Without the creation of a large, new Federal bureaucracy;

Without high administrative expenses:
Without a significant degree of substitution of CETA workers for.regular

municipal.employees; and
011 a local saw is. Brinepierets 'wing in W'ashington did not mandate-N. hat

jobs 'ETA workers could hold or the type,of work they needed to do. On a
local hoel, thoth,ouls woovatke proieets were launched such as park
lenoN, talon in Boston, lion, . health care in North hike trail building
In Atlanta, water quality monitoring in %, iSconsiti. river cleanup in Roches-
te and weitInuizatioa of low income homes in many lie ales
aese kinds of results in so short a period were &it; to the ..o. VI L. I

ca an en.alnatin flnlli!ar pulic and private institutions. iho ( ETA system In
Wade up of over 26.900 operating units. They int:lode the oath sal and regional
offices of the I hpartm.ht. of labor and 460 State, county and local gio.erninetit
units who. as the ci.:A prime sponsors, subcontract with an estimated 25000
non-profit ate! gut erninental organizations. There are also u4 state employMent
security agencies and 9.50 national ('ETA programs with hundreds of Subeuil
trot tors The roughly 1.3 million cETA job and training slots serve elmost
million ti.unoulically disadvantaged persons each year.

This ii..perience ,lenionst rated thatilitect employmcii, mining poll.
ao 0.tinsilliStl,.1 through our decentralized CETA ,ystenn are an etreelive tool
Of economic, which can move rapall and iihictly h, (lin:A the problem of
unemploynihtif 1{. eels analysis of ('ETA Kuwaiti expurienc. confirms the
findings of an earlier ( Budgut °filet, :Andy that is the most
efficient tool of the Federal tio,ernment relic unemployment. Additional
11011itni .tipt.lit 1111.1,1 the A piogram i.roilncen three linneu an II1itsl Jill' ad

apeat 10 111 ills ulnlget n.111 W1th has 11111:It1011ry
g.;(1t..1 0.11111(1.1 1 D

1 Ilt I . . It fo.1.1 .1 .11i 1 I flal
.i.1 o11 11:$ (411116, or 1, I , I 111.

III .,111.4 Ill 11l111 .114 II II 1.)..p.tlint,., vnar u Asart:i ta, . 1.1 (Ail. t 1 Ia 1

f (111,1,411 /111 ,I111111.1..1 I% I A eui lt. I iheis to i tf..1 get rl 1,
alenti.11 -11 11111111 , a,,.l oration.d ola,alizatioon vu! hie 1, joo-
g1,1111,, t 1 1111.1 .o..111!11 Innis 1111.1 triiininw, capa.h,iitien of cxialli.e.,
Itnd 61, i I hat c11,1,1 iris 111 uful

4,1.% ICI', .11,-i IA, 1111.O pal in .'n-tH
(NM&

It,. ,t orrio
ssith the pi., , }... t

.nt and I .1116,4 11, 111 pa, 141 1.1.1'

F .1111 1/1111.1 .1 114, Misted 1 14,..111 et .11..1 I.

1 `1 '11,, I, svork...4-,,,.., cico>i , ,

I ,11111.i% ..( 'eh I t, line th. pc, -ttacc
t ( 1 I , . . i t - 11,,.11.. , 01 11.1 1 elIt0%ca.lt

it: 111.5 1.11 1 ZI,/ ..1
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Thecae deficiencies must he remedied promptly if Ne system is to maintainpublic cbnfidenee. Employment programs have generally benefitted from strong
public support. Even in the wake of Proposition 13 and other anti-tax initiatives,1 a detailed public opinion survey recently conductedifkr the Department of Laborshowtd strong public support for federal activities in direct employment and
training, Seventy-six percent of respondents Apported direct job creation particu-- larly for pziprity groups such as low income persons and h ads of families 'kithA children. Two sentiments underlie this prliesupporta fi m belief that peopleshould be able to work if they want tumid that creating jo s is a cheaper way. of
assisting the unemployed than providing welfare or unemploynter4 benefits.

of ttle.ipulilic also believes that public employment programs pro du e usefulcommunity services and they support local control over the kinds of jobs eate,I.Nonetketess there is considerable public concern alaiut abuses and ineffiesmiesin job grogram design and administration.
We roust respond to this concern promptly and effectively. Many prontking

social programs have atrophied or been abandoned because-managenienthave resulted ill puitla disillusionment. Budget restraint increases the urgepey ofresponding to the legitimate coneerns of citizens that their tax dollars:Joie m.o(
effectively.. This current mood provides Cis mall a challenge to denions,trate teat
public programs can be useful, efficient and effective,

During the lust year, the Departmnt of labor has been ,le, tomtits., a t ...r.11-tinted plan for an and paining system Ituilditsg uponimportant nen legislation, . rieS of 1,.gula,ory tut I itiatittgeliielit tiptiVcb.ila cbeen undertaken to develop it s,ysti who;11 w responsive, coliqatlensit e, ac-countable mid nainageats1,.
These initiative'', many it alre,,dy 1,, lug imistem, t,t, .1, ire (It

In the follosting sections sistd. rthe our major areas of required
II Improving sort ie. t.1 those who tuo.,t aced assistance:

(2) Strengthening coolie, bon with the Private' Sector:
(;1) Iniproving pri.grant sntmnc. ills l.t, awl
(4) Utllitrolitilg fraud tii.,1 abuse.

is t' I, sirdutl..it . In t It cast a a. I ) Pro% itlitll.., a broader .'tug, of ,ir,g,,sin s.,, meet ,()I inth ..iduals. and 12) focsusaig government int,Kritinz on ttlUmc gin . i.The sc,,at,egv to provide wore iota better service it, the post. has hit progratt .151-ponents. All of them share similar ittlpfovvritrutzt in pro*Iiim design. The...pr,einents ,rs. ....trot eligibility requirements, more ealpha.-is on traillihg,ors ig s.. sled pr..grain and strougihourd prohil.itiou.e ttetittst, suhstitlit-
tion of (*ETA employees rot rtgitlat' state and municipal ttorkcis

Major program c,mipestents to implement this scratchy inclastI,
( retie. (41 err4.ln, 41 CO. pl.),014,."1 Arid io lo 1,5 1.5I, clb

'nil,. 11 of the , I., 1. . t lilt is Irattnent "st,lictutal" eisipleitstent ,tssistance prow Ill) It ,,r, .isl. , f, r is Irange or emplov isseisc and traming /MI6 tallied ,11 Ina!). stis.tt Its :kills thediSa(t \ tibtitgesi in the labo,. market Tit, ;41.u. tura! title of s'ET'A I., ., , titprogram of nx.'d si/e. Fur the nisi yea, It authorizes :1,2 biltiot, 1 u csansii m j..i.search n., +trout et alai w. rk miesdation and $a bllhtn, It, trans.(' mil1.;ttilityitt,.1,t lit Lti.tt-liti'oit to the ansoblit, all,. s tt alit., Ifs f,.rtrtunin.t, at least III persist s..rvice Etupl., inetit Ise 11,5,5 beused fe,r eisten I1 1 This pi 11p 1 L I S o l l will rise t 2 2 p, ., .1, t , el Imo.I.ItKit.lhts still t restri . th, slis,,dvantaw .1 p. 1%9,1, itii,/either receit ,,,g ,Itsic, t.1 ulteft.1,1. rd .r 1,1 .seeks of the los., 2i, ,.st s:hz ..1151front n famit. esti, in less th', la of till BIS I. ,v /PSI :,tat,a01.1dttlit.t{ the . s. ,,,,,iiths. To prose 'Iv ti 311. i51 .11 istt. re,41.1,1' . , 1155555 t/111,1..rrtent had s,. , id disrupt ins of I.., marise,s 1 Attic S . s i,. Eat, lot twage lie'vo 3. a, I. At It\ to ,(id It a mit( rn
411Pril littid,. I ..1 ..1 age, by bstttw of lorn..tis., i., al. .0, i and till I :a j.d.:., tI,' :it It, tuft . I t. I.

Th, f.. limbs a .c.d. t. .11 ,. I .1..
:41, 15 of 'I'm, 11 t. . Is 1 , 5 t...

1.11111i.11tr.1.11111, toe Ito III 11.11. .5 4 is 1111. $1 11 1 1.1 $i.Xept Apt s' d bt tht t . is . 'sore/nails it, .t servies lr, t. for Ii 'I ' tin 1 S.,. 4, 0. 11'0:intends, I 5.i retitite the pos.olaii,) s I attl,tt,101. te, 1 ,,, for s. .
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state and municipal employee.u. It will also increase the number of People who can
participate in these pit5grains and emphasize fhe transitional nature of publi0
service jobs.
The employment opportunity program: Welfare reform

A major emphasis of the Administration's new welfare reform proposal is to
improve the opportunities and abilities of parents in low income families to provide
a decent income for their faihilies through their own work effort. The Employment
Opportunity Program (EOP) component of the welfare reform package will be
the major vehicle for achieving this objective. Like the new CETA Title II, this-
will be an emplovment and training program for disadvaiotaged workers. Many of
the features of this program will be similar to CEZ'A Title-II grograms. However,
the Employment Opportunity Program moves beyond the current Title II in
attempting to met the full demand fpr employment and training assistance by
primary earners in welfare eligible fa4lies with children. Although final prograni
decisions hlve not been made, the Employment Opportunity Program could more
than double the number of structural public service employment jobs.
! As in Title II, emphasis is placed on skill acquisition, upgrading and transition

to the private sector. However, the prograni also seeks to insure that the oppor-
tunity exist for such individuals tp earn j, basic income either through private
sector work ur a public service job, whicl together with supplementary income
assistance, ill assure an above poverty lino income.

A set-. of pilot projects, currently in the planning stage, in 15 geographically
di verse sites throughog,th ceuntry wilt provide a 'sound ninagernent basis for
the orderly implementItion of welfare re(orm. The projects will test and evaluate
detailed urgaeizational and tow/Lunn/ate mudels for meeting the varying needs
id those who would be servt d welfare rk.forni.. Thoso Models which prove most
success( ,I will then bt include an intensive program of technical assistance,
which will lau to the full inlpletlic tation of the einploS,oteut and training com-
ponent of welfare reform.
}...,,th proy/...00d

1 s,:,,m1 ma) ,, loiti.o, ,.... pl . . , ,,.. i I,. t.. L lit,. ...pedal 1,... i... .gL

Ig .1 ivalita6e..1 youth iii iii,,king the frt,. I., to, dittio-lt ,,rtffisidon from school ii.to
pr,,,itictive enidloymtnt. In August of 11.97; , a major %,t uth einph yrnent initiative
%%as launched under the Youth E.nployintrit and bruinoustration Projects Act
(VI.; DP A). The Act created four um programs desig,ied to increase youth employ-
:Ant and employability and to explore a number uf inuoyative approaches for
{,r . idingJervices to young peuplo.

loath incetitcod ohittlement ptivi t,, /...1. kilt, re5
11.. purpuse uf this program is to he

M
oconunac,,n, .11..,1, ...,t..,,,,.,,1 3 ..11,fp

. ph to high echool Sixteen to la year onis in select geographic areas are
euaantLd a yoar round jobjif they agree to attend high sell ,ol. Through a nation-
e ele competition 17 eligible areas Were selected Jubs ace guaranteed for an
average of 20 flours a week ,luring the school year and up to 40 hours in sumeier.
A buut 30,000 jobs ale to be provided during eh 18- month poriud.

l',.o.4/4 couttato.av ,,,,.wi'VOtiu14 cii40 ilgtpl U1,41,4014i projek bo (1 t;U I P)
1 LI I.., r,,s/..iii Is desIg...d to (lova., the ucallonsi pAclillul lIolikos 1. "I I.
l.,1114,/ well [nil erviscd ((ti: ue 1/t110111.3 CC...leeway b..netit YOk ;1 is for tmein.
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capacity of about 25,500 openings was planned. YACC is operated cooperatively
between tie- Departments of .Labor, Agriculture, and Interior.

These programs have an estimated total job creation potential of about 200,000
slots. 'Under the CETA reauthorization, they will be continued as part of Titles
iV and VIII of CETA along with the JOb Corps which, by March 1980 is sched-
uled to prowide 'some 44,000 slots in residential work and training programs.
Except for the Young Adult Conservation ',Corps, the programs authorized
Under the Youth Employment and4Demonstration Projects Act will expire at
the end of 1980. During this next year a full scale' evaluation of these program
and demographic trends in the labor force will be completed. Such a review
would enable us to seek a reauthorization of a youth employment program based
on the experience Of what has and has not worked.

of Couniercyclical unemployment programa
Title VI of the CETA reauthorization provides for PSE unemployment re-

lated to general down-turns in the economic cycle. The needs of workers who are
unemployed because of the general economy are somewhat different from the
needs of the hard-core unemployed. As a result, there are some unique elatnents
in this aspect of the program. Title VI is not a permanent program. The size
of the program depends On how much above 4 percent the unemployment rate is.
Under this title, less emphasis is placed on training and acquiring work experience.
Less emphasis is placed upon reaching those who have the most serious long-term
employment problems. However, the program is aimed-at those with the greatest
current need. To be eligible, a worker must be receiving welfare or be unemployed
for 10 of the last 12 weeks and come fruni a family with income of less than 100
percent of the B1,S low income standard 4.v.:3- the last 3 months. Since Title VI
is aimed at t....ipe-who an: unemployed becauie ,,f the gr;Lel al state of the econoiu)
skill levils will be higher than under structural Pfiblic Service Employment
programs. As a reslt supi.lemeatation of base &inn les by states and localities
will thus be alloy.ed Itkoneer. supplementation will be limited to 10 iltrcent of
total wages.
Lkevel...ying j t. A pr,y .111.0

The Depart.neot is tow to Liercase the use of CET A F.. I
.sly funded programs such as kw-incoine housing rehabilitation, eaelgy couserva
tion, rural transportation, community law enfumethent, environmental cleanup
and inonitoring, day care, services for the elderly, in home health maintenance,
education and cultu, al a, tivities Building bridges to other Federal programs
improves the utlioiency of Federal spending since t.,nployment goals are piggy -
backed on other progra,.is.

In August ,)f 1978, Seci,,t,,,) t. ..,,,l, ,,t 11,c otl,c,
cabiuet Officers enlisting the st.n..dult; of thir agej..en s in wing CLTA ,ourc:vs to
aid their programs. Since that time, a series of conferences and meetings on tuts
but..jeet have been held with repro.entatives of these agencies. Souse ieceaLly
developed exemplar y projects le part of the urban and fund initiatives
directed by the White !louse Interagency Coordinating Council. These include a
joint HU1) /1)01., project in Long Beach, California i,l which Urban Development
Action Grant funds are being used to assist in development of a regional shopping
center While 'ETA funds will be tisd for on-the-job training of disadvantaged
workeis'M oi.ntrut dun nod 1,41 a,aat sit operation of the cent,.r, As pal t of the
interagenc) rural winter au,l e.wer project. CETA sopi ortt.k1 work. s will b,. given
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All of the Initiatives in the preceding section strengthen the transitional nature
of public emphiytnent and training programs. For this reason, long-Arm success
requires us to work closely with the private sector. CETA program n4nagers must
gear their programs to meet the needs of private firtps with the potential for
providing permanent employment. Private employers must also be encouragec
to hire hard-tb-employ workers and to provide then with on-the-job training.
New private sector initiatives will encourage both types of activity Their success
'depends on the extent to which they influence the entire range of CETA programs,
not just the private sector programs.
Private industry councils

The CI;TA reauthorization leslation includes a new $400 million private
sector initiative as Title VII of CETA. This program would establish an important
new labor market intermediarythe Private Industry Council (NC). .These

. councils, which will He established in each prime sponsor area, will increase the
involvement of local employers, cemmunity-based organizations, organized labor
and other interestrd public agencies in the gkesign of employment and training' \"t

"---- programs in their area. They will also encourage more on-the-job and classroom..
training in private industry. The first priority group to be served by the prograirr
consists of ecopomically disa8vantaged youth between the ages of 16 and 24.
Other groups 0/filch may he served include Vietnam -eta veterans and, graduates
of CETA training programs, r

0,, the-job training expansion
A closely rtlat,ecl initiative will ctsion to( ft,l/ I )

p.ivxte employers by aintphfying th64ate rani zilittlagem, ht of 1.1, :se
progra.cos for industry The new CETA7leiislation piov...ies more latitude to
implement onthe-job tectiuMg pr, giants while insuring that adequate training is
profided

tax
The Tax Reform Act .L 1 :I/ ti t 1.111 o t ..... pi I, /tit,

to hire hard-to-eaq,loy NN..rkers, rho l'argeted Joi s Tex ere lit ond the
expanded WIN Tax Credit will allow pi ivatt employers' to claim credit., against
their corporate tax liability fur 50 perctnt of the first $6000 wages paid in the initial
,yvar of employment and 25 percent in the second year. The targeted tax credit

yxteltds eligibility to economically disadvantaged youths, Vietnam-era veterans,
'ex-convicts, lfai e recipients, the handicapped or youths participating in cooper-
ativ education programs. tax credits are restricted to recipients of benefits
111101,'1 the Aid to Families with Dependent Children programs.

'dr OP /10/11/cOjti lagenCiCH

The use of non-profit agt octets Lt.1 etid illU LI 4.1111211.AULA of t11....Rttillueo .1
takt.r.4 1110.1 lit nitanvnt employment. The, Department has funded experimenta-

tion with a se ries of "Supported Nkorle projects hiring the hard-to-employ iu work
settings which pros ide intensive 'Supervision, peer group suppOrt and transition
to im4111,siclim. employment. In othei cases, non profit agencies hay.. been es-
cal hhed iu local alerts to 1.11',./, 111 trait ,,,,, g, sl.lrpul the st rVieeS 11.,d transitit.nal
empl,pytuttt ill .7.tt,L:tx 111% tim Iv, Ito% ittet /we housing luhttbllitatiuu .merny conserva-
tion and C./11.111.11111y thiVtl11111gt1 of 1111,:e Ion/ IS that they
.tii ,uutt clo.wly duplicate vtothittg ..utulttiuus iu th,, rt solar ecom,Itly,

th, l,.D ScriCt:
ens p ft Itt<loit, TI. I .. . t I 11 r 11,

VI... 1110 A At hets in pt.( , 1/1111 I.tl .1..61.1 A it to., c 'Aril Leal .11.
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.N. ... ..
. rrlanageelitoit .etate'AgenelAt aid -the eocirc glen ortheir labcir market inttire.
.. niedhkry fueptiolis with etatt-economle dey patent Plans..

ninon:Ica .race* 11.ANAG1111:1111NT

4 Effective -program management 'inyel, es much-more than adequate.hoSt and
..,7 . accoUltieg centre* WaYstithst befotin to identify, reward-and-replicate those -,

progralnilehieh improve partici'pautyf abil y to pbtalli and hold adequate paying 7

lobs In tan` regular economy. Tha CE. A.Systern abblindis with local exeroples of,,ette- .

cessful pregraria0t:ls the job of :management to extend those programs palibli- '. -
wide. . .,

.. At thAsame. firne, it is eilsential that efforts to impreve systern control do pet, ,

asA result, Inuonee and .. ife*ity orl.,local premien design or stifle local
. ... initiative, A...strong and 'sue° ful employineet and training system =Mit be

-reapcinsivatn, the environment in whlbh.it'Operates. It must adjustto Ihe-dlffering
, ...:- . needs of Its-,clienteile, thOpereeptions of its jotegrams. by the larger community,. '

., the .'struetfte and eapalillities of othej:. publhpand.,priVate 'institutions, and the ''
.. problems and reguirqinente of local. pinployers,' Atieouritability must operate in !!tbotir.igreetione. Improvitit-,the flow lorinfbritiatien to national polloymakera and' 'manage, is. essential 'to evaleattpiogretif inficees.. and correctag program

' 4 failures. But atthe sauts,,thne, g Ance and aSelatande must.be provided in a
timely And iNponsive mathger to ',Peet the needs of local programs:. . .

fir=
AVe have several, initiatiVes ainzied..at improving program management at 'all

.., 'eveis_bt geeteenruent: ' ... - ' 4° : . .

.1.11nprovint.Federal l'ilanagemit - '. ". -. c, ..
..,

4 .. T,lie. Department of Labarls currently reorganizing the national and regional 7
.. -,b"itilete of 'the Employment and Training Adininietifption. In addition, we also are,

. .uyirig tibiniprov.e overall system mitnageknent,Inenitoring .,abd evaluation. Im-
' Tortalit.elhOenta..i4this program' Abide: , .

.'.., c --- Changinealiii.streegtfienigg'top level management;: . .

linpruvinethe communication, of 1. olicy. directions through regional field-
aRtees";. . , ..

Estabitihing an ombudsman fn the Office ofkLe- gi. slation .and Intergovern-'
.

, 'mental.ltelations to, assure.tbat important' problems which cannot be solved.. I
by estahteled mechanisms ,eceiye high-level attention; .r Impleinenthig civil service reforms that require new,..pay and performance,

71; ,,,,... :.? evaluation tystems fee' executives aril managers be related to Organizational -

performapee; / . . . .
Estahli.shing , A "Department-wide Management Improvement Program.

Eech ,organization is required to review its structure, internal management
systiAirei.and allocation of staff ;and. -. . . . '

Establishing a Regulatory 'Review 'Program to simplify prOgram
. regulations. .. .

. .

t. .211,rnageinery assistance program . .

.
. ' 7 . &the -new CETA legislation 'authorized the creation of an Office of Management

Assisfance to improve overall management of the CETA. program. A major
funelion lot this new office, to. be established- in the Employment and Training ,,

Administration, will he to design. an improved p1gram of training-and technical
assistance for local program ruariaters. This 'effort.,,will emphasize helping local
program operators learn from each.ether by identifying successful programs and

I encouraging wide-spread adoptiettig them. i
- .A related effort is the. development of more useful measures of program per-

. formanoe-to identify program .success. Frequently used indicators such as the
. - number of enrollees,- the nernbei"of placerrnenth dr cost. per placement may actually

' impede the development of high qiiality j'ob and training programs by encouraging
seleetion of the heat apPlicante and Placement in high turnover occupations.
Management information system development
'Tht Department of Labor is undertaking a Program to improve the management

.capabilities of CETA prime sponsors through the. development and installation
of.atijolnated Management Inforntition Systems (MIS):

The automsjed MIS will fpr the first time, on a timely and routine basis, provide
a detailed profile of program partidipantfi, trek the progress of - participants

.thfough the programs, and measttre, the impact Of the program' on participants'
suliscquentojoli experience and income.

e,
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. At the present time, the great mniority of basic information sys-
tems used by prime sponsors tn.tolleCt and report iffrOfmati are of a manual
nature. Most are incapable of meeting either-the managemen system needs or
the full reporting requirements in the new GETA.legislatinn.

The new systei11 will providel6cal and l'ederal program managers with the
necessary information to elbcctively plan,'cOntrol an _evaluate the CETA pro-
grams. For example, it will show whether ptime.sponsors'are meeting the needs ofpaiticigar categories of the disadvantaged; and identify which program com-
ponents are the Most successful in enabling participants to move to privatesector employment.
$trengthening local programmanagenient

The new- CETA legislation and regulations establish several positive-approaches
for effective management by CETA prime,sponsors. Included in the regulations
are new requirements for overall management systems to monitor.programs, handle
complaints, and determine and verify the eligibility of indiViduals seeking entryinto CETA programs.

Monitoring /program assessment,.To encourage stronger managetnent controls,
an independent monitoring unit is now to be established by each prime sponsor
to .matiitor compliance With the regulations and recommend corrective action
when Warranted. Prime sponsors are also to extend management information
efforts to the monitoring of subgritntees. Besides simply policing activities, the
monitoring unit is to determine the effectiveness of programs.

Verification. -- Previous ineffective management techniques have resulted in
many Ineligible individuals' receiving (.ETA services. To combat tills; the. Act
now requires priMe sponsors totestablish a system to verify the eligibility of
participants.

Performance. goals.Prime sponsors will be required to establish quantifiable
goals and objectives for each program activity and service. Included will be
information on the number and quality of placements with sufficient follow-up
to determine the long-term labor market experience of participants.

CONTROLLING FRAUD AND ABUSE

" ntiting .the last year, the Department of Labor has greatlynded and
strengthened its efforts to insure that scarce program resources are used as effec-
tively and honestly as possible. Several major initiatives have been launched.
Establishment of the Office of the Inspector General

Responsibility for fraud and abuse detection and control in all DOL agencies
was consolidated in a single office reporting directly to the Secrelary of Labor.
Thls office has a considerably expanded staff. Program abuse consists of non-
criminal activities such as failing to observe regulations, keeping inadequate
records or.hiring ineligible workers to criminal cases of fraud. Since January 107S,
67 indictments and 24 convictions have resulted fromLthe Depsitment's- investi-
gation of CETA and workers compensation progrume

'Fraud and Abuse Prevention Survey
Another major new effort to eliminate fraud and administrative abuses in

Labor Department programs has recently been inaugurated.
Using a new Fraud and Abuse Prevention Survey (FAN), DOL's Office of

Inspector General will seek to identify and correct administrative weaknesses in
CETk' nd other Departmental programs before fraud and abuse can occur.

Up to now, investigative efforts of the Labor Department and mast other federal
agencies 'have been passive with most investigations triggered by specific com-
plaints. The new program will emphasize prevention, while our efforts to respond
to complaints will continue.'

Under FAPS, three-persons teams (an investigator, an auditor and a program
analyst) will be dispatched to examine DOL programs and grantees, monitor
their management systems, seek out weaknesses and, if necessary, direct them
to change their procedures.

Grantees will have 60 flays to respond to a FAPS report..Follow-up,investiga-
tions.will assure that changes are carried out and that, if needed, program regula-
tions are modified,to forestall further abuse.

FAPS assessments, each requiring approximately one month to complete, will
supplement the Department regular program investigations. While FAPS
teams will be searching for conditions which make fraud possible, actual cases of
fraud will be referred for investigation and prosecution when warranted.

X11
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The first two FAN surveys (the Mobile, Alabaina prime sponsor and theCherokee Nation grantee from*the Office of National Progrards) havo already
been.completed. Current plins are to conduct eight to 12 surveys during this fiscalYear' lnd 20 to 40, surveys each year thereafter.
Leis lobe and Regulatory Restrictions

Numerous provisions pertain to the prevention and control of program illnessat the local level. These include:
Conflict of interest.No member of anylitIrde sponSor council may vote on anymatter which has a direct benefit to him/her any organization he/ahe represents.
Kichbacks.No officer, employee or agent associated with the prime sponsor

may solicit or accept gratuities, favors or anything of monetary value from anysubgrantee, contractor or supplier.
CETA workers.Knowlingly hiring an ineligible individual for aCETA Public Service Employment job is now a criminal offense.Charging of fese.No CETA funds may be used for the payment of a feecharged to an individual fdr placement into a CETA activity.

Nepotiam.=--No prime sponsor subgrantee or employing agency may hire aperson in a CETA funded position if another member of the setae family is in 4an administrative position for that agency.
Political patronage.No prime sponsor or subgrantee may select, reject orpromote a participant, subgrantee or contractor based on political affiliation.
Political activities. No programs may involve political activities.Lobbying' CETA funds may be used to attempt to influeneemembers of Congress, State or local legislators.
Sectarian activities.No CETA funds may be used in support of any religiousactivity.
Unionization and antiunionization activities.No CETA funds may be usedto either promote or oppose unionization.
Theft or embezzlement; improper inducement; obstruction of investigation.The

criminal provisions of 18 U.S.C. 665 shall apply for any individual who embezzles,
steals, obstructs an investigation or induces any persons to give up any money oranything of value.

.

PROGRAMS TO REDUCE STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT I

Conventional aggregate demand management policies historically have beenthe major instruments for reducing .unemploydient. The policies generally havebeen moat successful in situations where unemployment has been associated withcyclical contractions in economic activity. Some unemployment, however, is nota consequence of deficient aggregate demand, but rather is a reflection of persistentstructural impedimenta in the labor market. In such oases, traditional monetary 4,and fiscal policy actions alone can not achieve desirably low unemployment rateswithout generating unacceptibly high rates of inflation. For this reason; our arsenalof weapons to combat structural' unemployment should include training programsas well as selective Federal policies to promote the creation of jobs.Aside from their other benefits, such. programs can enhance long run produc-tivity growth and ease the inflationary presitures often associated with periods ofhigh employment. As the economy approaches full employment, when joblessrates for certain categories of workers (partibularly skilled) are relatively low,unemployment rates for several groups within the labor force remain unacceptablyhigh. A scarcity df skilled 'workers puts upward pressure on wages and prices,and can inhibit economic efficiency and growth. One of the prime benefit& of struc-
tural employment programs is that they increase the supply of workers availableboth for entry level jobs andthrough the process of upgradingat higher skilledpositions. The net result 'is increased efficiency, higher levels of output and income,and further advances in employment.

The social rewards of creatively-designed structural employment programs gobeyond near-term readily measurable economic variables. To the extent that theseprograms contain a training component, they directly increase our Nation'sstock of human capital. But, perhaps more important particularly for youngpeopleare the benefits associated with the positive exposure to the world ofwork and the reduced depeqdency of participants on the government's incomesupport systems.

I Stibuilssion for the hearing record of Yen. 30,1979, entitled " The 1070 Economic Report of the President,"'by Ron. G. William Miller, Chairman, Board of Governors, Federal Reserve System,
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PROGRAM PRINCIPLES,
.

Policies to reduce structural unemployment should be designed to improve the
quality of tie work forcer, facilitate the flow of information about skills needed in
a growing economy, and provide foroffective job placement. In my view, the
following principles should be embed in programs intended to =aerate.
structural unemployment...

'Emphasis should- be placed on preparation for the direct placement in growing
industries.--Over the years the pnvatelector has generally provided. the bulk of
the net increase-in payroll employment: reflecting this, structural tabor market
policies should be aimed at identifying and meeting the needs of private sector
employers. Moreover, many job openings in the private sector are found in smaller
businesses. Thus, structurallabor market policies should have a decidedly local

-'em phasis.
The design,. and operation of training programs should include local employers,

educators, and public officiale.Training 'and guidance programs' are likely to he
, ,..--most successful when employers have a direct role in specifying their needs.

,Podeed, participation by business in such programs often leads to an increased
' Willingness to hire graduates or provide on-the-job training. Similarly, the will-
ingnesm of educators to adapt curricula to provide students an exposure to the
world of work, and the commitment by community leaders to direct their em-
ployment and training funds to meet the needs of the local economy are most
likely to be forthcoming when they are direct participants. .

.
. More generally, incentives to create jobs for the structurally unemployed

should be provided and disincentives should be eliminated wherever possible.
.

SPECIFIC PROORAMS

CETA title VII. The Administration has recognized the importance of coor-
dinating training programs with private sector needs in its funding authorization

- for Private Sector Opportunities for the Economically Disadvantaged, which has
.. been included as Title VII in legislation reauthorizing the Comprehensive Ern-

ployment and Training Act. I strongly support this program which is designed to
demonstrate the effectiveness or directly involving the local business community
particularly small businessesin the planning and operation of training programs.

" al
Private IndustryCouncils4illbecreatediyehCETA-primesponsor,

an i nc o operati
dire t the use of funds for private sector initiatives. The activities allowed by the
legislation are sufficiently breadth encourage innovation. Employers, educators,
and manpower planners should be able to develop new linkages that will help
meet the demands of private businesses for specific work skills by providing
coordinated training and direct placement of the structurally unemployed in
permanent private-sector jobs. The needs of the unemployed and their future

. employers should be better served by such a cooperative arrangement than by
the traditional approach of large training efforts, which may not have been

,based on the -fullest possible knowledge of the needs of local employs. The
main thrust of this program is efficiency through local decision-nuking, but a
national leadership roleon the part of the Labor Department and the National
Alliariceof Businessis provided to assure technical assistance and to facilitate
the sharing of ideas. I strongly urge Congress to act quickly in granting the
$400 million in appropflations for this program recommended by the President
as part of'the 1979 supplemental budget request.

Programs to Ptoilitate the movement of youths from school into good Pbs.The
transition from.school to work is a critical period in a youngster's life. Yet it is a
transition which has not had sufficient attention in national policymaking. The
nonprofit National Manpower Institute has been promoting the establishment of
community education-work councils. There are currently over 30 of these operat-
ing, funded either by the Labor Department or nonprofit sponsors. These councils.
are comprised of government, education business, and labor representatives.
Their purpose is to collaborate with educators on relevant curricula, to develop
work-study opportunities, and to help improve placement assistance and career
guidance activities for students. This is an. important effort that should be
expanded.

In addition to education-work councils, other ways must be developed- to
strengthen tha linkages between private sector businesses and secondary schools.

-' Such programs can afford youngsters the opportunity to learn first-hand about the
world of work before they make career decisions. One plan.that has been successful
involves the "adoption" by business of a school. In this arrangement, young people
are given an opportunity to experience what adults actually, do on the job. These
programs should include hands-on activities where possible, and as much in-plan

26
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an i in-office involvement 118 can be managed. It is important that these programs
have the full support and cooperation of busine leaders, parents, and educators,
and that the work-place experience' be integrate into formal classroom activities.

The Youth. Employment and Demonstration p ijects Act signed in August 1977
has funded a series of demonstration projects d ned to indicate the feasibility
of cooperative effertOby employers, schools, and community organizations to
provide special career. development assistance to youths. Other experimental
efforts under the Youth-Act umbrella are testing the value of guaranteed work
opportunitieS'for youths in order to encourage them to stay in school or to return
and finish their classroom edu aeon. These demonstration projects- should be
evaluated carefullyt keeping in mind the goals of developing mechanisms for
continued cooperation among in,ols, employers, and community leaders, and
the emphasis on serving the ne of the private sector.

Eliminating barriers to nap t. Many studies indicate that the minimum
ransignificantly limits employment opportunities for entry level workers,
y teenagers. NeArtheless, the House of Representatives defeated in 1977

(by only one vote) an amendment alloWing employers to pay teenagers 85 percent
of the Federal minimum wage during the first sit months of employment: Some
such legislation should be reconsidered in light of the 1% million teenagers who
have been looking for jobs in recent months.

Incentives to create jobs.-4-In addition to providing useful skills and career guid-
ance, a comprehensive employment policy should include incentives to create pri-
vate-sector jobs for the structurally unemployed. Congress has recognized this need
by incorporating a targeted employment tax credit in the Revenue Act of 1978.
Under the provisions of the tax codes, employers are allowed credits, up.to 50 per
cent Of the first $6,000 in wages paid during the first year of employment-go workers
who are certified as disadvantaged; the credit drops to 25 per cent of the first $8,000
in wages paid d ng the second year of employment. The total amount? of wages
qualifying for e redit cannot exceed 30 per cent of a firm's aggregate unemploy-
ment insurance age base for the year. To receive the credits, employers, must
certify that employees added to payrolls have family incomes less than specified
amounts. Also, the plan is aimed primarily at improving job opportunities for young
people' aged 18 to 24.

In my view, this type of private sector involvement is an important step toward
alleviating our structural unemployment problem, and Congress should consider en-
larging the scope of incentive grants to private employers. Other possibilities that
should be invecitigated are wage subsidies and payroll tax credits. These would di-
rectly reduce labor costs associated with creating new jobs, thereby immediately
compensating employers for the costs of hiring and training the structurally unem-
ployed. Payroll tax incentive grants have been tried in France with considerablesuc-
cess as evidenced by broad participation by privateibmployers. The design of any
program of incentive grants, however, should he governed by certain principles. To
be effective as structural remedies, they should be restricted to workers being hired
from appropriate target groups. At the same time, the selection criteria should be
broad enough so as not to place an undue certification burden on employers. Fur-

' thermore, it is essential that reporting requiremens and other "red tape" associated
with the subsidies should be minimized to increase their attractiveness to small
employers. ,

In implementing incentive grants, strong efforts should be made topromete busi-
ness participation on-a broad scale. Lr this regard, Private Induhrf Councils, au-
thorized under Title VI/ of CETA. and npw:awniting Congressional apPropriations,
can be instrumental in disseminating informaticin`oir etititirig emPlaYtnent tax'sre+',..,
its and in encouraging support by local business leaders; In asiditicirwtfailsgliviris'-;
Councils can he an effective vehicle for facilitating phicement of the structArall'yu.r.is,,;,
employed and for misting employers in the process of certifying work'elelyilb
the credit. -

Another incentive-type proposal involves the payment of a taxcredit tollikini
locate or expand in high unemployment areas ,Congressional leaders.have sherivniti
creasing awareness that accelerated depreciation allowancesand an increase in the
investment tax credit would spur business investment. In an effort to revitalize our
Nation's cities and to create jobs in high unemployment areas, Congress also should
investigate the possible merit of supplementing any general policies to stimulate in-
vestment with differential incentives for business expansion and renovation in high-
unemployment areas. An alternative that could be considered is a speed-tip in allow-
able depreciation for firms in those areas to discourage them from moving or dosing.
Congress should study these tax incentives as possible methods of promoting t he
growth of job opportunities in the private sector, particularly in areas with the
greatest concentrations of the structurally unemployed.
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